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INTRODUCTION 

THE POLITICS OF ZIONIST FUNDAMENTALISM 
IN ISRAEL: AN OVERVIEW* 

Dr. Ehud Sprinzak 
FIRST DRAFT 
NC71' TO BE QUOTED 

On Friday April 27, Kol Yiarael, the Isr~eli ·broadcasting servi_ce, 

announced a ·shocking news report. An act of sabotage of great magni-

tude, ai~ed at the blowing up of six Arab buses, packed with passan-

gers, had just been exposed and prevented. During th~ ~allowing 

~eek, more than twenty men suspected of forming a · terrorrist network 

were arrested. In the followin·g weeks, it was further disclosed that 

the suspects accepted responsibili'ty ·for the two most spectacular 

anti-Arab terrorist actio~~'· that had taken place in Judea and Samaria 

(the west Bank of the .» rdan, occupied by Israel in 1967) - the assasi-

nation attempts on the mayors of three Arab cities in 1980 and the mur-

derous attack on the Islamic College in Hebron in 1983. A score of 

smaller acts of the same nature was also attributed to the suspects and 

it was further disclosed that a detailed and carefully planned, incre-

dible project of blowing up th~ sacred Moslem mosques on the Temple 

Mount in Jerusalem was on their planning boards. 

However, what shocked many political observers and students of 

Israeli extremism, was not so much the news about the existance of such 

a terrorist group, as its identity. The members of the network were 

identified as hard core members of Gush Baunia (the block of the 

faithful) a pioneering and religious settlement movement whose members 

since 1968 have taken upon themselves the ta~k of settling Judea and 

Samaria. The great shock and surprise about the disclosure of the 

group's identity was due to the rather n~n-violent posture, assumed 

for years by the spokesman and spiritual leaders of Gush Bmunia. Though 
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not. a peace organization, but rather an aggressive settlement moVement 

and som~ times illegal at that, GUah Baunim never developed openly a 

brutal . ideology of violence. Its Orthodox leaders never ar<JUed for 

the deportation of the local Arab population in th~ name of the ~wish 

right to . the land - a right in _~hich they stron~ly believe. Instead, 

they always ar<]Ued that a peaceful and pr~uctive co-e~stance with . . 
the Arabs was both possible and desirable • . To think that any of these 

\ 
h~ghly - educated and responsible ~en, some of whom were ranking 9fficers, 

and all of whom .were heads of large religious faJnilies, were ready and 

able to resort to systematic terrorist act~vities was beyond imagi~a-

ti on. 

In view of additional information obtained since the begiru:iing of 

the trial and as result of a rereading of some earlier chapters in 

the history of Gua~ Bliillunim, it seems that .our previous understanding of 

this movement was greatly l~clcing. Upon reexamination, i .t now appe~rs 

that Glllsb P.llUDim has not ~nly introduced to Israel's public life a 

highly successful settlement movement, but also a special mode of 

thinking, capable of producing immense-sanetimes incredible aspira- . 

tions. 'l'he amount of apprehension and support bestowed upon the terror 

suspects by most of Bulllunim's spiritual athorities and members points 

to the fact that the radical cast of mind is not restricted or limited 

to the very few. It indicates that we are in fact in a position to 

epealc 'abOut ~ totalistic belief system associated vi th Gush B:munim and 

its supporters which is of general Israeli sigriificance and importance. 

Since this new mode of thinking ·and belief- combines at once a very 

concrete attachment to the truths of the Bible as well as a total com-

mitment to the precepts ·of modern secular Zionism, I suggest calling it 

Z~oniat Pundaaentaliaa. 
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It should perhaps be stressed that ~wish fundamentalism in Israel 

is not new and that it was no~ introduced to the. land. by GUsh.BDunim. It 

existed prior to the emergence of this movement and in fact was there 

·1ong before the establishment of the .state of Israel. This traditional . 

~wish fund~entalism was however always the exclusive property of the 

very orthodox anti-Zionist sects.1 · In the context of the growing 

Zionist enteprise in 1'llestine which later on gave birth to the State, 

the traditional fundamentalist school has become socially isolated 

poli t:ically detached and culturally marqinal. seeing Zionism as a 

religious affront it secluded itself willinqly in a ·cultural, sometimes 

real, qhetto and had nothing to say about matters of State or national 

territory issues. It stood, in principle, in direct opposition to · 

praqmatic Zionism, including reliqious Zionism, which for many years 

was oriented towards • .the ~rt of the possible•. 

A reexamination of the cultural milieu of Gush Baunim as well as 

of its politics suggests today that it had forcefully introduced fun

damentalist politics in present Israel. It shows further that this 

fundamentalist cast of mind is bound, because of its great present 

influence to have a far reachinq effects on high national matters inclu

ding State decisions on peace and war. In order to support this propo

sition, a full portrait of Gush Blllunia, its ide<>-cultural milieu and 

its politics will be presented. 

HISTORY 

Gush Bmunim was formed at a founding meeting held early in March 

1974 t-t Kfar Etzioz:i, vi th about two hundred people participating.2 It 

was at that· time declared to be an organized faction within the 

National Religious Rl rty (NRP). The founding meeting was preceded by 

/ 
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informal discussions in which a decisive role was play~d by former stu

dents of Rabbi Zvi Yehuda Kook~ the .spiritual leader of Yesbivat Herkaz 

ba-Kav, ~mo~ the~ Rabbi Moshe Levinger (the leader of the. IC1 ryat hba 

settlers), Hanan Porat (one of the rev.lvers of Jewish settlement in 

. Gush Etnion). Rabbi· Chayim Drukman (educator and one of the leaders of 

t .he Bnei Akiva Religious youth movement, now a member of ICnes·set), 

Rabbi Waldman, Rabbi Yoha~an Fried and other. young people of simiiar 

background. After a short period of intra-NRP existence, the Gush 

Bmunim people left this party in the Spring of 1974 and declared 

their movement to be an independent body. Ever since, they have 

refused as a gorup to identlfy automatically with any Israeli political 

party and have gained a uniqaue political status on their own account. 

The members of Gush Emnia were active even before t 'he actual 

founding · of the Gush, but not until the Yom Kippur War was t~ere a suf

ficient motivation to organize politically • Against the background of 

the gloomy public mood and the first territorial concessions in the 

Sinai Peninsula (1n the framework of the first ,disengagement agreement 

with egypt), Gush !1111Dim's founders felt it their duty to set up a . 

barriaer capable fo stopping unnecessary territorial concesisons. ·lbey 

were particularly wary of the official lukewarm position of the NRP, 

which was then a partner in the Labor coalition, concerning. the future 

of Judea and Samari~.3 They also felt that it was necessary to promote 

Jewish settlement in Judea and Samaria in an organized and vigorous 

way , and to bring about the extension of Israeli sovereignty to those 

territories. 1bey regarded extra-parliamentary demonstr~tions and 

mobilization of their sympathetic public as effective means · to counter 

the American pressure for concessions. 
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From the beginning the Guah Eamta people most of them yeshiva 

graduates,- rabbis and teachers launced a vigorous information campaign 

to explain their position. They .carried their campaign to all parts of 

the country, including 1t~fee klatsches, schools, meetings · in yeshivot, 

. and -so on. At .the same t~me they began forming core groups of people 

who would popoulate the settlements the _Gush planned to set up in the 

future. The spearhead of Gush Emuni;•'s settlement movement, the Elon 

Moreb group, was already in existence . in 1973.4. A step of major impor

tance was the decision in which all the founders accorded that there 

·would be no formal membership in ~sh E111Di•, no membership cards would 

be issued and that its people and potential supporters would not be 

called upon to cary out any particular concrete task ~hich would .set 

them apart form the rest of the nation. This was a very wise decision, 

for it meant t _hat Guah Emnia .could always claim that it had a very 

large nubmer of members, and there was no offical means by which that 

claim could be refuted. Similarly, many sympathizers could participate 

in _specific. a_citivities of the Gush with which they identified without 

feeling any obligation to support other act1viteis or to identify with 

any broad platform. Nor would the opponents of Gush Emunim suffer from 

this decision. They could always contend that the Gush is nothing but 

a sma~l margial group of f.anatics who are· making a lot of noise. 

During the Rabin govem~nt (1974-1977) Gush Ea.am• operated on 

three planes: it organized protests and demonstrations against the 

interim agreements with F.gypt and Syria and against the polticial and 

diplomatic activity related to these argeements; it promoted attention-· 

focusing activites in Judea and -Samaria to underscore the Jewish attach

ment to those parts of Eretz Yisrael; it carried out settlement 

operations in the occupied territories. 
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The protes~ activity of Gush Eainim began with the active suppoort · 

1 t gave to the ·hunger strike of the leaders of ·the G.reater Israel 

Movement, which started on Independendce Day in May 1974, outside the 

Prime Minister's residence in Jerusalem.5 'Ibis line of activity was 

continued in repeated protests aga1snt Henry Kissinger duirng his 

visits to the country as part . of his shuttle diplomacy. The pa·r-

ticipation in these deomonstrations, which continued sporadically until 

the fall of 1975, ranged from the scores of people who blocked traffic 

on Ruppin Road, a main thoroughfare of Jerusalem, thereby obstructing 

the advance of the official motorcades, to the thousands who filled 

Jerusalem's Zion Square and clashed there with the police. 

This activity reached a pea~ in Octo'ber 1974, when a mass rally 

was held in Tel-Aviv's Malkei Yisrael ' Square for the recognition ·of .. 
( 

Judea and Samaria as an inseperable part of th~ country. The rallY, was 

also an occasion to note that 460,000 people had signed a petition to 

the effect. After the signing of the interim agreement with ~ypt and 

the end of Dr. ICissinger's visits to the country, the large ·protest 

activites by Gµsh !minim ceased. Only small flareups, demonstrations 

opposite the Knesset . building or the Prime Minister's office, remained 

in evidence that the Gush had not forsaken this avenue ' of activity in 

principle. 

Attention-focusing a.cu vi ties by Guab Emunim, to stress the JeWish 

attachment to Judea and Samaria, began with Operation Go-Around, which· 

took place in October 1974. As part of this operation, in which an 

estimated two thousand people participated, . the participants managed to 

get past army roadblocks and spread out across Judea and Samaria to 

those points where the Gus~ maintained the settlements should be 
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established.6 Since the operation was meant for publicity purposes, 

the participants. did not get into a serious collision vith the army and 

when requested to leave those points did so w1 thout mch ado. A simi

lar action was conducted on ·aanuk.kab (December 1975), wh.en many sup-

. porters of Gush E111Wlia spread out acro~s mountain tops in Judea and 

Samaria in ·a candle-lighting operation. During the Passover holiday in 

1976 a tradition began which has since become an annual custom, the 

Eretz Yisrael Ramble. Between twenty to thirty thousand people took 

part iri a mass hike across Samaria.7· The participants in this march, 

as in the others ·that followed, did not come only from peripheral 

circles, but included al~o major establishment figures such as Menachem 

Begin , Yigal Hurwitz and Guela Cohen. Gush. Emunia has always invested a 

tremendous effort in organizing these marches , for the extent of par

ticipation in them becaiE the number one barometer for assesing public 

support of the movement and its. ideas. On the basis of the paritic

pation in these marches the leaders of Gush Emun1a claimed that a ·mass 

movement was arrayed behind them.8 

The power, importance and public influence o~ the protest actions 

and the publicity-seeking activities never for a moment obscured for 

Gush E11Eoim its deep commitment to the idea of settlement beyond the 

Green Line. The goverment of _Israel, being pragmatic and subject to 

pressures from all sides·, was not enthus1ast1 c about initiating 

settleim!nt. Its hesitancy was mostly marked during the period of the 

negotiation on the interim· agreements with Syria and ~ypt, talks which 

were conducted under heavy American time pressure applied by Dr. 

Kissinger. Gush !1111111• did not · let up on this matter and its inside 

pressures, which are unkonwn to the public, were no less than its exter

nal ones. In response to this pressure the government first authorized. 
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the settlement at ICeshet on the ~lan Heights~ a military foothold at 

Tekoa and another at Kochav ha-Shahar.9 Aftetwards Minister of ~fence 

Shimon Peres authorized a workers' camp at Ba'al Bazor, which later 

became Ofra, a ·c1v1 lian settl~ment in all re.spects, including families 
. . 

and children. lbese activities notwithstanding, the spearhead of Gush 

Eamim · was and still re~ins the core-group of Elon Moreh • . This group, 

which, as was mentioned earlier, preceded the formal establishement of 

the Gush, has ·become the symbol of its fundamental challenge to the 

guiding conception of the Labor .government, viz., secure borders· · 

combined with minimal involvement with the densely populated Arab a.reas .10 

The founders of this core group, Benny Katzover and Menachem Felix, 

have expressed more adamantly than anyone else the determination of 
. 

Gush E1B1D1a to settle in all parts of Eretz Israel, including the very 

heart of the Palestinian population. This group tried on seven dif-

ferent occasions to settle in the Nablus-Sebastia region, and each time 

their attempts were thwarted and the ~ettlements forcibly dismantled by 

the ar~. With the eighth attempt, after a very dramatic confrontation, 

. Gush Emun1m. broke down_ the government's opposition and achieved the 

well-known 'Kadoum coq>romise. This event took place ~uring Hanukkah • . 

On a rainy, wintry Hanukkah night in December 1975, about two thousand 

people, members of the core group and yeshiva students on holiday, 

settled in Sebas.tia. In a brilliant ploy, some of the leaders of the 

American Jewry, who at the time were convening at the Jerusalem 

Conference to express special solidarity with the State of .Israel, were 

mobilized by Gush B1111n1m to express privately their support of the 

settlement attempt. Following two days of tense confrontation it was 

finally agreed that the members of the core group would leave the site 



'on their own accord', pa~s to a military camp at lCadoum and stay there 

until. a decision was reached about their future location.
11 

The 'Kadoum compromise' brought the series of confrontations bet-
. I 

ween Guab Easni• and the Rabin government to a head. Afterwards the 

group receded· from the pub~c ~sion, but its inside activity con

tinued, increasingly geared to exerting pressure within the government 

to establish new settlements, to provide support for existing ones and 
. . 

to launch an all-out public relatio~s campaign. Important in this 

regard was the Ein Vered Conference, at which the Guah's major 

breakthrough into the hard core of the labor movement was crowned with 

success. Participating in this large conference of identification· with 

Gush Emuni• were prominent figures in· the . Labor settlement movement who 

proclaimed their open support for the Guab. They even expressed their 

readiness to work for it on a regular basis.12 Gush E-.inimostensibly 

proved that it had succeeded in overcoming the psychological barrier of 

cooperation between the religious and secular caq,s, and in partic~lar 

that it had received support for its extra-parliamentary mode of action 

from an elite group within the Labor movement. After Kadoum and the 

formation of the Ein Vered Circle., it was clear to the government in 

general and to Prime Minister Rabin in particular, that here was an 

ooponent of su1:6tantial weight. 

The Likud victory in the elections of may 1977 and. the declaration 

of the Prime Minister designate, Menachem Begin, that 'we will have 

many more Elon Morehs', induced many of Gush Em.inim leaders to 

believe in all sincerity that their extraparliamentary period was 

over.13 And indeed, t ·he new regime accorded them full legitimacy. 

Gush Eainim was in fact never regarded by Menachem Begin as· a deviant 
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group. Its_ young members had always been the Prime Minister's 

darlings. Many had long been e~vious of the ease with which the 

leaders of Gush EBJnim could get to speak to Begin and obtain satis-

f a,ction from him. Since· they had_ ·formed their movement in order ~o 

achieve the concrete goal of settlement in Judea and Samaria and not· in 

otder to add another color to the spectrum of ext ra-parl1~mentar1sm in 

Israel, many of ~he Gush Emunia people were happy about the opportunity 

offered t~em now to s~ed the somehow extremist unsympathetic image. 

Another reason for their satisfaction was the senior posit1o~ of Rabbi 

Chayim Drukman, their man who was placed as the number-two man in the 

NRP list to the Rintb beaset.14 

Gusb Bami•'s rejoicing did not last long. Despite their great 

expect·ations, the government did not come up w1 t~ a large-scale settle

ment program. The constraints of daily policy-making, Mr. Begin's 

failing health, and especially American pressures, began · to leave their 

mark on the cabinet, and the impatient Gush found i~self in the posi~ 

tion of being given the runaround by the government and the Prime 

Minister. It was still a sympathetic government, and the Minister of 

Agriculture, Ariel Sharon, did not conceal his aff~ction for Gush 

E1111n1a, but it gradually became clear to them that even under a Likud 

admlnsitration, they might have to use the extra-parliamentary tactics 

they had devised during Rabin's regime. 

The Camp David accords., the Autonomy Plan and the governemot~s 

commitment to give up the Rafiah Salient struck Gush Emunia like a bolt 

out of the blue. tbis was without doubt the lowest point in its short 

history. Its leaders had had time eno~h since Sadat's visit ·to 

Jerusalem to discern what the future held in store, but the firm belief 
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that bistory·vas on its side - which characterized Gash Baunia all 

along - p~evented an early forecast of the dramatic event, and when it 

happened they were altogether at a losa.16 The total concession by the 

'Cl' eater Israel Faithful', Men~chem Begin, the .paving of the way for a 

lW:> estinian state by the Autonomy P.dln and the dismantling of the 

settlements in the Rafiah Salient left tj\em dumbfounded. The activity 

of the G118h people was paralyzed and its return to normal did not come 

about easily. The GU&h members were simply too weak to manage the 

organi•zation of an anti-<Jovernment ~ront by themselves and at tha.t time 

were qreatly assisted by other· periph~ral elements such as the Berut 

'Loyalists Circle', 1l" ofessor Yuval Ne •eman, members · of the Cl' eat 

Israel Movement, ltlesset Members Guela Cohen and Moshe Shamir, several . . 

former Rafi members and others who together formed the •covenant of the . . 

Bret& 11arael Faithful'. 1 7 This new association commited itself to 

the original platform of the Greater Israel Movement, and by its very 

founding in effect declared a toal war on the Camp David Accords. 

Later on, this entire 9roup founded the Ra Tehiya movement, which took up 

a decicive position against Begin's determination t'! car.ry out the camp 

David accords. 

An event of major significance to the history and the consciosness 

of Gush BllluDi.a took place. in the months preceding April >. 8 1982. This 

was the date set by the Israeli Eqypt_ian ~ace Treaty for the final 

Israeli evacuation of Sinai. · The settlers of the Rafiah Salient and 

the members of Gush Bt:aunim reufsed to believe that a retreat was at all 

possible. Together they established a mass movement aimed at 

frustrating the 9overnment's collllllittment.18 Although the movement was 

launched in the name of the Sinai Settlers, it was soon taken over by 

a group of zealots of Gush. Blllunim. Rundreds of them, perhaps even a 
thousand, settlers in Judea and Samaria, left their newly built 

.. f~ 
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homes and moved to r.unit, the new capital of the salient and 

to its surrounding settlements, in order to stop the retreat with their 

bodies and ·by their strong belief .· 'they flocked over with their rab-

bis, their Yeshi~t and even their families, fully convinced that they 

were .Heavenly ordained· for the mission.19 Several of them, the most 

extreme, seriously consideered armed resistance and only a very 

cautious operation by the army managed mirac.u).ously to prevent the 

eruption of large scale violence.20 

The activities of t!ie terror network described in the introquction 

to this essay were greatly influenced by the 'treacherous' evacuation of 
:·: ·:. :'; ~~~~ ... 

Sinai. Already in 1980 c he leaders of the group concluded that the 

Begin government was not to be trusted and obeyed. The Prime Minister 

was ready in their opinion to surrender Israeli holy lands in the south 

and his defense minister, Ezer Weizman, was willing to let loose on PLO 

terrorists in J\ldea and samaria. The result was a very sophisticated 

and daring assasination attempt on three Arab mayors considered to be 

the unofficial PLO leaders in J\ldea and Samaria.21 As the time of the 

retreat was approachng several members of the network developed an 

incredible plan. The Moslem mosques on the Temple Mount, the second 

holiest place for hundreds ~f millions o~ Moslems were to be blown up. 

Two considerations prevailed in the minds of the perpetrators, a . 

millennarian dream and a polticial tactical one. The dream related to 

~he desire of creating conditions for final redemption - a dream that 

existed in the mind of every member of Gush Bllunim.22 The Tactical 

ploy had to do with the disastrous retreat. The members of the network 

were convinced that· the spetacular operation would not only destroy the 

Muslim mo~ques but also .the Israeli Egyptian R! ace Treaty.23 The Sinai 
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peninsula was, 
according to this incredible plan, to remain forever in Israel's hands 

and the Iaraeli people were - perhaps through an •armagadon var• to 

come back to their senses and join Bmunia'a way. It is not yet fully 

clear why this grand operation was never carr~ed out, but fortunately it 

was not. 

In the context of discussing the growing frustration of some of 

Eaunim's true believers it is important to stress also some of the 

great achievements of the movement as a settlement trust ·aimed at 

Israelizing Judea and Samaria. Following Begin's great electoral sue-

cess in 1981 the cabinet which ran Israel's affairs was no longer the 

same cabinet that had signed the peace agreements. The dominant axis 

in it ~as composed of Begin, Sharon and Shamir. This was a hawkish 

axis, altoqheter different from the previous on~ - Begin, Dayan arid 

· Weizmap - that was responsible for ·the spirit of Camp David. The new 

axis was limited by the Camp David framework and the Autonomy Pl an, but 

nevertheless has been operating at full steam and with considerable 

aggresiveness to perpetuate ~wish settlement in Judea and Samaria. 

Despite the Guah's disappointment with Sahron's stance during the 

period of the Camp David accords, it has become apparent during the . 

past years that they could not wish for a better representative in the 

gov~rnment . Ariel Sharon has proven to be a very able minister and has 

proceeded rapidly towards the realization of his settlement plan.24 

Sharon always objected to the Alon P.can, which in one form or another 

bad quided all the Labor governments. He formulated an all embracing 

strategic settlement plan based on Jewish control of all the dominant 
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roads 1n the West bank. By virtue of· his stubborne66 and aggressive-

ness he · succee~d in carrying out more of the plan than either his 

friends and opponents thought 'possible. In spite of the difficult per-

sonal crises he. encouot.ered in . t~e Llkud govern~nt, be endured be Her 

than Uayan and W~1zman, who were t~e only ·ones able to neutralize him. 

With Sharon as a domnant h.gure 10 the Llkud govern~nt. Gush Emun1111 

had no need for noisy ext ra-parlia~111:mtarism. 

FUNDAHt:NTALIST IDEOLOGY 

Guah l1a1D1m has always 'been characterized by its spiritual nature 

and by the COllllDltlll!nt of its leaders to a unique religious world view. 

What escaped most observ~rs of this movelll!nt, ho~v~r. was the totali-

stic and fundaD!ntal1st nature of this world-view. The reason for this 

1s dtie to the fact that the Guab has been prilliirily conceived of as a 

pragmatic settlement movement identified with se01lar aspirations and 

· mundane .achievelll!nts. R.!latively . little attention has been given to 

the comprehensive cultural rm.lieu within which the moveD!nt has elll!rged 

even before it was formally established and named. Only recently have 

a few scholars, proDllnent among them Kibbutz intellectual Zvi ~naan25 

and the late Professor Uriel Tal, identiiied ~nd characterized the tota-

listic s~ructure and the messianic contours of the new ideology.26" 

Both l<aanan· an~ Tal have shown that in the orthodox and dogmatic 

cultural system in which the young members of Gush llllUIU.111 bave grown 

up, nothing could be done or said without a religious legitimation of 

a prestigeous rabb~s. They have convincingly· argued that these rabbis 

because of their spiritual authority were responsible tor setting the 

bou~daries of lmun1m's sphere of expectations and operations and that 

these boundaries have in the "mrtssianic ..ge'' ·becolllt! e&lmot>t limtl~ss. 
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A clue to Bllmunia's fundamenqllist ideoelogy can be found when the 

fact th.at all of its spiritual authorities and many of its leaders 

were educated in Yeshi.at Merkaz ha-Rav, is given a proper attention and 

when it i ·e further remembered that the founder of ~is ~ shi va, the 

late Rabbi Avrahm Yi tzhak ha-Cohen IO<Dk, the first Chie~ Rabbi of the 

~vs of Bre~ Yiarael, was an original messianic t}:linker.27 It now 

appears that the unique kabbalistic interpretation of the -late Rabbi 

Rx>k has ·aasumed since 1967 a manifest an~ popular character and has 

become not only the esoteric property of a selected few, but the 

forensic ideology of many a~d a quide-line for political action. 

several of the cardinal points of this all embracing belief system 

warrant closer scrutiny: 

Redemption 

Rabbi X> ok believed that the ~wish people of his day existed in 

an era in which the birth pangs of redemption had alrea~y begun. This was 

attested, according to his .interpretation, by the rise of modern 

Zionism, the poltical gains of the movement, the Balfqur Declaration 

and the entire Zionist ente~priz~ in Pl lestinian.28 . For many years 

the students in his small yeshiva were educated in this spirit ~nd 

when he died the tradition was passed on especailly to his only son, 

Ra' bi Zvi •huda Jt>ok. U'ltil 1967, the io oks' special interpretation 

was kept, o~ a rather esoteric level. Like a classical kabbalistic 

thinker, the elder Rabbi It> ok was equivocal on many issues, vague on 

others and was said to ~ave different scholarly interpretations. 

His teaching did not become a fountain for earthly activities and 

mundane operations. The Six Day war and the great Israeli victory 

however, transformed the status Qf Rabbi JO ok' s theoloqy. Suddenly it 
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was clear to his students, and eventually to others that they were 

livinq in a truely messianic age and that it was their calling to 

deliver the message to the rest of the nation. P.mpirical reality has 

assumed a _sacred aspect and every event was shown to incorporate a · 

··theological· meanin9 and t;o be part of a metahistorical process of 

redemption.29 Though shared by many rabbis and religious authorities, 

the new interpretation was most vocally preached by Rabbi Zvi Yehuda 

~mk. Be, the present head of Yeahivat Merkaz h:aRav, has defined 

the State of Israel as the balachic Kingdom of. Israel and the Kingdom 

of Israel as the lei. ngdom of heaven on earth. Total holiness was now 

extended to each and every -Jew living in Israel and all phenomena 

including secular ones were said to eventually be taken over by this 

holiness. From this study's point of view, the significance of the new 

mystical status bestowed upon present reality has been its operational 

.meaning. No more was the new interpretation preserved in esoteric 

ra bbalistic writings. 1! has become ~ order ~ the day. ~en before 

the gathering of Guab Bllunim, individual yeshiva· students and activists 

have ~equn talJting in the new language but after ·the official 

establishment, the new theology has become the practical property of a 

whole mo-vement. No ·ordinary discourse with the members of this move

ment was now possible without repeated references· to grand national 

resurrection, historical meanin9s of ordinary eventa,the ·building of 

the third temple and redemption.30 GwJh Blluni• thus assumed its fun

damentalist nature. Almost all the Bi blical rules regarding the 

1Cin9~om of Israel, the nation and the land were n~ literally appli~ 

cable and strict Halachic instructio~s concerning nati onal behavior in 

the messianic age vere now said to be valid. 
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!!!£.Sanctity 2f ~ !:!M 2f Israel 

. According to the fundamentalist conception of reality ·wh1ch is 

espoused by the new s<:hool, not only the time dimension of the Jewish 

nation but a~so the space dimension has been metaphysically trans-

. formed. nte essence of this transformation amounts to the total holi-

ness of the ~and of Israel and every concrete grain of its soil. '"This 

holiness", writes Professor Tal, "does not replace the physical 

substance but inversly, the physical substance is itself becoming 

sacred until total holiness is achieved. Thus no individual can escape 

holiness and every place upon which a Jewish foot. is set ·1s holy. The 

historical symbols are transformed from mere symbols to a concrete 

substance. Hot the single indiV1dual but the place is holy and not the 

place as • symbol for holiness, but the physical place: trees , stones, 

graves, walls and other places as well. They all are sacred in . 

themselves.•31 It should perhaps be stressed that the belief that the 

Jewish people and the land of Israel in its entirety are one and the 

same, goes back to Rabbi Kook's mystical interpretation of distinguished 

religious authorities, but in this case too, an immense epistemological 

leap has taken pla.ce ~ince 1967. From that time on and as a resu~t of 

the concret1zat1on of messianism in Israel, the whole issue of ·the bor-

ders ·of the Land has assumed an unprecedented seriousness. In. 

countless religious symposia and learned essays the question of the 

genuine borders of the Land has been discussed and debated.32 While 

the secular proponents of the greater Israelf idea have startt!d to sur-

vey the borders according to security considerations or legal historical 

ones, the religious messianic proponents have only had in mind one 

consideration: the Biblical covenant and the promise made by God to 
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Abraham. In that conte~t it was soon discovered that the territory , 

under consideration was not restricted to the vast area taken by the 

Israeli a~ in the Six Day War, but e~ended to the Euphratus on the 
.. 

northeast an~ to part of the Nile on th~? so~thwest. While no unanimity 

on the operational meaning of the new Bi ~lical map h.as been reach~d, 

· not a single one of the fundamentalist authorities was ready t~ con~ 

sider giving back even a single square inch for either peace or 

security considerations. Some of the extremists do even believe that 

further territorial annexations are timely. Rabbi Israel Ariel 

the former head of Yamit's (the evacuated city in the Rafia Salient) 

yeshiva is a typical example of a stiff fundamentalist mind. In a .pri-

vate interview with this writer, he did not disclose bis opinion that 

our time ts a high time for Israel to. wage a War of conquest. When 

asked about current political constraints and ~iplomatic limitations, 

the Rabbi responded by saying tha; Joshua who waged an ·immense war of 

conquest in Canaan had far worse political constraints and 

lim:ltation.33 When pressed further about potential casualties and 

natio·nal losses the fundamentalist rabbi responded by refering to a' 

Biblical ruling that in case of a holy var no question about casualties 

is legitimate until one fifth of the nation ts extinct. 

.. .., . 

Not all the rabbis of the new school OT the members of Cush Emuni~ 

would go all the way with Rabbi Ariel and so far his is clearly a 

minority opinion.34 The fact that such an argumentation is heard today 

·and is legitimate is however indicative. ·nius, Israel's chief Rabbinate 

- wh1 ch has formally nothing to do w1th Gush Emunio - had in 1976 

issued an official halachic ruling about the ~ol1ness of th~ Jewish 

territories and the consequent holiness of the political soveregnty 

; ': I' ' 
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over the~ And in 1979 this distinguished national institution which is 

sanctioned by a state law had ruled that no part of the holyland could 

be ~etumed even in the context of a peace treaty. "According t'o ·our · 

holy Torah and the unequivocal and decisive balachic rulings there 

exists a severe prohibition to pass to foreigners the ownership of any 

piece of the land of Israel since it was made sacred by the Brit Bein 

hrBetarim (Abraham's Convenant) ".35 

The totalistic and uncompr9mtsing position of the messiani'c school 

and its operational . translation in the daily life of the members and 

supporters of Gush E1a1n1m is highly. helpful in the .explanation of 

several events in the last decade. It explains for example The stub

born opposition to Israel's retreat from Sinai and the l>el1ef held 

unr:il the last moments of April 28, that God was about to intervene 

directly in order to prevent Begin's national crime.36 It also explains 

the high welcome .accorded by Gush Emunim t 'o the · Is·raeli conquest of 

Southern ~banon. This territory belonged in Bi bl1cal times to the 

tribes of Asher and Naftali and no reason in the world existed not to 

. free it from the hostile Arabs and reclaim it forever.37 

~Revival£!.. Zionism~ Settlement 

In an early comprehensive ideolgical document produced by .Gu~h 

E11i11n1m· 1t calls itself a "movement for the renewal of Zlonist 

fulfilluent" "Our aim is to bring about a large movement of reawakening 

aDDng the Jewish people for the fulfillment of the Zionist vision in its 

full scope, with the recognition that the source of the vision in Jewish 

tradition and roots and that its ultimate objective is the full redemp

tion of the Jewish people and the entire world .... 38 

.r 
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Thus, although it appeared to many that· Cush l11111lia was 

established as a single issue movement to promote the extenstion of 

Israeli sovereignty to Judea and Samaria (and if possible, to all the 

occupied territories) it never actually confined itself to that issue 

alone. Taking into considet:ation the new totali.stic definition of 

reality as well as the concrete operations of the movement it is 

obvious that Gusb ~mn111 sees itself as a movement of revival whose 

task is to revitaliie historic Zionism that died out· in the Israel of 

the 1950's and 60's. According to Easllia's analysis, the Israelis now 

live in a crisis bonl out of the fatigue that followed the partial 

iq>lementation of Zionism after the establishment of the State of 

Israel. 'nlis crisis has led to a weakening of the pioneering spirit, 

to the .unwillingness to continue to st~gle against the pressures of 

the outside wourd especially agains tthe Arabs, to the establishment of 

a materialistic society and a setting of the private ego over and 

against the naUonal goal and mission. A survey of the writings of many 

of Eaunim's .rabbis an.d spiritual authorities reveals a strong denial 

of modern Western culture.39 It appears from these sources that there 

exists a gap between Jewish authentic culture and modern alienated 

Western culture. 1be revival and rejuvination of Zionism should go in the 

Jewish path and not vice versa. Gush B111nim has taken upon itslef to 

fight the decadent tendencies. Since i .n the past , . Zionism was different 

and was based on self-sacrifice and pioneering, this according to E1a1n1m 

interpretation is not an original approach but a revival of what had 

already been developed by others. 1be tendency among Gu.sh l11UD1m 

people ·is consequently to present thelll6elves as heirs of authentic 

Israeli Zionism, which actually built the yiahuv, guided ·by the ideas 

of settlement of the land, manual labor, and personal example. 
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The settl~nts of the movement are consequently more than 
, I 

simply ·the means ·of taking· over the land of J'Udea and Samraria by colo-

nizing it. To them, these settlemen~ represent. the utmost achieve-

ment, the purest Zionist activity in every sense of the term. The Gush 

are not socialists, of course, but they are deeply attached to the kib-

butZ movement which in its prime shared many of the same ideas. It is 

therefore not surprising that two of the most porminent leaders of Gush 

Emunim, Rabbi Moshe Levinger and Hanan B>rat are originally religious 
. !IP"•SG'W . 

kibbutz members. Pcrat comes from ICf ar Etzion (which was destroyed in 

the 1948;.(ar) and Levinger was· formerly the rabbi of lCibbutz Lavie. 

The Arabs 

A ·key operational question that stems f~om the ·monopolistic 

a~porach of Bllunia fundamentalists to the issue of the Land of Israle 

· concerns the Arabs • What is the role accorded to the Rl lestinian Arabs 

in the age of ~wish redemption? What right, if at all should they maintian 

in the holy land of Israel? For many years the spokesmen of the move-

ment had stuck to the formal •three altern'atives• answer, •ccording 

to which every Arab living in the land would be presented with three 

alternatives: to acknowledge publicly the legitimacy of the Zionist 

d0ctrine (the Gush Baunim•a version) and to receive full civil rights, 

including the right to elect and be elected to the Klesset (and serve 

in the army)~ to obey the laws of the state wi ~out forma~ recoqni tion 

of Zionism and be in return granted full rights of resident alien (but 

not political rights); to be offered economic incentives to iinmigate to 

Arab countries.40 
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While not excessively liberal the •three alternative"' proposi~ion 

makes at least some 'political sense. In a context of a peace sett~e

ment and an aqreed upon J:>orders it may even be appealing to some non 

Gush B1D.uni111 Israelis. The problem with this position is that it never 

really exhausted the full range ·of attitudes on. the status of 

· non.,..~wish foriegner's expressed in the theoretical deliberations of 

the fundamentalist school. It is only when examined in view of the 

conceptions of redemption and the sanctity· of .the land t~at these atti

tudes are becoming clear. Basically as the late ~ ofessor Tal has · 

shown the entire issue is a question of h\Jman and civil rights. Ta.l 

has accurately phrased the issue by saying that •if the time and the 

space are two total existential categories, then ·no room can be left 

. to foreigners. As we have seen the question is not limited to a bunch 

of crazy prophets that lost control or to an unimportant marqinal 

minority but pertains to a docjmatic and highly elaborated philosophy. 

This system leads to a policy which cannot coexist with civil and human 

rights and in the final analysis it does not leave room for 

toleration.•41 Following Tal it is possible to identify in the furi

damentalist school three positions on the civil and human rights of the 

non-~vish person: limitation of rights, denial of rights and in the 

most extreme and . isolated end - a Torah based preachings for genocide. 

Each of the positions it should be stressed. is anchored in an authori

tative interpretation of the Holy scriptures. The first position is 

relati.ve'ly moderate. It stems from the . conviction that the notion of 

universal equal human rights is a foreign ideal which like other 
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European, non-.J! wish values has no meaninq in the context of the Holy 

i.ancJ42 The status accorded to non-~vish residents in the Bible is the 

status of resident aliens who may enjoy partial privileges but never 

l • b b • I 
11th 1 • • obtain full equa rig ts to t e .J! vs. Blaum.a s ree a ternatl.ve pro-

position• reflect this rather moderate positi~n and may be seen as its 

political translation. 

The second approach to the question of human rights amounts to a 

denial of those rights since the very existence of the .J!ws in Israel 

depends on Arab elliqration. The ruling regarding conquest of the land 

according· to Rabbi Shlomo Aviner, in his essay "The Messianic Realism•, 

stands above •moral-h\Dllan• considerations of the national rights of the 

~ ntiles in our Land. •43 The people of Israel according to this 

interpretation were ordered to be sacred but not to be moral. Alien 

moral consideratins do not obtain in the ease of the Chosen ~ople. 

·The practical meaning of this interpret.ation is that in tiJ11es of war no 

distinction should be made between enemy soldiers and civilians since 

both are of the cateqory of people who do not belong in the land. The 

most extreme position, that of genocide was expressed in an essay by 

Rabbi Israel Hess under the title •The Qenocide Ruling of Torah•. ·in 

his essay, published in the official magazine of Bar Ilan \l'liversity 

students, Rabbi Hess likens the Arabs to the Alnalekites about whom it 

was aecisively ruled in the ' Bible that they deserve annahilation.44 

The historical Amalekites were according to Hess both socially and 

militarily treacherous and cruel. Their relation to the .J!w is like 

the relation of darkness to light i.e. one of total contradiction. The 

Arabs who live today in the land of Israel and who are constatnly 

waging a terroristic and treacherous war against the .J!ws are direct 

descendants of the Amalekites and the correct solution to the problem 

is genocide. 
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Discussing the delicate issue of the Arabs it is 1q>ortant to 

maintai~ that Bess' position is an isolated minority position and. that 

even the second "d~nial" appro~ch is not very often discussed. 

Nevertheless. the issue at stake is that in the context of the present 

. fundamentalist discourse. these positions are taken Vithout being consi

dered' illegitimate or disgusting. And what. is of greater importance 

is the fact that. non of them has so far been rule~ out as totally erro

neous ~y high religious authorcities. Since the cultural atmosphere of the 

fundamentalist milieu is not open and pluraiistic, but rahter socially 

' monolitic and hierarchial there is a serious reason for concern. It is 

not at all clear whether the silence on the extreme position·s is a sign 

of disapproval or an indication for a tactical underplay born out of 

political prudence. 

Some indication for the awareness of Guab Eminim to the great 

political sensitivity of the extreme talk on the Arabs is provided .by 

the present_ refusal of its leaders to comment meaningfully on the 

future of the Arabs in Jude~ and Samaria following the "expected' 

annexation to Israel. Emunim's standard answer on this issue is that 

their mission is not to solve .the Arab question (the Palestinian 

problem does. not exist!) but the Jewish ques~ion.45 When hardly 

pressed, Emunim's spokesman always .maintain that in due time All-Mighty 

God would provide the right answer. lbe evolution of E111.1nim's forntier 

vigillantism and anti-Arab terrorism does 'not leave l'lllch room for the 

imagination. 

The Relation to Democracy~~ Rule ~ ~ 

A key issue in the understanding of the politics of Guab ED!lnia is 

the att~ tude of th~ movement and its fundamentalist cultural inf·ra

structure towards democracy and the rule of Law. A historical examina

tion of · the ~ovement's record is r'ather incriminating. During its 
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.. 
formative years, the days of the Rabin administration·, Gush Bllunim had 

clearly satisfied an image of an anti-democratic organization. It ini-

tiated illicit settlements,. affronted the democratically elected gover-

nemtn . and was on ballance intensively illegal. In t~e case of the 

retreat fr~ Sinai in 1982 the movement had again demonstrated its 

great disorderly potential. In its refusal to respect the peace treaties 

with Egypt Gush BBunia did not just oppose the qovernment but came out 

directly against Israel's legislature, the IQ'\esset, which overwhelmingly 

approved the treaty. Many of JDDunim's settlers have .over the years 

been involved in anti-Arab vigillante activity which eventually culmi-

nated in the sophisticated terror network exposed in 1982. 

N~t only the past operations of Bllunim's members are of dubious 

•democratic• nature, but also ·the cultural Iii.lieu of its spiritual 

authorities. There can be little .doubt that the fundamentalist beliefs 

of the rabbis mentioned above are undemocratic. Their totalistic con-

ception of redemption, their understanding of the existential dimension 

of time and space and their interpretation of the laws of Torah 

are totally alien to modern democracy and to the prin~iples of legal 

positivism. None else but on the issue of human .and civil rights 

of the non-lsrali residents, is this position so clearly expressed. 

But is it the entire story? Do the past illegal operations of 

Baunia's settlers and the totalistic conceptions of their rabbis 

exhaust the subject? An empirical examination indicates that there is 

more to it. Thus, despi~e their rather impressive illegal record, the 

leaders and theoreticians of Gush Blllunia are surprisingly. not deffen-
• 

sive about the issue of democracy.45 Their rather interesting argument 
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. is that they and their school should not be judged in the context of 

the abstract noti~n of democracy. but in the context of the Israeli 

political system which ll !. democracy. They point out to .the fact 
. . 

that they have always had great respect for the. secular insitutional 

expressions of Israel's soveriegnty - the government the knesset and the 

army. They maintain that many of them togethe.r with young members of 

the NRP. were active in lauching the yesbivot header (religious ·acade• 

mies combining religious study and military service). They palyed a 

major role in changing the NRP's orientation 'towards the institutions 

of government in Israel. Whereas over the years. the instutions of 
. . 

sovereignty bad been basically considered instrumental - only live and 
. . 

let live - Gush Eandm has begun to view .it as an end in itself. The 

Gush insists that these institutions which are of great national impor-

tance be infused with truly Zionist content - pioneering and 

self-sacrifice.4 7 

Upon a close exDBination, aich of Emlnia's argument is sustained by 

the facts. The movement has never developed a blunt anti-de111>cradc 

ideology and in a general historical Israeli context has not displayed 
I 

an exceptionally undemocratic behavior.48 Its main problem with 

' democracy is that with respect to the one issue that truely concerns 

Gush Eaanim. namely !retz Y1·erael the movement has adopted a very 

restrictive and doctrinaire attitude. According to its interpretation 

the. only legitimizing principle in whose name the State of Israel, its 

democratic regime and its legal system were established is Zionist 

settlement in all parts of Eret& Israel. In this view·, democrac'y is a 

reasonable system provided it .exists within a truy Zionsit colDIIllnity. 
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Should the tvo collide, Zionism takes precedence. If the majority, as 

represented by the JCnesset of Israel, rules against it, then it must be 

a momentary politieal majority, manipulative and misleading.49 It must 

~e consequently foui)ht at all coats. · It is the right and the duty of 

every Jew in Eretz Israel to struggle against any tendency to compro

mise on the issue of settlement in the land even if it is proposed by 

the majority. When Ga.sh Blllunia people are asked h~ is it that 

they, . who show so much respect for the state, are prepared to act 

against the government's order and ·guidlines, the~ reply that the 

existing government coalition and i~ legal .framework do not .represent 

the true spirit of the state. CJ> vernment actions that prevent settle

ment ~ay_ be legal but ~ey _are illegitimate. A government that pre

vents settlement undercuts its ~wn legitimacy and places itself in the 

same position as the British Mandatory governement, which undermined its 

legitimacy by enacting the policy of the infamous White l\lper of 1939.SO 

During · the period of the White a per, illegal acts of settlement by 

secular Zionists were altogether legitimate; the same pertains to today, 

and that does not imply a general anti-democratic orientatin. 

A final judgment about Gueh Bllunili, democracy and the rule of 

law should thus be held in abeyance. There exist many indictions that 

the fundamentalist structure of their thinking and their limited co~ . 

. mitment to the democratic procedures would, in time of high pressure,· 

drive many members of GU.sh JDDunim to a .total confrontaiton wit~ the 

democratic sys.tem. There are ·on the other hand some indications that 

many elements within the movement will riot opt for such a confron

tation. These elements will put a high premium on the interpretation 
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that the present state of Israel, despite· all its follies, is both the 

hal.&chic kingdom of Israel and the culmination of the Zionist dream.51 

Its rll;lers should perhaps be strongly criticized but finally obeyed. I 

would consequently risk the proposition that in a situation of extreme 

pressure about cr~tical issues such as the surrender of Judea and 

Samaria, Gush Blllunim and the fundamentalist school will split. 

CULTURE AND SOCIAL ORIGINS 

· One of the explanations for the relative underestimation of GUsh 

Bauni• as a viable political force in Israel has to do with the early 

public image it obtained in the mid 1970's. In those years of the Rabin 

administration the movement launched its illi~i t settlement drive. · Its · 

members· and leaders, though hi9hly successful in bringing the govern

ment down on the issue of settling Samaria appeared very much as a 

.· bunch .of crazy idealists unbalanced and incapable of maintaining ordi

nary life. To many Israelis' reminiscence of their early pioneering 

youth movement, Gosh Eaunia appeared as a rejuvinated anachronistic 

movement of the same nature. Many of these people in and outside of 

Israel still preserve in their minds the sam~ image of the Cush 

and its settlers. They are convinced that once the •real• politics 

will take..J?lace (in the form ·of a decisive 9overnment · resolve to . 

compromise o:ver JUdea and samada) the phen~enon called Gush Baunim 

wil.l evaporate. An unrealisitc youth movement, all its virtues not

withstanding, cannot last forever in the world of the •9rown ups• or be 

of some significance in the context of high state politics. 

A close and realistic examination of Gush Bllunim today shows · tha~ 

nothing could be more erroneous and 111islead.in9 than this image. ·It 
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shows that ever since its establishment the movement was far more· 

serious than an isolated bunch of crazy zealots and that today, eleven 

years after its creatio~. it has given birth to a highly varigated 

social and institutional system. Thi& sytstem includes a . state su~ 

ported settlement organizition, · offical regional municipal councils and 

independent economic corporations. In addition, it has a uniqu~ 

feature which greatly solidifies it, a highly cohesive spiritual 

leadership composed of distin-guished rabbis and religious scholars. · 

It would not be erroneous to speak today of the invisible kingdom of 

Gush Bllluni• which is qradu•llY acquirinq the shape of a state within a 

state •. 

A full understanding of this sytem must not start with the official 

establishment of Gwlh Eaunia in 1974 but with its cultural and social 

origins which 90 back to the 1950's and 1960's. We have already noted 

that the leadership of Gush Blllunia emerged almost exclusively from the 

••hivat Merku ba-Rav and was influenced by the teachings of Rabbi 

Kook as interpreted by his son, Rabbi Zvi Yehuda. No less important is 

the fact that most of the leadership of Gash Baunia came to llerkaz ha Rav 

from the world of the so-called 'knitted skullcaps', the Bnei ~va 

youth movement, ba-Poel ha-llizrahi and adherents of the notion of Torah 

va-Avodah (Torah and Labor - the founders of the Religi ous Kibbutz 

movement which cooperated with its secular counterpart). It is impor

tant to note the spiritual underpinnings of these roots because th~ 

process under consideration .pertains not only to Gush Emunia but also . 

to one of the central transformations that have. taken place in Israeli 

.. 
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society, and which has. not yet been adequately sutdied. Although there 

was no outright Kultarkampf in the fifties and sixties, there was 

nevertheless · a power play in which .the victors were the religious edt>

cational ·system and the subculture of ha-a:>el ha-llil:ralii and the .. 

'knitted skullcaps•. Ill contrast to the other sectors of the Zionist 

educational system, .which ~n the course of being nationalized lost 

their normative character and underwent an astonishing dilution, the 

religious Zionists developed an educational system which created norms 

of life and behavior of the highest order for a quarter of the school 

population. Thus, the religious Zionist public was spared the gerneal 

decline that beset the country's secular educational system, and ideed, 

may eve.n have been .consolidated by it. Around th~t educational system, 

totalistic life patterns were created for an entire public, which rein

forced its religious life not only at home and in the synagoc}ue, ~ut 

also (for its children) in the neighborhood kindergarten, in th~ ul~

nah . (religious acade~y :for girls) or yeshiva (religious academy for 

men) .s2 

Within this slow but massive cultural process ~f educational · 

transformaiton emerged the unique revival of 9!shivat Merkaz ba-Rav. 

After the death of its founder, it fell into decline until the end of 

the 1950's when a new Bnei Akiva generation revitalized the old school. 

This new generation listened eagerly to the interpretations of the son 

of Rabbi Jt>ok to the teaching of his father and infused it with 

nationalistic meaning. When· the war of JUne '67 broke out, these 

youngsters were ripe and ready to formulate a new religious Zionist 

ideology', but not however, before witnessing a unique, almost miracu

lous event. 

.. 
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On the eve of independence DBr, 1967, a group of graduates of the . 

yeshiVa. met at llerkaz ha-Rav for an alumni get-together. As was his 

custom, the erstwhile Rabbi Zvi ~ huda I> ok delivered a festive sermon, 

in the midst ·of which his quiet tone suddenly rose to a crescendo, 

· bewailing .the partition of historic Bretz lti.srael. His faithful stu

dents were led to believe5 3 t hat this situation was intolerable and 

could not last for long. When three weeks later in June 1.967they 

discovered themselves to be citizens of an enlarged .State of Israel, 

the qraduates of Kerkaz ba Rav were convinced that a gen~ne spirit of 

prophecy . had come over their rabbi on that Independence Day. 

They, his faithful students, became holy emissaries equipped with 

unshakable confidence in the rightness of their mission and in the 

divine backing for their activity. · At one stroke a · flame was lit and 

the conditions were .ripe for imparting to the entire subculture of the 

·•knitted skullcaps' - the new political ideology of a greater Bretz 

Yisrael. TOday it is clear that from bein.g a social and spiritual sub-

culture, most of the 'knitted skullcap' community has become a public 

with a political consciousness • . According to the· new ideology, tl)e 

historic Land of Israel must now pass into the hands of the ~wish 

people not only by military action but also by settlement and politcial 

activity - that is, by impc;>sing Israeli sovereiqnty. 

Not all the religious public was swept by the new spirit. The 

Religious J(ibbutz Movement, for example, and its most prominent leaders 

have retained deep reservations about .this revolution in thought . So 

too has the OS ve-Shalom (Strength and ~ace) movement of· religious 

intellectuals, and pres\lllably many others, inlcuding heads of yeshivot 

and rabbis. But it is clear today that between 1967 and 1973 most 
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'knitted skullcaps' vent through a process of 'E.retz n sraelization' • 

This · ideoloqical maximalization was not effected only by people from 

Yiashivat llerkaz ba-llav. A sizable role was also played by the 'Y amg 

Gaurd' of the NRP "s well, of course, as the <?eater Israel Movement. 

The understanding of the full maqnitude of the of ~e cultural 

transformation of the national religious bloc may help us in the expla-

nation of Gush Blllunim ~nd its unprecedented effectiveness in .Israeli 

public life. ,Thus instead of the common conception of the Gtish as an 

isolated group of religo~ fanatics, who emerged from nowhere in the 

wake of the Y ai Ki. ppur War, an iceberg analogy may serve us better.. . It 

shovs GU&h Dun.ill as the tip of an iceber9 whose base (like that part 

of the iceber9 which .is submerged) is a comple~e social and cultural 

system which is not so e·xtreme and visible.54 

The iceber9 model is very effective in explaining the great sue-

cess of Gush Bmunim in its formative years. It helps us ~derstand h°'!I 

the movement was capable of launching its illicit settlement drives 

despite the small nUlllber of the actual settlers. It shows that in time 

of trouble the Gush people ~ould rely upon a large pool of participants 

comprised of the religious bi9her educational system, yeshiva high 

schools, reli9ious academies for girls, Bnei Akiva 1eshi~f°"and 

11eahivot header. For years these youths have been educated in a spe-

cific belief based world view. QUite a few of its rabb~s and teachers -

its spiritual authorities and identification models - passed· .through 

the llerkaz ha Rav hothouse and others were waiting their turn to 9et 

there. Most of these youths did not join the large operations of Gush 

Baunia by way of individual decision. Th~y came as orqnized groups in 

I 
'-
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organized transportaiton. At times they have done so on the expl.i_cit 

instructions of the director of the yeshiva, and at times because their 

absence frOID studies vas considered legitimate. · 'tt is no accident that 

the large demonstrative activites of Gush Bllunim and its settlement 

moves always took place during school holidays, when young people were 

free to attend these events. 

The link with the educational institutions of the 'knitted 

skullcap' culture and with other organizational networ~s affiliated 

vi th it also explains the question of the funding of Gush Blluni.111' s 

large scale operations. many of its opponents have raised the . 

question, very s.uspectly, about how a small and fanatical qroup could 

manage to raise the considerable funds needed for its activities . It 

is now clear for example, that most of the organized transport and 

equipnent for the early operations were contributed by official insti

·tutions such as yeshi'90t, youth ·centers and settlements. They credited 

all of these expenses to their official ·budgets, without having to pre>

vide an accounting to anyone, or having to distinguish between their 

expenses for legal and illegal activites.55 

In additon to their reliance upon human and financial resources of 

the wide .knitted skullcap subculture, the activists .of ·GUah Bauni• 

relied heavily on its political resources. This could be accomplished 

because the young Bnei Akiva were also an inteqral part of the H.R.P., a 

permanent senior partner in Israel'~ cabinet. Gush Bllunim activists 

despite their extreme positions on settlement issues were always 

welcome in high political circles. Fully backed by the N.R.P~ .they 

could be sure that no decisive military action was to be taken against 
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· them for fear of a general governmental crisis. Ravinq also the sup-

port of the ~pposition leader at the time, Mehachem Beqin and the 

qreater Israel camp, they have qradually construed a very favorable 

political support syste~ within w~ch they moved like fish in the 

sea .. 56 Entertaining the affection reserved only for idealist 

pioneering youth ~hey became in fact very effective politicians and 

lobbyists. Being extremely flexible in their tactics but· absolutely 

firm in their atrateqy they would sim~ltaneously act within the. system 

if possible, and outside it if needed.57 · 

THE INVISIBLE KINGDOM OF GUSB SMUNIM -- --
Though mostly illicit and extraparlia11entary in the 1974-1977 

p eriOd, Gush Eaunia had aspired for public ~espectabili ty and leqal 

status. Its vision has always been national and grand. The major step 

towards respectability, legality and permanence was taken in 1978.., hen 

the Gush established Alllana (covenent) as its official settlement orqa

nization, recognized by the world Zi9nist orqanization.58 This event 

happened after Begin's rise to power and was part of a series of moves 

aimed at a full leqalization of the movement. In addition another 

organization was established, the llltsha council, which was to become the 

official political orqan of the ~wish settlements in .1\ldea Samaria and 

Gaza. Having been institutionalized the movement was noii tryinq to 

dissociate itself from the name Gush BIDunia, which retained the asso-

ciation of a temporary extremist movement. While this attempt has 

never been successful, the institutionalization itself had and GU&b 

Baunia was completely transformed into an established hard working com-

munity. Its aembers stopped . preparing for and talking about 
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settlement 'pioneering. lbey have beco~ settlers and pioneers in every 

sense of the term. 

There can be little doubt that while Gush •llW11• was largely 

responsible for the agressive settle~nt ideology 1n ail the parts of 

Eretz ·11arael. the fra~work for the actual settle~nt sioc~ 19b7 was 

established and developed by the governments of Israel. Dr. Heron 

~enven1st1 • . who has been following the evolution of the West Bank under 

Israel's occupation h~s shown 1n bis learned r~ports that the de facto 

lsraell annexation of the area. which in bis opinion has actually taken 

place - was made possible through an increllt!ntal process of parlia~n

tary l~islation, Govern~nt ruling and ad1a1.nistrat1ve r~ulations.59 

Henvanist1 stressed however. that there bas been •great d1fferen~ 

between the Maarach ad1D1.nistrat1on ·(19b7-1977) and the Likud (Begin's) 

ad1D1.nistration (1977~1984). While the llaaracb wanted to keep o~n 

options regarding the future of Judea and ~maria and abstained from a 

non-selective settle~nt policy. the Llkud was not •t all interested. 

Even within the fra~work of the faaious "autonomy plan" ~t v..s deter

auned to prevent a "repartition of the land of Israel" and was con

sequently ready to support large nonselect1ve settle~nt and a 

strategic take-ov~r of the whole area.60 No other than Agriculture 

Minister Ariel Sharon was assigned for ~he job and Sharon's sttat~1c 

1ogenu1ty and ambitious agr~ssiveness bav~ made th~ cr~~piog ann~xation 

co~ true. Nt!:w strategic roads Wt!r~ pav~d, new s~ttl~nts including 

urban centers were lIUtiated and massive econollllc inv~st~nts w~rc 

poured into the area. 

Had Guab Eaan1a been an ordinary secular settle~nt move~nt, it 

would have had· no reason tor its .displeasure with ~in. Sharon and the 
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Likud administraiton. Ho voluntary effort could have accomplished in 

Jude~ and Samaria what . the ~lt\Jd government had. But Ga.ab Blllunim 

because of . .j.ts religio~ fundamentalist attachment to Breu Tisrael 

was never really satisfied with Begin and Sharon, the lay politicians. 

Begin was always suspected of t?eing a declarative Zionist, that is to 

say a 111an who talks highly about great national visions but is not 

capable of their actual realization. · Sharon was mistrusted because of 

his i111J11ense personal ambitions and his political selfishness. Begin's 

refusal to officially anne~ J\ldea and Samaria after his rise to po~er 

and his part in the peace treaties with Eqypt have confirmed Bmunim•s · 

worst feara.61 Sl)aron's support of him had further added to the 

mistrust. Gash Bllunia, could never forget that despite the great 

advancement in the ~wish domination of the West Bank the size of the · 

settler's community within the general population of the area was so 

more than three percent. It could never iqilore the fact that the holy 

cities of Hebron and .. Nablus were by and large JUdenrhine and that 

strong demands for an Israeli eventual withdrawal were made inside and .. 
outside of Israel. The result was tremendous resolVe to strengthen 

itself to such an extent that under no circU1DStances whatsoever, would 

any Israeli qovernment be able. to surrender even a small portion of 

Judea and samaria. Now that its people we~e the key p~lic figures · 

within the settler community, the most capable and motivated, this task 

was not. very difficult. 

on March 20, 1979, just six days prior to the signing of the ~ace 

Treaty with F.gypt, the militrary governemnt in the west bank signed 

order 783 ~ stablishing thre~ regional councils in the area. Two more 

councils of this nature were added later.62 The regulations governing 
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tht! t-=gional counc1:ls' powt!r& dtld functions, deh.nt!d 1n ord-=r 783 as 

five Urbao couoc:il& w~r~ ~st~bli~h~d by Order ~~l. The order bad bet!n 

tht! copy of the lsrat!li Municipal Ordinance and th~ powers of tbe 

municiplitl.tit!S arc consequently identic~l with the p9wt!r& and respon-

s1blities of the ordinary lsr-=all. 1111niCJ.palities. In addition to the 

rights of levying taxes, &upply1n. llllnicipal services, nounnating ofti-

cers and employing workers, the ~st Bdnk councils were granted 

planning and building licensing powers. Tbe Israeli settle~nt areas 

were declared "planning areas", .and the counr1 ls l*re iippointed as 

.. l l .. specia . p anning colllDll.ssions • The purpos-= of these acts. 2n1tiated 

by 1Seg1n's govcrnknt apart ot their. admn1strMUVe d1111:ens1on, was 

obviously to strengthen tht! JeWJ.sh control of the area and to bestow 

perlllltneoce .upon the settle!Dt!nts. What 1s important trom the perspec-

tivt! ot tne present essay 1s· that tht! kt!y t!Xt!cuuve positions :i-n the 

Dew _ councils were given to 1Dm1a's !Dt!mbers, t.he· DK>&t able ones. 

Previous 1llic1t set.tler~ have su~denly beco~ state otf1cials with 

large budgets, great pol1t1cal power~ and ·respons1bl1ties. 

Today, just a few years aft~r the establ1sh~nt of the regional . . 

and 111.1n1cipal councils it is alr~ady clear that theirs is a success 

story. The councils, especially the. rt!g1onal ooes cont.roled Dy Gush 

Emunim, ·are very dyna1111.c 1nstitut1ons. ln a few years they have ma-

naged to ~stablish v1abl11:: structur~s, ~conolDl.c corporat.ions, 

transportation s~rv1ces h~alth and ~ducat1onal organ.izat1ons. Tb~se 
' 

councils i::mploy 20 total, hundreds uf t!q>loyees and owri a vast ~quip~nt 

and ass~ts. 'lhough a sup11::rf1c1al examination docs not d1sclos~ ~ gr~at 
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differen~ between them. and s1111lar 1nst1tut1ons. 1ns1de the ~re~n 

Line~ the difference is clearly there. lbe pa~ oj develop~nt 1s a 

case 1n point and an outstanding example 1s the "Coa;>~ny ·for ·the deve

lopmt!nt of Samaria". · In only three years the competny has acqui.red 22 

buses. t ·rucks • bulldoze rs· and 111.1.n1 bus~s. It · now operates depart·IDtmts 

for gasoline Stations and soil works> and plans. ln cooperation with a 

well established lil.stadrut company Even Vas1d. to construct a cement 

factory • .md with. the big 011 corporation Paz to produce gasol1ne : by

products. · lbe directors of the company are . proud of their ab1l1ty to 

finance new settle~nts without governmental assistance.63 A reet!nt 

article in Mekuda. the settlers' magazine. mentioned that the colDiitly is 

on its way to ~co111ng an economic empire capable of . acting indepen

dently in time of political troubles.a4 

~hat today signifies the ·Varigated orgari1zat1onal system of Gusb 

E1mn1a and sets ~i;;. apart from structurally si111lar institutions in 

Israel is its collective character and its political orientation. Thus 

the econo1D1c and social w~lfare system does not promote only the 

interests ot the individual ~mbcrs. It is totally geared towards seml.

autonomy . All of Emun111's dominated councils are ~m~rs of the 

covering oxgan1zation. the Yeeba \;ouncil. In its August 19ij4 report lt 

was stated that the settlements and their residents are bound to promote 

by all possible means the application of Israel's sovereignty over 

Judea and Samaria. Al~eady at ~he present the · co~ncil operates politi

cal. t1nanc1al. information and security committees. It also maintains 

a co111ID1ttee for ·eXternal relations with other c0Dm1Jnit~es. Danny 

Rubinstein. the vetran West ~ank correspondeQt of "l>avar" has convin

cingly argued that these COIDml.ttees look very llllcil like state 

111nisterial agencies 1Q , embriyo !65 
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. Of special ~1gnif1cance to a · full appreel.ation of BaJDia's "1nvi

s1ble" kingdom 1s the military system that emerged slowly 1n the area to 

assure the safety and security of the settlers. Almost from the 

beginning· of the lsra~l1 occupation of the West Bank. there were . 

security pr~blems in· the area. · Many anti-Jewish terrorist Knd guerilla 

opera~ions took place in the early years and the settlements were .con

sequently defined in the 1111litary jargon as "confrontation 

settlements 0

• In those 0 border settlements 0 according to .Military 

Order 432 and other orders. guards were authorized . to excercise force 

and alll)ng other things to open fire under the ne~essary · circumstance.66 

Many residents of the W~st Bank have. in fact been conscripts "on 

extended leave". mainly religious students colll.biIUng military service 

with rabbinical studies. In every eettle~nt a settler bas been 

appointed "security officer 0 and received a saiary 'from the Ministry of 

· l>efense or ·from the l&raeh police. The result ot this system is a 

very intensive involvement of the settler com1111nity in defense and se

curity matters which were orginally planned to be handled by the ar11fj 

and the military governlDl!nt. 

In 1978 a great cha~e in the prevailing security system of Judea 

and Samaria took place. Israel's chief of staff. general Raphael El.tan 

initiated a new defense concept under the title Territorial llefense . 

Accoridng to the new coneept. the settler co111111nity was now assigned the 

entire job of protecting the area anA lllefending itself. Hundreds of 

settlers were removed from their for~r infantry units and transfered 

to the West Bank. ln addition to their own settlements they were to 

secure cultivated fields • access roads and co~rcial and general co~ 

munity facilities . Every settlement was bound to have in it an alloted 
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number of flt combatants ~ndudiog officers who are also local residents. 

Tbey were to perform their active duty on a part-ti~ basis vtu.le 

leading a normal c1vilina J.lfe. The new system also established · 

large regional mobile forces equipped vith armored p~rsonnel carriers. 

The task of these units· was defined as "current secui:ity .. activi~ies . 

which in the mlitary jargon ~ans poJ.lClog the Palestinian population 

in their proper r~gions_ .67 

It should be stressed that no auch conspiracy was involved in the 

very estabJ.lsbment of the regional defense system. It was probably 

seen by the chief of staff as the best and most economic way of 

securiag the settlements from PLO terrorism and other Arab hostile 

acts. tbe concept of reigonal defense has been highly operative in the 

pre-sta~e days in Palestine when the members of the border settlemtents 

and k.1bbutz1a were the only ones capable of defending themselves. · 

Nevertheless, · the great potenti4l of a se1D1.-1ndependent 1D1litary unit 

composed of devoted BmuniW11 1& officers and soldiers cannot be ignored. 

In view of the tact that all tbe counClls today have speClal security 

committees that .. coordJ.nate security JDi!,tte_rs" , it i .s almst certun 

that d1re~t ·reiationships between the political edlelon and the inlli-

-
tary eche-lon of Guab lmunua exists. It consequently can be argued that 

the "invisible kingdom" .of Guab EllUDl.a has not only fared well in orga·-

nization a~d hn.mce but also in the millltary. As long as the range 

of disagreement with the government is Sl!liill there exists no danger ot 

-conflict or confrontcstion. !Jut no great imag1nat_1on is needed in order 

to torecee a situation of conflict. Very recent debates within the-

settler co111DJnity about it& future in case of a major territorial con-

cessions by th~ govern~nt have concealed ~mong others, the opi~1ons ot 
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those who ~re favon.ng armt!d resistance. These opinions may have . 

expressed the view of a t1ny 1111.nority but they should not bt! left unat

tended. 'lbe fact that the settler-sold1ers keep their persona.! arms 

w1th them and that heavier ariDs· are stored in the settle~nts' · armories 

means th~t already today ·it is hypothetically possible to use the 

settlemt!nts as bases for independent IDllitary operations. 

A rather moderate example for a potential BmuD.i•'s conflict with 

the prevailing law and order which has already ta.ken place is the case 

of the settlers' vigillantism that bas evolved in the last few years. 

Ur • .ISenvensitb has accounted for it in the following way. "'Tbe quasi

independen~ of ldeologically motivated a~d settlers. serving part 

time under their own co111111ianders. has led to various vigilante activi

tes. including the smash1ng of ca~s and harass~nt of the Arab popula

tion. The degree of independence of the armed settlers and the lack of 

control over their activities were revealed by an Israeli official co~ 

mittee. The Committee -found that incidents of vigillantism (vandilizng 

of arab property. opening fire and harassment) had not been investi

gated " because of intervention of politicians> including senior members 

of the government coalition who have halted 1nvest1gations by inter

vening Wlth authorltles.•• a forllltH chief of internal security _who was 

re~ponsible for investigating vigilante act1v1ty went even furtbe~ by 

stating "There is a sympatheetic political environment... Those 

settlers who took the law into their hands and established illtegal 

settlements · have now become legitimate ••• This proved to them that 

'destroyers of tences' and law breakers. have been right. that Lhey 

have become strong and respectiable . "b8 
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Ah1tuv's warning regarding the atmosphere of the settlers' vigillan-

t1sm was made be!fore the· disclosure of the underground network that Wif:S. 

responsible for the IDOSt extre~ anti-Arab. terror acts SJ.Dee! 1980. 

Afte~ its d1sclosure. it was learned that one of the top COllllDi:lnders of 

the r~1onal defense un1't Wl:t.S ann~ the suspec~s69. and so~ of .his 

underground collegues were also invovled in it. 

' The evolution of B11Unim's organ1zat1ooal structure. its Dllnlcipal 

council&. econ.omc companies and r~1onal c:ldense un.1tS should not for 

a mo~nt overshadow the importance of its religiously and sp1r1tual 

infra-structure. An indl.cative case is a small and concdaldd recent 

news that did not get nuch attent.1on in the national media. Accord1rig 

to it a rabbinical cour.t to rule over financial lliitters in vi~w of . the 

Hallacha commands was established in the regional council. Kate 

B1uyam:1.u. The announce~nt on the establi&h~~t of the court stated 

amo~ other th1ogs: 

"The revival of the Israeli nation ~ems also the return of the 

Law in Israel and the manctge~nt of financial 1ssues bt!tween a mciD and 

his peers according to the Torah and not according to the law l111i;1.g1ned 

by tht! ~nt1les. It appt!ars propt!r that settle~nts that are insti

tuted by tht! Torah shold follow th:LS path for tht! law is fro111 t;od"70 

What is clearly indicated in both tht! act and its explanation ~s 

that the Dlt!mbers of Gusb lhminim never torg~t. their spiritual calllng. 

Many observers of the move~nt and its evolution are convinced that the 

driv~s toward seDD.-autonomy are not restrict~d .to the political and 

t!OcnoD11c fit!lds but also pt!rtain to judiCJ.al and lt!gal aspt!cts which 

are diametrically oppos~d to the state's legal 'systt!m. · Tht! ·movement . , 

despit·e its great pollt1cal achievements nad and remains to be a rell-

giou& co1DD1Jn1ty which draws its great strength from its fundalllt!ntl1st 

convictions. 
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In the context of its cultural-legal facet the .spiritual support 

system ot Eam.1.a's coamunity ~lso deserves attention. This system 

wbicli tM!stows self confidence and l~itimlition upon the IDl!~rs comple

tes the unique and totalistic .. llllDl.State .. which hiSS evolved io tbe last 

several years. Ever since the death ot Rav Zvi Yehuda Kook . three 

years ago. Gush B111D.1a bas not bad a single spiritual authority to 

guide the leaders in their action. The syst~ biSS however tunct1oned 

smoothly even without an official bead since the students of Zv1 Yehuda 

have themselves tM!co~ adm red authon ties. Among thlim. Ka bbl Moshe 

~v1nger trom ~bron • .Kabb1 J::liezer Waldman from Kl..ryat Arbct ·and l<.abbi 

Y1srael Ariel from Ya1111t have acb1ev~~ national f~ because of their 

exceptional activites. They are bo~ver only tbe represent~t1ves of 

dozens of young rabbis who grew up in Mlercaz ba-1.av and who continued 

to carry its torch. Today~ eve17 J::aiunim's setticment has its own 

authoritative and active rabbi Mnd 1n many of them there exists in 

addition. a Yeshiva of. some sort. The common deno1111nator ot all thl.6 

vast syste~ of rabbis and Yesb1vot is the prevalence within it of the 

"Emunist Fundana!ntalist ·theology. 'nlis internal co1111111nity wb1ch cncour 

pases thousands of devoted students and spiritual guides may be seen at 

once as a powerful socialization organ and a spirtual support system. 

Hy educating and socializing ·hundreds of young students every year it 

helps Guab llllUllia to perpetuate itself OD the ODe hil.Dd to to llliilDtalD 

its idealistic spirit on the oth~r. The num~r of the new J::llLlnim's 

members may not be con~idered large in proportion to tbe rest of the 

Israeli people but as a re1nforcc~nt to an ell.te group it is quite 

substantial. Most of l1111Dim's veteran observers. 1nclud1ng the present 

writer. are convinced that the move~nt is by far the most dynamic 

social and cultural force that exists 10 Israel today • 

.... . . 4 .. 
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GUSH EMIJNIM ill> 1 SltAELI POLITICS 
~ -

While a culturai and organizati.onai analys1s of Gush Emw;ua may 

take us a long way towards underst·andiilg its sophistication and effec-

t1veness in Jud~a and "Samaria such analysis is not sufficumt to 

account for the moveo=nt's great political influence. A fuller 

understanding of this penomenon can be obtitl.ned .only ~hen the general 

context of .Israeli politics, witi~ which the ·Emwlist fundalllt:!ntali~m is 

operative, is understood. ~st observers of Israel's political map 

agree that today the public is evenly divided between the doves and the 

hawks on the tern.tonal que&tlon. Thu& while about 5.0% of the citizens 
•, 

are ready to trade · part of Judea and Samaria for a real peace with a 

· Jordanian-Palestinian entity, near.ly the sa~ numt>c=r of people oppose 

such a settle•nt. 'Dl1s halt is highly supportive of the pos1t1on so 

weil phrased by Menachem .ts~gin many uas: "Ne:ver again should •retz 

Yisrael be repartitioned." What is import~nt in the present context 1s 

that most of ' these 50 per cent are .!!2!_ fundamentalists. Tb~y are poll.-

·tical IDtlximalists who believe that Judea and ·Samaria should remain in 

Israel's hands for various reasons; ·security, demography, b1stor1cal 

attachllt!nt and even pure elll)tional cons1derat1ons. lbey are bighly 

suspiCJ.ous of th~ Arabs, r~sent·ful of PW terroH.sm and in gen~tal s~e 

no reason tor ~ing altruistic in the Cl'Uel and bloody reality of the 

Middle east. For these territorial IDiiXl.DICilists, most of whom are 

re.presented poht1-c1.tlly by the L1kud and Hatebiya partu~s. the youth

ful and energetic zeaolots of' Gush Bllllll1m ar~ subj~ct tor a total 

adm ration. While they, the ordinary ls·rael1s of nationalist con vie-

tJ.o.ns have personally done nothuig to make the dream of the greater 

Israel co~ true, the ~mbers of Guab Emullla had. ln their bodies, 
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with their large families they have gone to tbe fre~~ng hills of Judea 

and Samaria and literally paved the way. Ibey bad fulfilled the 

m.ssion. wtuch i ·s still very touching in any Ziolll.st context that of a 

The result of the i~nse affection and admlration bestowed upon 

E111UU1m's members by the camp of the greater Israel idea is a total 

uncritical ~ unquestionuig orientation towards the fund"cu~ntalist cast 

of au.nd. lbe new pattern of ttunk1ng and o~rating is conceived to be a 

very blessed phenomonon with no pitfalls• flaws or potent·ial damctges. 

Gush Bmunta and the settler co111111.Jnity may be sai.d to fulfill for the 

maximalist camp the role that was once fulfilled by the Kl.bbutz coar 

munit.Y for the ' labor move~nt. In the past. the leaders of the labor 

movement used to stress incessantly the utmost importance of th~ tiny 

Kl.bbutz co1111111nity to the whole movell*nt and to the realization of 

socialist Zionism in Israel. Many of them who as young pioneers passed 

through a certain K:a.bbutz in their way for political power and 

influence have teyerently kept their formal ~mbership in that .Kl bbutz 

although they bad left 1t and became urban politicians in every 

respect. The Kibbutz coD11DJ01ty was thus enshrined. lt had become not 

only a social phenollll!non of so~ importance but a natioanl 

unquestioanble symbol. lbe same process of symbolization and magnifi-

cation seems to have taken place rqarding Gush Eauai11. ~arly .till the 

maximalists today cherish and enshrine this movement. lts officials 

and executives are warmly welco~ in high govern~ntal circles and its 

rabbis and spiritual leaders are accorded with great national falDt! and 

moral authority. It would not be an exageration to l;Dlil.ntain that as 

far as the future of the land of Israel, the tiny IDlnority of the JUOOU 
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a.i111at coamunity is standing . today in a unique position of nearly 

directing the thinlu.ng of 50% of Israel's citizens. 

To ·assure that its 1nfluence does not remain just aoral and 

abstract, Guab Bm.&Dim has placed its lllt!mbcrs or staunch supporters in 

all the maX11Dlllist political parties. Thus. Batehiya, despite its 

majority secular leadership can be seen as th~ political wing ot the 

Elmlllst ideology. Guah BlllUllilll · also llllSters pob ti cal support in the 

Likud where Ariel Sharon an arch-maxiDli:lll.st is vocal and influential. 

The N.k.P. is infused with 'Bam.ia's supporters, especially on the . . . 

spiritu1tl echelons of rabbis and Yeshiva heads Mnd the small lloraaha, 

another ·religious party. is headed by two pto111.nent leaders of Guah 

Bmnia, kabbi Haim l>rukman and Hanan Porat. In addition, Gusb Bmuil.1111 

and the. settler co111D1Jnity have cre1tted a very etfective l~bby in the 

Knesset which is fully operative all year long. One can be sure that 

' e1tch and every l<nesset or govern~nt llll:!eting which d~aJ.s with Judea 

and Samaria either on small questions such as construction budget~ or 

on iq>ortant ones wh1~ involve the tuture of the entire 1trea is 

attended by ~m~rs of Eaunim or by their political devotees. Tnere is 

very little which escapes the attention of the young activists of the 

Gush. Applying their i~nse influence, theY. are usually copable of 

mobilizing the entire alilXl!Diilist corpus to stand firm and support their 

positions. 

The po.ll.ti<:ill influence ot Gush l11111l1m is not li1111ted tod1ty to the 

maximalist camp only. During its pioneering years, it had also made 

inroads into the very hear t of the Lobor movement and to what was once 

called lsrael.'s. Left. Somte of these Lo bor ~mbers, the most devoted 

supporters of Gush Emun1m had . as was mentioned earlier, crossed the 

pQlitical lines and became ·offic1al 1111:embers of the maxillli!ili~t camp. 
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Ochers did not do so. and are still pol.1.t·1cally ·operative in tbe mn1-

mal1st camp. Most prominant a111:>og them· is Israel's present Minister of 

Agriculture. Arik Hachamkin. but be .ls not alone. While these pol1t1-

C•l activists, u.nllke tbe max1mallsts, may be considered independent of 

the "mystique" of Gush BlllUD.1m they are its pract1cal sup~orters on mny 

important issues and tbe~r support counts. 

Had the pol1t1cal inf lu~nce of Gush BlalD.1.m been solely limited to 

the Maxima.list cmnp and to its "minimalist" supporters. the present 

Labor c•binli!t undu Sb1m0n Peres could hctve pt!rh&ps stop it, or at 

least slowed it down. Given the prese~t structure of Israel's pol.1.-. :•. _ ... 

tics. even this situation is a Utopia. Following the 1984 elections. 

the Israeli pollty b~ tM!en. in ll&DY respects paralyzed. The national 

Ulllty cabinet which is ruling the State. is equally d1v1ded ·bt!tween ~be 

Llkud a.nd the Maara~. No major policy decis1on can be made unless 

fully ~reed upon by both parties. Pt1~ Minister Peres is further 

bound to inform his deputy. Shamir. of any controversial move be is 

about to make and is practically. despite bis 1q>ressive title - extre-

mely 11DUted. Even under a more favorable conditions' of greater Labor 

majority it would have bt!en extre~ly difficult tor the minimalists to 

stop Gush lam:ta's from its daily l~al settl~~nts operations. But in 

a pol1t1cal stale!Diite situation. as prevails today it is simply 

iq>oss1ble. Peres and his colleagues are totally consullllDted by lsra~l 's 

1 ~ns~ ~conomc diff1cult1~s as well as by the Vt!ry need to stay 10 

pow~r. Th~y hav~ v~ry littl~ ti~ or ent!rgy ~o follow th~ slow but 

i.ncr~mt!ntal ann~~auon process which is going on. Si.nee tht!re ar~ 

also no si.gn1f1cant signs of compromis~ by Jordan or th~ Pal~stini .. ns. 

their praglDi:ttic position is on~ of "why worry c&bout 1t at al.1? Why 
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en~nger the very existence of the govem~ntal alliance which.·had 

brought US tO power?" lbere are very few case& Of labor initiated 

interference in the actions of BllllD.im's setlers and this iriterfer~nce 

talu~s place only in cases of severe law breakers. 

The only public force of solllt! significance which is fully aw;,trt~ of 

the growing political power and effectiveness of the funda~ntalist 

school is the Israeli Left, solllt!t1mes called the Israeli peace camp. 

This camp is however very· feable. It is composed of a few small poll-

tical parties whose siz~ in the Knesset is no mote than one tenth of 

the legislature, of Peace Now, a vocal extraparlia~ntry movelllt!nt and 

of several sall civil :nghts organizations. · 'nle Left, especially 

Peace ~ow have been successful in. the past in invoking i~tense public 

emotions regarding excessive acts of t.he govern~nt. · It- mserably 

failed to stop the ~ 11e!188!f process of Emun1m's expansion 1n Judea 
· ar • ~a.II ·4 ~ 4:ilc1ell 1r 

and Samana11, which ~ing mostly legal, ~~ seven yt!ars ~ could 

have only been counter-ba~aaced by effective and massive polt~cal 

force. The only success of Peace Now and the small civil -n.ghts orga-

nizations has been the identification of extrelllt! settler transgressions 

that could be proved in court. lbese acts llli:lY have contributed to the 

demonization of the Left in the eyes of the maximal1st camp, but other-

wise they made very little political difference. 

ZIONlST FUNl>AMJ::NTALISM - A !SALANCt: SKEl::T 

Having protrayed the general profile of Gush E1111D1m, its cultural 

milieu, organizational rannfictions and political ~oph1stication it is 

l Di>Ortant to m;unt.ain what this. move~nt is not. - lil the context of 

· Middle &ist fundamentall.sm, which is thn.ving today , Gush lmunui is 
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sometimes mentioned in the s~ breath with Shii extremism and 

Humei01s111. nus image of the movement, 1 would 111&J.ntian, is totally 

erroneous and an.shading~ The D!me~rs of Gush B~• may aspire for 

th~ i1DDll!d1a~e realization of the funda~ntal truths of the Jewish ·holy 

scripures , but in their· ordinary behavior ~hey do not display crazi-

ness, sadism or primitive blood thirst. No suicidal orientations are 

detectable in them and street hooliganism or quasi-Fascist ~havior are 

ID.ls&ing from ' their life. Also, in contrast to other representatives of 

Jewish religious fund~ntalis111 in lsrael (such ~ the anti-Zionist , 

Neture1 larta which display traditional mediaval life style) BllBlDim 

people are modern, well behaved and' intelligent. Many of them are pro-

fessionals, engineers, talented 11111thel&liticians and successful business 

men. Host of their rabbis are extreD!ly versatile and are tar away 

from the coD1JOOn illlitge of the Hyatullaa. Almost every person who hllS 

ever maintained contact with them hMS ~en highly impressed by their 

combination of intelligence, idealism and· modesty. Their disinterested 

dedication to collective goals and high work ethic have earned them the 

respect of many Israelis who do not otherwise share their convictions. 

The modern and attractive life style of Gueb lllUILlm accounts para-

doxically for its main pol1t1cal danger since it is highly anslead1ng. 

The real challenge of this movelllt!nt does not lie in. its ordinary way of 

life or even in its daily politics. lt has to do with its very deter-

auned cast of unnd ~hich simply refuses to accept the constraints of 

historical reality. Many ordinary Israelis would. have loved to live 10 

a greate r Israel free of Arab hostility. Not ot few ot these would 

have had all the reason to rejoice had the Palestinians decided 
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w~llingly to evacuate Judea and Samaria or had their governmt!nt co~ 

manded the magic resources capable of restructuring the Ml.dd.le East. 

Today however these Israelis are· aware that the necessary conditions 

for- such transformations do not obtain and that they are unliekly to 

obtain in any forseeable future. 'ntese Israelis. some of whom a.re not 

les~ patriotic then Gush Kmunim. are simply capable of readi ng the · 

political map 9f our timt!. Their interpretations and political vi .. sions 

may vary a great deal. but when all the . chips are down • they are unli-

kely· to engage in irrespons'1ble acts or bluntly challenge reality. 

The 11111Dt!nse danger of the fundamt!ntalist mind is that due to .its 

total. conviction that ours is a 'D:!ss1an1c age ·in which reality is bound 

to follow ideology and not Vice versa. actual facts are simply 

disregrded. lbe Palestinians do not exist, the Arab countries do not 

count , world public opinion is rubbish and the. U.S. governmt!nt is a 

mere nuisance. Dle only reality that counts has to do with Jewish . 

redemption which is 1D11D1.nent. It is bound to . be realized in our age by 

a massive al1ya, ~y an eventual elimination of 

~) and by the building of the third temple; Throughout Jewish 

history there_ have been esoteric believers · such as Gush Emun1.m who 

were. equally convinced that the Messiah was just beyond the door. 

Fortunatly these 1Dt:!ssianic believers were in most cases isolated a_nd 

very few. 'nleir IDl:!Ssianic vision was not translated to operative 

poltical program. , lbis is not the case with Gush EllUDim and since the 

movement is so attractive, and effective in present day Israel, it is 

bound to have severe effects on the future of the country. 
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. . ··- ~~ u ..... uc J11ruu1t.:1e or Mr . 
.. .. . u1_y ·uu c_aicui::u 111111 1s oes1aeme pomt."The Reagan's foreign policy achievements:.-· 

. . . :,f. J...tw 16 ~tS-t- P1-S(f"1t fd/ 
TJL '71° • · D 11 • . I 1-l:J.-Y,:)° 
~ l!IJ,at 11 •. /u,o~ism 11aesoa.ution · .. 

. ~:: . 

.·11:1: . 

. _.: : .... Among the doublespeak that-sometimes 
;"':::·.exudes from the United Nations, nothing 
.• _. .... tops the Soviet-inspired, Arab·sponsored 
::;:: 1975 declaration by ·the General Assembly 
.... . equating Zionism with.racism. And with the 
.. : : absorption of black Ethiopian Jews Into 
~·"' white Israeli society now under'Way, noth· 
; :-= · ing could be further from th~·truth. Zionism 
····· • is the naf.ionalist movement to establish a 
... : . homeland lor Jews, culminating In the 
: . founding of .Israel In 1948. It clearly Isn't 
· · racist, though some who profess Zionism 
.... · may well hold racist views, as do·millions of 
· · ·non-Zionists.: . · · · 
'· · .In the 1ast

1

decade, the General Assembly 
resolution, p"assed over 35 opposiog votes 
and 32 abstentions, has performed. as in·
tended: It stamped U.N. legitimacy on . a 
malicious falsehood,' a lie of the most funda
mental kind.' The resolution, which has no 
force of iaw·but ls-a great propaganda tool, 
means political leaders who won't or can't 

declare their anti-Semitism outright are 
permitted to hide behind their rhetoric con· 
demoing Zionism because the U.N. official
ly said, "Zionism ls racism." As New York 
Se·n. Patrick Moynihan has noted, the anti- · 
Semitism of today Is couched in the more 
popularly acceptable term of anti-Zionism. 
History Is twisted beyond recognition -
and so what? · 

In what we hope wasn't a throwaway line 
from the White House press office, Presi· 
dent Reagan vowed to work for repeal of 
the resolution In the General Assembly. 
·should that happen, Mr. Reagan will have 
spent a great deal of capital In various 

·international i;lrenas. Repeal would be a 
signal that much bas changed about· the 
. U.N.: Israel. is no longer a pariah state, 
American power ls. on the rise again, the · 
Soviets are being nice and the Arab bloc Is 
seen for the relatively weak force It is In 
world affairs. The job won~t be easy. 
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meets with Soviet leader Mikhail Gor.bachev in In addition, Kraft said synagogues and churches 
Geneva November 19 and 20. The march and rally a :re being asked to hold prayer services for Soviet 
sponsored by the Student Zionist Council of .the U.S. Jews on November 18 and he and other Soviet Jewish 
included students from a number of state.s, includ- leaders of the World Conference on Spviet Jewry will 
ing New York, New Jersey, Connectiicut and ·be in Geneva during .the summit. There will be a day 
Massachusetts, according to Steven Feuerstein. The of solidarity with Sqviet Jews throughout the world 
march and demonstration fo front of the Soviet on November 19. 
Mission, initiated all national and international oi~o~nt Rumc:irs Of. large Erhigration. 
stt.Jdent demonstrations that ore to occur between 
nCHI and the summit conference, he said. Both Kraft and Goodman discounted as rumors reports 

Avita I Shcharansky began a three-day vigil out- that the Soviet Union might al low large numbers of Jews 
side the Mission at the conclusion of the demonstra- to emigrate before the summit. Goodman noted one fig
tion. Upon the conclusion of the vigil Wednesday, ure mentioned was 15,000 which he soid is the estirnoted 
she ·wi ll fly to Washington to join students and other numben.o(refuseriiks. . . . . . · , ... · 
members of the community to protest outside the Sov · Kraft said he was in Europe when the rumors began 
iet Embassy. · · to appear in the European press and he tried to confirm 
TWO JEWISH LEADERS EXPRESS CONFIDENCE them and found they were-false. ''When people arrive, 
REAGAN WI LL DEAL WITH SOVIET JEWRY however they arrive ••• that's the only means test we 

hcve," Goodm:in said. He said only ~24 Jews left the 
ISSUE WHEN HE MEETS WITH GORBACHEV USSR in October and he did _not expe:ct the figures to 
By David Friedman be any better this month or in December. · 

"I WASHINGTON~ Nov. II (JT A) -- Two leaders Both leaders stressed that Jews want the summit to sue· 
of the National Con1ference of Soviet Jewry (NCSJ) ceed. Goodmon said the organized Jewish community 
said that they were "confident" that President Reag was "not anti-Soviet, but pro-Soviet Jewry." 
an will deal with the issue of Soviet Jewry when Kraft SCJid there was no request that there be "linka~" 
he meets with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in between human rights and an arms agreement. "If 
Geneva November 19 and 20 and stressed .that it the Soviet Union is to be trusted on Oln issue as vital to 
wos up to Reagan to decide how he does it.. the peace of the world .as arms control, then they are 

Gerald Kraft, an NCSJ vice president and 'pr'e'si going to Have .. to··p,:ove·that they can be trusted as a 
dent of B'nai B'rith International, and Jerry Good- signatory to human rights agreements," he said. 
man, the NCSJ's executive director, said that JEWISH LEADER URGES THAT TERRORISM 
they have received both public and private pledges BE DECLARED AN INTERNATl0NAL CRIME 
from Reagan and Secretary of State George Shultz 
that the issue will be deolt with "seriously." · MIAMI, Nov. II (JTA) - Jhe executive head of the 
Kraft noted that the President pers0nally considers American Jewish Committee .urged thqt terrorism.be de~ 
the issue important. . ,~ dared "an international crime" no matter what the polit-

''We look to the President and nis· Administration icol agenda behind it. 
as the ones who will carry the message in whatever Speaking to the agency's Nqtional Executive Coun-
means the President thinks as best," Goodman said cil, which concluded. its annual meeting yesteraay at the 
here lost Friday. "He is essentially in this regard · Hyatt Regency Miami Hotel here, David Gordis asserted 
our messenger." that ;iwe guarantee succe!ss to the terrorists" when the 

Reagan, in an interview with wire service report world gives "center stage" to their political a9enda 
ers last Wednesday, said that human rights will be rather than to the rrurderouz deeds. 
discussed at the Geneva summit. "But I don't think In underlining his warning, Gordis, AJC's 1?xecu-
that it is profitable to put things of this kind out in tive vice president, pointed to two recent events: 
public where any chcnge in policy would be viewed the Achille Lauro hiiacking ·and Israel's strike against 
as succumbing to another pCH1er," the President a terrorist attack by hitting PLO headquarters in Tunis. 
said. On the Achille Lauro affair: "The world proclaims 

"This is a tactic which we understand and which its opposition to terrorism. How then to explain t}1e · 
we approve of and we know it hos worked in the eogerness of the two gov~nments most directly involved-· 
past in negotiations with .the Soviets," Kraft sai9. . --Italy, whose record of internal terrorism has been 

so good; and Egypt, a friend of t~e U. S. and at peace 
little Pre-Summit Media Attention to Hum:in Rights with Israel _to return perpetrators of that piracy and 

However, Kroft noted that there has been little murder to their terrorist masters and free : the architect 
pre-summit attention to human rights in the media of the entire plot? And then the ultimate absurdity. -- to 
partially because the President wants to make demand apologies from the U.S. for: finallx .!O.~!r:i.g ______ . . 
"h.eadway instead.of headlines." and because he said ·strong, resolute action against terrorism.!" 
some in the media do not want to ask tough ques- On Israel's attack on PLO headquarters in Tunis: "The 
tions of the Soviets for fear of losing access to Gor- PLO states its goal to be the destruction of the State of 
bachev and other Soviet officials at the summit. Israel, and declares its right to attack all Jews and 

For this reason, Kraft said the Jewish community Zionists anywhere in the world. But when Israel strikes 
in the United States and abroad, supported by many back against. a terr.orist at'°ck by ~itting the PLO 
non-Jews, is seeking to bring the issue of Soviet headquarters· in Tunis, it is condemned for that stri.keD' 
Jewry to public attention both to support Reagan~s even by its friends, who argue that the attack violates 
efforts and to let Gorbachev know of the concern o Tunisian sovereignty • 11 

• 

world public opinion.. "Such responses,.'.' Gordis went on, "are dangerous 
There are a series of educational programs in not only beca_use. ~ey egg the terrorists on to greater 

the U.S. and abroad' and numerous demonstrations and greater outrages, but because they shift the pre-
are planned throughout the United States. A major carious center and drive the moderates and would-be 
event will be a rally in Lafayette Pork on Noveinb moderates in the direction of extremism." 
17 which will include a march past the White House 
to the Soviet Embassy. 
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The Emergence Of The R.&dical Right In Israel 

Project Propos~ 

Dr. Ehud Sprinzak 

The Problem 

Most obse·rvers of Israeli society have expressed in the last 18 months 

(since the 1984 elections) grave concern about the rise of Meir Kahane and 
. . 

the general "Kahanist .. orientati on named after him. They have also been 

trying to comprel)end the new cultural and ideological ti:ansformation that ~ade . 

I s r a e l look, all of a sudden, very much like prefascist Europe of the 1920's. 

How could Jews who suffered so much from the hands of the historical Fascists 

give birth to such a broad· ·Fascist-like, phenomenon? 

AB of now, no satisfactory answer to all the nagging questions :involved 

is in existance. While some expert observers speak about the constant . thre~t 

of Arab terrorism other mention Israel's troubled economy. Still another 

school emphasizes ethnic tensions aild unending social alienation. The problem 

of all these explanations i .s that as convincing as they. may sound, · they repre-

sent partial and non profes~ional knowledge. None of the experts, ~o come up . 
. . 

with the~e .explanations has systematically traced the long political process 

through whi~h the .Israeli Right was. rad1cB;l.1zed and finally gave bi·rth to 

. ~hanism. 

Following my many years o~ professio·nal acquaintance with Israel's 

extremism and espically the last two years-in which ·a close study of Israel's 

Right was conducted -- I believe l am ·in a position to provide satisfactory . . . 

answers to the questions invo.lved. . I now sugg~st doing it in a book length 

essay which appears both timely and needed. 

1 
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Main Thesis 

My main thesis i (J that Kahanism -- apart of Kahane · -- can not and should · 

not be explained by its own feature~. ic..hanism today is not an isolated phenomenon. 
. . 

Rather, it is the tip of the iceberg of a ~~ch broader Israeli political culture --

one I suggest. naming the Radical Right . (R.R.) This culture ~ch is sustained 

by such prestigious movements as Tebiya and Gush F.mun1m, as well ae by individual 

rabbinic~!· and not r abbinical authorities, supports Kahane's ideas and provides 

them a cushion of public legitimacy • . The head of Kach may still be the most 

extreme person in Israel but his extremis m is not isolated. It is cultura1ly 

nouri shed _by a more 

respectable· radicalism which is grasped by many· people to be soµnd, patriotic and · 

very Israeli. Kahane, who spent ma~y years as an outcast in the political 

desert, is today part C!f the national game. In it he has become the proper -

address for the alienated and the desertea. These people, who mostly represent 

the weakest stratum of the israeli society, do not trust the L1kud any longer. 

They are equally unattracted by the cultural elitism of Tehiya and Gush Emunim. 

They -seek popular and vulgar right wing radicalism and ~hey get it from the 

vociferous· rabbi. 

The Israeli Right (R.R.) was not:· born in 1984, the year i~ so dramatically 

surfaced· up. It emerged in 1978 as a reaction to the Camp David Accords and 

the "his~orical betrayal" · of ~enachem Begin, the man who surrendered Sinai and· 

conceived of the "Autonomy plan." As long as the peace treaty provided impressive 

results and Begin was at ~ best, the small scale. radicalism ~f Tehiya, ~sh Bmunim 

and Kach did not have a chance. But ~ollowing the decline of Begin, the. 

deter~oration of Israel's relations with Egypt and the growilig war in Lebanon,_ 
. . 

the radicals started to flourish. The. whole nationalist Right, now bitter and 

em.battled, started to use ·a very extreme jargon. The notorious style of ~ne 
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was not exceptional . ~ny more. Sharon.Eitan , Neeman and many others spoke almost 

the same language and expressed very similar attitudes. 

Plan of· the Book 

The book will be divided into Four parts; historical, psycho-ideological, 

structural, and evaluative . Each part will present different facet of the · 

Radical Right. 

Part A -- will present the historical evolution of the Radical Right. It 

will distinguish the pre 1978 peri od (Right wing unity under Begin) · ~_rom the 

post 1978 era. The Camp David crisis ·of 1978 will be discussed in great length. 

Three major reactions to the Accords will be presented• (a) the pro~ess that led 

to the establishment of Tehiya, _(b) lahaae's ideological break with Begin a?d 

(c) the first meetings which were latter to produce the Temple Mount plot and the 

Jewish underground. 

Part B -- Will portray the collective psycho-ideological identity of the 

R.R. This fastly growing political culture -- which according to some estimations 

encompass today 25% of Israel's JeWiah citizens~ will be shown to include 

five ideational components. 

(1) A veneration of the pre state Zionist Commmonwealth. 
. . 

(2) A religious fundamentalist or secular neo~fundamentalist w9rid view. 

(l) A conspiracy paramoya. 

( 4) A Legitimation of direct action and illegal practice.a. 

(5) Militarism and a belief in the use of force ~ 

Part C -- will discuss the politics of the four political foundations of the.: 

Radical Right as they act, interact and influ~nce present day Is~aeli society • 
. ik.h1kc.. . 

1. Gush Emunim - the pioneerlog and mostA component · eo-=oo;: · • ~ of the 

Radica l Right . 
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2. Tehiya -- The credible political party of the R.R~ ·which successfuliy 

brings together the fundamentalism of Gush Emunim and the maximalist 

tradition of the Labor movement. 

(3) Kach -- The. protest movement of tbe' R.R. which provides it with its -

quasi _Fascist tinge • 

. (4) The Concealed Radicals 'l'he unorga~zed, but highly influential, 

individuals who think like Kahane, support the ideas of the Jewis~ underground 

but speak moderately and conceal their extreme _intentions. 

The Radical Right will be presented in this part in terms of inatitutio~s, 

operative movements and political forces. It will be shown as an effective, 

politi~l subsystem which provides poten~ial supporters with multiple convenient 

choices. The great impa_ct of the R. R.. on aternal -- but close -- political 

forces in Israel, like Likud (especially Sharon's Camp) and the religious 

parties, will also be illumigated. 

Part .D -- will examine in depth the ideological positions of the different 

streams of the ladical Right on the questions of democracy and the rule of ·1aw. 

In general it would be shown that the R. R. does not- present today an ianediat~ 

threat to Israel's democracy. It would however be argued that the scope.and 

cont~nt ~.tJi~ned to democracy by · the ideologists of this ~amp are extremely 

narrow. This interpretation, whose main couclusion today is "democracy only for ~ . 

Jews·, would be' shown dangerous in the long run. The main proposition to be 

developed in this secti~n is that the Radical Right may resort, in time .of 

"'"i"" . national crisis, t .o undemocratic practices"could include SB putch or coup 

d'etat. 

Why Should A.JC Support the Project 

rl J -- and non Jews alike -- who care a The A.JC represents many Ame can ews 

great deal about the state of Israel and its ~emocratic tradition. ·It especially 
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represents those members of the Jewish community who understand democracy in the 
. . 

context of universal civil liberties and who reject the proposition that a 

Jewish state and pluralist society are contradictory terms. Tod_ay these people 

are g~eatly disturbed. They feel that the unprecedented growth of racism and 

violence in Israel impairs their own Jewish identity. They consequently wan~ to 

understand ·what happened to Israel and why. They also want to know in what 

ways cou~d the humanistic forces in Israel be helped and supported. THe proposed . . 

book -- which is the first of its kind -- is vital to the comprehension of · all 

the recent develoments. It may also_ provide serious clues for counter measure"s. 

If the real causes 9f the present mala!se are not fuliy exposed there exists 

very little chance for its elimination or at least minimization. The positive 

and widespread responses to the author's ' former studies of Kahane ·and Gush Emunim 

~ommissioned by the A.JC, indicate that a book about the subject is highly needed 

and the sooner the better. Since the book will most probBbly be welcomed by 

distinguished publishers all that is needed now is a writing Fellowship which 

will help the author to complete the bpok within a year. 
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.Is·Israel's Soul linpeiiled? 

Yes, 
·By. 

ICahanism 
2 By Thomas Smerlin5 

. WASHINGTON - Is ~feir Ka.bane 
·a serious rhreat ro Israeli democra. 
cy? Or is he merely an ugly blemish? 
~ost Israeli analysis agree that the 

direct threat posed by Mr. Kahane's 
pany, Kacb, is llmited. Mr. Ka.bane's 
pOliU~ are-simply lOO repapant ·an&
ult.tmately toO un-lsraeU to ever at. 
t1'aCt · widespread · support. Israel's 
new lqisiation apinsc Incitement to 
racism may suc=ceed· ln barring Kach 
from· future efecttons altog~er. 
!The real danger, such Israelis say, 

comes not from Mr. Kabane or tram 
his organization but from the exUem

, ideology he espouses. 
· Kabanism blends ultra-oationalism 

wttb hmdamentalism, racism a.net le. 
gitimiZed Ylolence. lt casts aside 
democratic values in pursuit of its 
higher goals - first, annexation ·of ·· 
tbe West Bank and Gaza ("Greater 
Israel"), then, institution of religious 

It's· the 
tip of an 
iceberg 

law (a."Torah state"). Irs solution "co 
the PaJeslinian problem is Simple: 
Expel the Arabs from Israel. 

·Kahanism Is greater than Kahane, 
and it extends far beyond Kach. Last 
April, a survey by the Van Leer Foon
dation in Jerusalem found 11 percent 
of Israeli high school students ready 
to vote for Kach. while 42 percent 
agreed with Mr. Kahane's views on 
At:lbs. Shocked, the conservative 
daily Yediot Aharonot replicated the 
survey. Its concli.lsion : "Kahanism is 
~ining ground among the youth in all 
>tr:n;i. all over the country; from all 
.:lasses. It is turning into a real threat 
lO the St.lte of Israel." 

I 
• 

JCach is die tip of a rtght-wing ice
berg. Ehud S~ of Hebrew Uni· 
vemnr, WtiO siiidlea ISraeJI ~ 
cremlst groups for 15 y~rs. wonies 
more aboul Gush Emunim - me 
"Bloc of die faitblul ," aesp.msible· 
ror much of me settlement of the W esi 
Bank- than about Kach. "The fottes . . 
which reject even the peace agree. 
ment with Egypt are growing daily. 
Tt:ey ire wetl-0rg:u11:ed .ind ·1ery 
.:lete:-:-:-:ir.e-d. i'l:e..- th::-.Jt is ~:ir.e 
d~s. :iut ~::ey s:iy r.e ! :i 1l;;s :oo rr.:...::!"l . · 
',\.hi=n isKed .ioout "-1.hane·s ;>Ian to 
e::.:pel tne Arabs, tlley answer: 
'Things that.may be done in 10 10 12 
years should not be talked ·.about 
openly today."' . 

Israel's uJtranationaJisc party Te
hiya differs from Kacb more ln scyle 
than in subseaace. Its leader, Yuval 
flle'eman. advocares "negod.adDg'' 
the removal of 500,000 Arabi tram tbe 
tenitones. 

Likud's rigbt wing.combines lllCll 
absolutism witb power. Ariel Sbaraa. 
now Minister Wltboui Pontolto. bas 
proposed overtbrowing King Hussem 
and escab•isbm1 a Palestinian state 
In Jordan. Lilre Mr. Kabane, he in
sists that clemoc:racy must nat 
be permitted to i~ bis brand of 
Zionism. Unlike Mr. Kabane. he con
ceivably c:auld become Prime Mlqis. 
ter. . 

Add to tblS l1R tbe re11guius par
ties and senler vigilantes. then ~ 
sider Israel iD 1986 - a prostrate 
economy wt&b record-breaJdng 
unemployment; a relentless wave of 
indigenous tenorism; an army still 
recovering from the Lebanese 
trauma; continuing military occu. 
pat ion with its daily degradacious; a 
political vacuum at the center. Such 
conditions can ~ly fuel tbe searcb 
for scapegoats, strongmen and siln
ple answers. 

Even a modest tilt to the right could 
bring to power a radical~ ngbt
wing coalilion caniempcuous • of 
democracy. More insidiousty, d1e en
tire political specuwn could be 
pulled rightward, leading to gradual 
erosion of democratic rights. Israeli 
civil libertarians are aJready trou
bled:. They note that Israel's democ
racy is vigorous but vulnerable be
C3use it lacks a c:anstimtion or bill of 
rights. 

Moderates recognize these dangers 
and are fighting back. A broad coali· 
tion is confrontinf Kach wi&b lepJ 
challenges, c:ounter-4emonstrations 
and educatianaJ programs in the 
schools. army and m~a. 

Are "these measures adequate~ 
Even those dii'ectly engaged in Wela 
efforts fear that unless conditions 
c:bange, the battle again.st enremis111 
may be lost - washed away by .a ti~ 
of fnmrauon. 

Israel is in a state of nwr. The o:d 
Labor consensus is :Sead: former 
Prime ~inister !'ttenachem e~·, 
counter-<:onsensus as gone. A new or· 
der ~a.s :'lot yl!t emerged . Some '" 
nehs l~ str.i gJi!! :ng :o sohd1~· ~~'! 
ce::te:' ... ,:~ ;::n.(~.st 1c: ~tu: :· ~ ·.· 

•n1ie :nov11"1~ ~cw;-aro ~ace nf!c<"\•, 
uons. Ottien ;-a~ working reven~hlv 
to usher in their messianic vts1on.~ of 
biblical redemption and Greater Is
rael. Ac-stake is the soul - and per
haps the democracy-of tbe Jewish 
state. Q 

Thomas Smertinr is a feflow at the.: 
American Enterprise lnsiuute for 
Public Policy Resccn:h. 

-· 
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J~wish Ultra-Nationalism in Israel: 

Converging Strands 

CHARLES S. LIEBMAN 

Although Israelis view their lsraeliness and Jewishness (i.e .. their sense of 
being Jews) as inrerrelated. their understanding of Judaism. of what ir means 
to be a Jew. carries particular nuances that distinguish it from the Judaism of 
Diaspora Jewry. Most Israelis. whether they are observant or non-observant 
of Jewish law. place far greater emphasis on rhe national and territorial 
dimensions of Judaism than do Diaspora Jews. Indeed, the development of 
distinctively Is raeli conceptions of Judaism, a tendency that has become 
particularly pronounced in the religious sector in the last few years. is a 
fascinating topic fraught with consequences for the furure of Israel-Diaspora 
re lations. These differences allow Israelis to differentiate their loyaJry to the 
lhe Israeli-Jewish collectivity from their loyalty to the world Jewish collec
tiviry. In other words. the facl that Jewishness is a central component of 
l sraeliness does nor mean that Israeli Jews cannot conceive of confticring 
loyalties to Israel or to Diaspora Jewry. 

Our concern is with two basic quesrions. First; are Israeli Jews becoming 
more or less nationalistic? Second, what are the different strands o r compo· 
nents rhat comprise their national idenrity'? Neither of these questions ad
mits of any simple answers. bu·r rhey afford a convenienr framework within 
which 10 discuss Israeli narionalism in 1984. 

Commlltment to Israeli Nationalilim 

The answer to the first question. whether Israeli Jews are becoming more 
or less narionalistic, depends on the meaning of the term 11a1iu11a/ism. One 

Charles S. Liebman is Profes•or of Political S1udies al 8ar·llan Universil) anJ direct~ the 
Je,·elopmen1 of political 'ci.,ncc: ~ourses al Israel's Open L'ni,·ersi1y. His most r"cc:n1 book, are 
Cfril R'°"~io11 in '·""•·/ rB~rk.,le' and_ Lu• -\.~Pek.- L'ni,·er<il)' of~afifomia Prt-<~. 19N_11 :ind. 

tia1· 
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meaning is the loyalty or idenlity o f an individual with his nation rather than 
o rher collectivities. Examples of other collectivities would be ethnic. reli· 
gious. regional. or social groups or. in 1he case of Israeli Jews. the Jewish 
people as a. whole-i.e .. the in1erna1ional collectivity of Jews. 

Observers have poin1ed to the growth and increased militance of 
Sephardic ethnicity in the lasl decade. It has been suggested that this \!lhnic 
identity comes at the expense of national intcgrarion and a sense of national 
loyally. Th.e 1984 eleclion campaign and voting results suggesl that the prob· 
lem is less serious tha\\ was once thought. Tami. the only distinctively ethnic 
party on rhe Israeli political map. won 2.3 percent of the vole in 1981 and 
many feared that its vote would increase in future elections. Jn 1984 Tami's 
proportion of the vote dropped to I .f. percent and its future seems doubtful. 
It is true that a new Sephardic party. Shas. won 3. 1 percent of the vote. But 
unl ike Tami. Shas did not appeal exclusively 10 Sephardic voters. Some of 
its support came from very re ligious non-Zionist A~hkenazim who sup· 
ported Agudat Israel in the past but were unhappy with thal group's internal 
bickering. Shas's leadership is entirely Sephardic but unlike Tami its cam
paign was not anti·Ashkenazic. Rabbi Eliezer Schakh. the outstanding figure 
o(the Ashkenazic yeshiva world . quietly endorsed Shas and urged the enter· 
tainme_nt personaliry Uri Zohar. now a yeshiva student himself. to appear at 
election rallies on its behalf. 

The National Religious Party. hoping to attract Sephardic voters. placed a 
po pular Sephardic candidate in a very prominent position on its list. Accord· 
ing to an opinion poll. religious Sephardic voters voted o r did not vote for 
the NRP without regard to the presence of the Sephardic candidate 
(Haaretz. 9 September 1984. p. 14). 

The most striking evidence for the decline of a distinctive ethnic as op· 
posed 10 a national identity among all Israelis is to be found in the 1984 voter 
survey ~onducted by Asher Arian a nd Michal Shamir. Forty-one percent of 
native Israelis whose fathers were also native-born declined to identify 
themselves as either Ashkenazic or Sephardic. The same is t rue of roughly a 
third of the native Israelis whose fathers were Sephardic and a third whose 
fathers were Ashkenazic. 

A second alternative to a national identity would be identification with the 
sub-community of religious Jews. Tensions between religious (i.e .. observ· 
ant) and nonreligious Jews have always characterized Israeli society. But in 
this realm as well there is evidence thar a national identity is replacing a 
narrow or exclusivistic religious identity among a growing segment of the 
religious population. The proportion of religious voters who supported non
religious parties first jumped in 1981. In that e lection lhe NRP lost almost 
half of its voters. primarily to parties of the right. These voters did not return 
in 1984. Indeed. excluding borh Kach. the party of Rabbi Meir Kahane. and 
Tami. which do not conduct campaigns addressed exclusively to religious 
voters. the proportion of the religious party vote was 9.6 percent in 1981 and 
o o " ·'r····nr in 191!.i. Not all of these vo\ers were religious Jews. This low 
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level of support stems in good measure from the religious voter·s confidence 
that his basic religious interests are secure. particularly under a Likud-led 
government: but it a lso indicates a growing measure of concern and 
identification of the religious voter with national issues that lranscend par
ticular religious interests. 

Nationalist sentiment, then. has submerged ethnic and to some extent 
even religiously particularist sentiment. Jn the latter case this is not the 
result of a loss of religious commitment but its reinterpretation so that it now 
encompasses some nonreligious Jews and excludes some ostensibly reli
gious Jews. 

In some societies regional identities are alternatives to national ones. but 
this has never been true in Israel. Social class identity. once a force of some 
significance among Israeli voters of the Left. has virtually disappeared. The 
Labor party has eschewed the nominal socialism to which it once paid lip 
service. The party system cut across the rather inchoate class structure of 
Israel. Appeals to class consciousness are likely to backfire against the party 
that utilizes them. 

One might suspect that Israeli Jews feel their primary political loyalty to 
the Jewish people conceived as an international entity rather than to the 
collectivity of Israeli Jews. Many Israelis felt this way in the early years of 
statehood . 

The Israeli media seem less attentive to world Jewry than they were in the 
past. Aliya or the absence of aliya no longer evokes the excitement among 
Israelis that it once did. It was hardly mentioned during the election cam
paign. There are no satisfactory measures to support thjs impression, al
though it should have been anticipated given the increase in the proportion 
of native-born within the Israeli Jewish population. Furthermore. the special 
meaning of Israeli Jewish nationalism, to be discussed below. fur1her alien
ates the Israeli nationalist from the Diaspora Jew. 

A second meaning of nationalism would be a willingness to sacrifice or 
give of oneself for the nation or its ideals. Nationalism. in this sense of the 
term. means the submergence of self on behalf of the nat ion. A growth of 
Israeli nationalism in this respect would be contrar)' to tendencies through
out the Western world. On the other hand . given Israel 's delicate security 
situation. a decline in national loyalty bodes poorly for its future . 

There seem to be no clear indications of trends in one direction or another. 
For example. yerida. emigration from Israel. has remained fairly stable over 
the past few years. A 1984 study commissioned by the National Council for 
Research and Development on emigration of technical and professional 
workers concluded that there was no trend toward greater emigration in 
general or among professional and scientific workers in particular. 

Even more encouraging from a nationalist perspective are responses to a 
questionnaire administered in August 1984 to a random sample of Israeli 
'""'< """'I lifreen 10 richtren.' Eieh1y-eigh1 percent reported that if they 

-; Jewish Ultra-Nationalism in Israel: Coni1erg111g Strands .JJ. 

were free to live wherever they wanted they would choose to live in lsra.:I. 
1Wenty-three percent reported that they rarely ~ontemplated the possibility 
of )Wide1 and 42 percent reported they never did. 

Another measure of the willingness of Israelis to sacrifice their own self
interests on behalf of the nation is the number of soldiers who prefer to serve 
in combat units. In the youth poll just cited. 49 percent of the males reported 
they would prefer combat units. 29 percent said they did not care. and 17 
percent said they would prefer to serve in noncombat units. 

Other measur.:s of national commitment are the willingness of young sol
diers lo enter officer training school and the proportion of junior officers 
prepared to remain in the army after their initial military obligation is com
plete. Such decisions are likely to be inftuenced by economic considerations 
but given the identification of army service and national priorities, continued 
service is also inftuenced by nationalist commitment. Precise figures in this 
regard are secret but to judge from articles that regularly appear in the Israeli 
press. there seems to be some decline in the willingness of young Israelis to 
serve their country in this respect beyond that which is required of them. 
The question is whether there has been a serious decline. Observers are 
divided. 

The. most troubling sign for Israeli nationalism would be. resistance on the 
part of young people to the draft. although such resistance to anny service is 
not incompatible with a strong national loyalty. The reference here is to 
young people who seek to avoid the draft because it interferes with their 
material well-being. From time to time, suggestions have been made that 
such resistance is growing. Even if true it still does not appear to be a 
widespread phenomenon. 

A third meaning of the term nationalism. to which the remainder of this 
essay is devoted. ·is the commitment to a set of public policies that affirm 
national pnde, terrilurial expansion. hostility to other nations, and the elab
oration of the national interest as a supreme social value. As we shall see. 
the evidence is quite conclusive as to the growth of nationalism in this sense 
of the term. Events over the course of the year, public reaction to these 
events. the election campaign. the election results, and public opinion polls 
all point in the same direction. 

Jn 1982 the Israeli writer Amos Oz interviewed Yisrael Hare!, chairman of 
the Council of Jewish Seulements in Judea. Samaria. and Gaza and editor of 
its newspaper. Nekuduh. a publication to which we attribute special 
significance in this essay. Harel observed that the national-religious move
ment used to be an imitation of the Labor movement but this changed after 
the Six-Day War. Labor. gnawed by ·•vacillation. doubt. weakness. perhaps 
by its own feelings of guilt at the victory·· declined while the national reli
gious youth led by Gush Emunim (formed in 1974) spearheaded the settle
ment in the newly captured territories. But, added Hare!, ··in recent months . 
as a result of the destruction of the Yammit region (i.e .. the last phases of 
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Israeli withdrawal from Sinai in 1981 I and the war in Lebanon. the 'dovish 
left' again finds itself on the offensive. while Gush Emunim and its followers 
have been pushed into a defensive position: ·: 

The impression that Gush Emunim and the forces of Israeli nationalism 
were on the defensive continued throughout 1983. Growing numbers of Is
raelis seemed to question the wisdom and even the morali1y of the war in 
Lebanon. Opposition 10 the war in Lebanon or Israel's remaining in Leba
non is not necessarily associated with opposition to settlement on the West 
Bank (or YESHA, as first its proponents and since then the media increas
ingly refer to the territories. '> Nor are both these positions necessarily linked 
to the adoption of repressive policies toward Arab residents of the West 
Bank, much less Arab citizens of Israel.' But in fact . they frequently are. 
Hence the general impression as the year 1984 began was that forces favor
ing better treatment of Arabs in YESHA or in Israel itself. and territorial 
concessions in exch11nge for some form of a peace agreement with Jordan 
were on the rise. The feeling was reinforced by announcement of the results 
of an opinion poll conducted in January which indicated :hat 28 percent 
more voters preferred the Alignment to the Likud. 

In February the Karp Commission report was made public. Judith Karp. 
assistant to Israel's allorney general. headed a commission appointed with 
the approval of then Prime Minister Begin to .investigate incidents during 
1981 in which Jews on the West Bank committed criminal offenses against 
Arabs (robbery. assault on property and on persons. including instances of 
death) that had gone unpunished. The Karp report was submilled in May 
1982 and kept confidential for twenty-two months. It was finally released in 
February 1984 after the media and some of the opposition had raised a fuss. 
The report. both directly and by implication. pointed to neglect by the army 
and the police and to the unwillingness of selllers to cooperate with the 
police: a policy that was apparently encouraged by certain circles within the 
army. The report further concluded that one of the reasons Arabs refrained 
from submilling complaints against Jewish seulers was fear of reprisals. 

The head of the investigation division o(the police department confirmed 
that the report was written "with objectivity and described conditions in the 
-field" ~Haaretz. 10 February 1984. p. 11 ). But the minister of the interior. the 
minister of justice. and other political figures attacked the report. They also 
joined representatives of YESHA settlers in impugning the motives of its 
authors and demanded Judith Karp's resignation. ( It must be noted that not 
all settlers believe that Jews are blameless in their dealings with Arabs on the 
West Bank). In retrospect, the reaction to the Karp report-its denunciation 
by a whole series of political figures before they had even had time to 
examine its veracity-suggested that the forces of nationalist chauvinism 
were not entirely on the defensive. Two further events of a similar nature 
confirm this impression. In both cases. like that of the Karp report. one 
might have anticipated that public reaction would have strengthened the 
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"dovish" or reconciliatory element in Israeli political lire. Instead. it demon
strated the deep roots of chauvinist sentiment. 

On 14 April four Arab terrorists hijacked an Israeli bus. The government 
announced that all-four were killed when braeli security forces overtook the 
bus. It subsequently developed that two of the terrorists had been taken 
alive but were beaten to death by security personnel after they had revealed 
vital information sought from them. The military censor sought to prevent 
publication of the evidence that tw6 terrorists had been captured alive. 
Following a scandal of international proportions. the minister of defense did 
appoint an investigating commission. The murder was condemned by all 
Israeli leaders as both immoral and unprofessional. But anger in the "Israeli 
street'' was not directed against those who killed the terrorists but rather 
against the newspaper that published the photographs of the two terrorists 
alive and in custody. A May sample found that 65 percent of Israeli Jews 
opposed the appointment of an investigation commission. In another· poll 
taken among passers-by at the Central Bus Station in Tel-Aviv. a sample that 
overweighs poorer and Sephardic classes. 85 percent of the respondents felt 
that the security men who murdered the terrorists had behaved reasonably 
whereas only 10 percent thought the matter was one for COJ\CCm. 1The poll 
was taken by the paper Hadaslwt. lt was reported some months later in a 
story in Haaretz. I June 1984. p. 13). 

The most sensational event of the year began with the announcement on 
:!9 April of the arrest of a group of Jews suspected of undertaking terrorist 
activity against Arabs. Twenty-seven men were eventually detained. Two of 
those arrested were army officers charged with providing information in the 
attempted murder of five pro-PLO leaders on the West Bank (three of whom 
were mayors). The army officers were tried by a military court. Five other 
defendants plea-bargained their way to reduced charges. and they were tried 
and sentenced 10 terms of imprisonment ranging from eighceen months to ten 
years. A variety of charges. were leveled against the remaining twenty de
fendants including: membership in a terrorist organization. illegal acquisi
tion and possession of weapons. conspiracy to blow up Moslem buildings on 
the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. attempted murder of five pro-PLO leaders. 
placing booby-trapped grenades in a school playground in Hebron. planting 
bombs in five Arab-owned buses timed to detonate during an hour of peak 
usage. and premeditated murder in an attack on the Hebron Islamic college. 

The trial opened in September 1984. Trial on the charge of premeditated 
murder was to be conducted separate!)'. Hence. the guilt. relative guilt. or 
innocence of the accused was not the issue. As the trial progressed in Sep
tember and October 1984 it appeared that the image of the terrorists and 
some of the acts attributed to them had been distorted by "leaks" to the 
press in the first month or two following the arrests. Not all the accused were 
charged ""' ith all the acts attributed 10 some of them. Questions were raised 
as to whether they really intended to carry out in full the most heinous of all 
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the acts wi1h which they were charged. the explosion offive Arab buses !hat 
would have led 10 1he indiscriminate killing of men. women. and children . 
Apparently some of the terrorists were surprised by what others did or 
intended to do. But the point that must be stressed here is that until the trial 
opened. and certainly during May and June. virtually every Israeli believed 
the accused were guilty of 1he charges 1hat had been leveled against them 
based on e"vidence ob1ained by Israeli security forces . By their own admis· 
sion. all of the accused were guilty of at least some of the acts with which 
they were charged. · 

The accused were all religious Jews. one of !hem a proselyte. Many were 
prominen1 among the leaders of YESH A settlements. A number of them had 
very distinguished war records. 

Initial public reaction was shock and apparent condemnation of the ac
cused and/or the acts attributed to them. This condemnation was often 
coupled. as in the case of a s tatement by then Prime Minister Shamir. with 
the assertion that the behavior of the accused in no way reftected on YES HA 
settlements . .. Sometimes love of the Land of Israel can result in very exag
gerated expression, .. Shamir was quoted as saying in early May. Only one 
prominent political figure , Minister Yuval Ne'eman of the right-wing Techiya 
party had some good words to say for some of the terrorists' acts and even 
he distinguished their "justifiable" acts from 1he attempt to blow up the Arab 
buses. Techiya's 01her Knesset members spoke in stronger tones. Geula 
Cohen stated "there is no 'Greater Land of Israel' without morality" and 
Hanan Porat , a leader of Gush Emunim. denied that the notion of Jewish 
sovereignty over the Land of Israel means expulsion of the Arab population. 
··1 pray with all my heart," he said, "that the evil doers will be uncovered. 
that the land will be cleansed of evil doers of the left and the right. I mean 
Jews and Arabs ... " (Haaretz. 4 May 1984. p. 15). 

Both Gush Emunim and the Council of Settlements of YESHA were 
cri1ical of the acts, although the latter group announced that every YESHA 
settlement should tax its members to support the families of the accused and 
afford 1hem legal counsel. 

However, even in the first month or two public opinion was not unani
mous. Among the rank and file of the se11lers. particularly among the youth, 
there was far greater sympathy for the lerrorists and the acts that they had 
allegedly committed. According to random impressions of religious school 
teachers outside the territories. a majority of pupils (abl)Ut 70 percent ac
cording to one source) even justified the attempl to blow up the five Arab 
buses. Although almost all rabbis who spoke out on the issue were critical of 
the terrorists in one degree or another. there were those who defended them 
and found religious justification for the acts attributed to them. including the 
attempted explosion of the buses. (The journal. T-:jiyah, published by 
LAOR . an Or{laniza tion c reated to defend the terrorists and their behavior. 
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was rich in such sentiment. The first issue is da1ed August 19114. See espe
cially pp. !4-25 and 30-31 . I 

During the summer months public opinion s~emed to shifl even furthi:r in 
favor of the accused. As one regular contriburllr 10 Nl'k11J11h n"ted with 
dismay ( 19 August 19114. p. 7). allitudes gradually changed from condemna· 
tion to efforts to unJerstand and justify the acts a11ribu1ed to the terrorists 
and finally even to expressions of admiration. The "understanding" came 
quite early. The Dahaf Re~-earch, lnstitu1e asked a random sample of Israeli 
Jews in June 1984 how they felt about the Jewish underground . Sixteen 
percent said they justified them and an aJJitional 50 percent said that 
whereas they did not justify them . they related to what they did with under· 
standing. LAOR. the group created to support 1he accused terrorists. was 
permitted to house itself in the offices of the NRP. In October. LAOR spon
sored a giant post-holiday <Simchat Torah> demonslration in Hebron attract· 
ing thousands of Israelis including Ariel Sharon. who spoke . Yitzhak Shamir 
(by then foreign minister) sent a telegram of greeting. By October some 
twenty members of tht Knesset formed a lobby to support the accused 

terrorists. 
On 28 October 1984 a rocket was fired at an Arab bus en route from 

Jerusalem to Hebron. One passenger was killed anJ ten injured. The perpe
trators also took responsibility for throwing a grenade into an Arab coffee 
shop on 22 September. which injured four people. They left a note signed 
"the Avengers"' and threatened continued strikes at Israeli Arabs because 
the government's policy toward them was too soft. The immediate impetus 
for attacking the bus was the murder of two Israeli hikers by an Arab terror· 
ist a week earlier. The condition for ceasing the attacks. according to the 
note. was freeing the accused! Jewish terrorists. The initial reaction to the 
attack was condemnation by the political establishment, praise from 
Kahane . and "understanding'" from circles close to the accused terrorists. 
Rabbi Moshe Levinger called the act the result of government weakness 
against the Arabs. leading "'young men whose concern for the honor of lsrael 
and the honor of the nation ii s close to their heart" to act in place of the 
government (Haaret;.. !9 October 1984. p. :?.l. In one national-religious 
school. the incident was greated with joy: disappointment was expressed 
that only one Arab was killed <H11aret:.. 2 No\'ember 19114. p. I) . 

The election campaign offers further evidence of the increase in national
ist sentiment. tSignificantly. the Likud labeled itself " the national camp"' and 
its newspaper ads pictured a cross section of Israelis identifying themselves 
with the sloga n " I'm in the nationalist camp". I The Likud"s list of Knesset 
candidates was more significantly nationalistic 1han its 19111 list. Within tht: 
Liberal party. one of the two major factions 1hat comprise the Likud. two 
leading moderates. Berman and Zeigerman were dropped from the list or did 
not offer their candidacy. The candidates who did run on the Liberal party 
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list in 1984 are closer to the policy preferences of Herut. the more nationalist 
faction in the Likud. than was true in the llJlll election. Columnist Dan 
Margalit IHcwret:. 2 May 1984. p. 9) noted the marked influence within 
Herut of Ariel Sharon. the super hawk. 

Within Techiya. a party to the right of Herut. Geula Cohen. who had 
condemned Jewish acts of violence in the territories. was dropped from 
second to third on the list. though not for this reason. He was replaced by 
former army chief.of-staff Rafael Eitan. who rivals Sharon in his hawkish
ness and is equaled only by Kahane in his derogatory statements about 
Arabs. · 

Eitan was an important candidate for Techiya. The party sought, through 
him. to appeal to a populist base and break through its image as an Ash
kenazi intellectual party. Eitan. for example. charged that "the Arabs of the 
state of Israel are as hostile as their brothers in Judea. Samaria and Gaza and 
perhaps worse than them" (interview in Hcwnm .. 19 May 1984. p. 11). In an 
interview in Nekudah (23 December 1983. p. 26.) he said. "the root of the 
problem lies in the readiness of the coming generation to fight. The solution 
must begin now in kindergarten.·· The most chauvinistic of all. however. was 
the fourth candidate elected to the Knesset on Techiya's list. Rabbi Eliezer . 
Waldman. leader of the yeshiva in Kiryat Arba. the Jewish settlement on the 
outskirts of Hebron. A lecture of Waldman's delivered during the war in 
Lebanon is printed in the book Al Daat Ha-;;.man V'hmnakom. and the fol
lowing 9uotation was excerpted in Haaretz ( 19 August 1984. p . 14: ): 

I don't know if our leaders understand the matter. Order in the world will 
be determined by us. After all. that is what God wants. The inner order of . 
the world. the moral order. the order of faith will be. determined by the 
Jews . . . But can one allain this internal order without concern for exter
nal order. opposing evil. military valor? And we shall determine this order 
as well. We have already begun to do so ... There is no reason to be 
embarrassed by this; it's a great responsibility. We will definitely establish 
order in the Middle East and also in the world ... After all. who will 
establish order in the world? The leaders of the west with their weak 
personalities? They will determine the order of the world? 

Under the leadership of Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir the Likud cam
paign was le s~ dramatic and flamboyant than it had been in 1981 when Begin 
had set the tone. Shamir's political position. however. is probably more 
extreme than Begin's. He called upon "all the forces who believe in the Land 
of Israel to unite in one bloc in order to insure that the Land of Israel in its 
entirety will.be under Jewish sovereignty and under exclusive Jewish sover
eignty .. (Haaret::.. 2 May 1984. p. 3). 

·The Alignment muted its differences with the Likud during the campaign. 
It reminded the voters that Jewish settlement in YESHA began during its 
administration. whereas the Likud had surrendered territory to the Arabs 
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and demolished settlements in Sinai as a result of the Camp David agree
ments. The major complaint against Likud policy in the territories was that 
the settlements were too costly. The argument that Likud settlement policy 
was an obstacle to peace with Jordan or resulted in radicalizing the local 
Arab population was expre~sed in small gatherings but was not a campaign 
theme. Slogans from the 1981 campaign such as "the Jordanian option·· or 
"territorial compromise .. disappeared in 1984 and the Alignment's program 
for an accommodation with Jordan received little publicity. The campaign 
noted that the Alignment had supported the war in Lebanon and only be
came critical of the war afrer Israel advanced beyond the first twenty-five 
miles. The Karp report and Jewish terrorism were almost totally ignored . A 
prominent advertisement by the Alignment appearing a number of times in 
the newspapers stated that .. The Alignment says :no return to the ·67 bor
ders, no uprooting settlements. no negotiations with the PLO, no Palestinian 
state," but "yes to a democratic Jewish state, yes to defensible borders. yes 
to responsible Zionism. yes to peace and security ... The reader will observe 
that the "no's .. are specific. as specific as the promise made by the Align
ment candidate for defense minister. Yitzhak Rabin, that "the Jordan will be 
our easte rn border:· The "yes's .. are vague. They are code words that prom
ise nothing but that do hint to leftist voters who so wish to inierpret them 
that the Alignment favors full rights for Arab citizens, is prepared for territo
rial compromise based on Israel's security needs, and opposes annexation of 
a territory with one million Arabs. preferring a more vigorous pursuit of 
peace negotiations with Jordan. The reluctance of the Alignment to state all 
this explicitly tells us a great deal about its estimate of the country's mood. 

The election returns must be interpreted in light of the campaign. The 
Alignment's slight margin of victory cannot be interpreted as a defeat for the 
nationalist forces in view of the effort on its part to blur its differences with 
the Likud on nationalist as distinct from economic issues. There were four 
Jewish parties whose campaign might be interpreted as favoring territorial 
compromise. They won 42 percent of the vote. Five parties supported the 
Likud's stance or stood to the right of it; they received the same percentage. 
Each bloc also received the same number of seats in the Knesset-fifty
thrce. However. of the fifty-t hree mandates of the "left. almost four were 
contributed by Arab voters. In other words, within the Jewish sector. the 
nationalist parties gained a clear majority despite the economic blunders for 
which the country held them accountable. despite the fact that they had 
moved further to the right than in 1981 and despite the fact that the Align
ment's campaign assured the voter that its nationalist policies would resem
ble those of the Likud. Soldiers casting their ballots in army precincts gave 
noticeably more support to nationalist than to dovish parties. As Nekud11/r 
phrased the results: over half the soldiers voted .. for the government, ·for 
war', for the Land or' Israel. for national as opposed to private goals .. (10 
August 1984. p. :?4). 
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The Components of Israeli Nationalism 

As has been pointed out. one meaning of the term natit11wlism is national 
chauvinism. and it has been argu.ed that this sentiment is present and grow· 
ing in strength in Israel. There are three analytically distinct slreams to 
chauvin!st Israe li nationalism. These streams are converging although, as we 
shall see. not every partisan of one stream approves of another. In some 
cases th~y constitute outspoken antagonists. 

Territorial Nationalism 

The most widely known and most popular strand of Israeli nationalism is 
territorial; the conception of the Greater Land of Israel (literally the whole 
Land of Israel). The political expression of this nationalism is the demand 
that Israel annex the West Bank. Its minimal demand is that the status quo 
be retained; i.e., that Israel retain sovereignty over the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip and not withdraw any further from territory captured in the Six· 
Day War. even in exchange for a peace agreement with Jordan. The max· 
imalist territorial position is the annexation of Jordan and Jewish senlement 
in southern Lebanon both of which are part of the Biblical Promised Land. 
In October 1984 an organization was created to further these aims. but it has 
not engendered serious public support. 

A variety of arguments are offered in favor of annexation or, at the mini
mum. retention of the status quo with respect to the West Bank. Minor 
arguments include Israel's need for land and population dispersal. The argu
ments most frequently heard focus on Israel's security needs and the reli
gious argument. But a number of observers have pointed out that the reason 
so many Israelis object to returning any part of the territories is that after 
seventeen years of sovereignty (almost half the age of the State). many of 
them-younger people in particular-have become accustomed to thinking 
of the West Bank as their land. The election campaign and voting returns 
confirm the impression that large numbers of Israelis object to any kind of 
territorial compromise. However. Israeli willingness to compromise has 
never been put to a real test . Althougll the majority of Israelis report that 
they are opposed to returning 'any part of YES HA. they arc responding to a 
theoretical question. Jordan . for example. has never presented Israel with a 
concrele proposal for a peace agreement. It has declared that any settlement 
with Israel must include Israeli return of all the territory captured in the Six
Day War which. includes East Jerusalem. The support that the Israeli
Egyptian agreement originally evoked among the Israeli public suggests 
there may be a latent conciliatory sentiment that does not find expression at 
1he present time. But the public's sense that Israel paid an enormous price 
for a peace agreement that is not "real" peace may have hardened attitudes. 

Bearing this in mind. public opinion samples suggest that Israelis arc 
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TABLE I. SOLl;TIONS TO ISRAEL'S TERRITORIAL PROBLEM 

PERCENTAGE f AVORl :-IG EACH PROPOSAL 

March '83 July '83 Jan. ·34 
Youth Sample 

June '84 Aug. '84 

Return 40.0 J8.9 38.6 31.4 :?2.0 
Annex 19.0 ~0.8 20.0 26.6 3:?.6 
Status Quo 37.3 :?S.1 ' 37.4 36.9 39.5 
No Answer 3.7 4 .6 4.0 S.I .5.9 

becoming increasingly more ·resistant to territorial compromise. Mina 
z.emach. Director of the Dahaf Research Institute. regularly presents her 
respondents with three (at one time four) proposals to resolve "the long term 
problem of Judea. Samaria and the Gaza strip" and asks them with which 
propo.sal they most agree. The first is: "In exchange for a peace agreement 
return most of YESHA with concern for security arrangements acceptable 
to Israel." (In earlier polls. respondents were also offered the possibility of 
Ma Palestinian State in exchange for a peace agreement:· So few respondents 
agreed with this response that it was dropped from later questionnaires . . Our 
analysis combines. both responses.) The second proposal is "Annex 
YESHA" and the third is "Status quo (leaving the situation as it exists) ... 
The table that follows compares returns between March 1983 and June 1984 
and the August 1984 youth sample (fifteen- to eighleen-year-olds.) to which 
we have already referred. 

The youth are more nationalist than adults. Among adults there is a steady 
decline in the proponion prepared to return any territory in exchange for a 
peace agreement. There is a gradual increase in ·those who fav.or a nnexation. 
An exception to this trend occurs in the July 1983 sample wilh an unexplain
able )ump followed by a drop in January 1984 of those favoring a nnexation. 
The jump comes at the expense of those favoring the status quo. 

Respondents who favor tile status quo are asked whether, if Israel has 
only two options. they prefer returning most o f the territories in exchange 
for a peace agreement or if they prefer annexation. Over the past year and a 
half those who chose annexation range from three-quarters to two-thirds of 
those whose first choice was to retairi the sta tus quo. 

Territorial nationalism. however. is not simply an objection to surrender
ing territory to Jordan or creation of a Palestinian state. Rather. the 1erm 
Land of Israel by which nationalists mean the Greater Land of Israel has 
become a symbol that evokes resonances among its adherents that could 
hardly be explained by economic or even security ·requirements. Amos Oz 
has noted that the issue of the boundaries of the l and of Israel is " the only 
issue that brings the masses into the street" (Haaret<.. 30 January 1984. p. 9). 
The formul.ation may be overstated but correctly points to the importance of 
the issue to Israelis. 
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During the election campaign. parties of the right-both religious and 
nonreligious-called themselves "the faithful to the Land .,f Israel'' . A 
lengthy editorial in Nt'l.:11de1/i following the election I 10 August 1984. p. 4) 
called for a unity government comprising 1he Alignment as well as the 
Likud. Like many articles in Nek11d11h. the editorial was rich in connotative 
language-for example: "house of Israel.·· "patriotic Jews ... "people of Is
rael," but mostly "Land of Israel" as expressed in such terms as "interests of 
the Land of Israel"' or ··lovers of the Land of Israel." Clearly. Land of Israel · 
is more than a territorial designation. 

The connotations evoke religious or quasi-religious sentiments and it was 
not surprising that territorial nationalism found iis most ardent supporters 
among religious Jews. In the July 1984 opinion poll. respondents were asked 
if they observed all or much of the tradition. a little of the tradition. or none 
of the tradition. Only 20 percent of the first group, compared to 31 percent of 
the second group and 51 percent of the third group were prepared to surren
der most of YESHA in exchange for a peace agreement. 

The settlement movement in YESHA was led by national-religious Jews. 
The ideology of Gush Emunim and the vast majority of ideological discus
sion within Nekudali had been formulated in religious or quasi-re ligious 
terminology. The significance of Nek11dah rested on the fact that it was a 
publication of the Council of all the settlements in YESHA. religious as well 
as nonreligious. Furthermore. although· Nekudali's audience was found 
primarily in the territories. the journal had also been wri11en for a wider 
audience and noted explicitly that it was concerned with reaching its antago
nists as well as its sympathizers. However. an adequate understanding of 
what the Land of Israel symbol connotes to leaders of Gush Emunim and 
many YESHA settlers would require an analysis of the literature emanating 
from yeshiva circles. The essays of Rav Zvi Yehuda Kook ( 189 1-19~2). the 
spiritual father of Gush Emunim. were particularly important in this regard. 
though an enormous literature. much of it far more radical in orientation. 
could be found in some of the esoteric publications produced in national
religious circles. In summary. Land of Israel. its conquest and settlement by 
Jews. points to the imminent redemption of the Je\h if not all mankind. ··The 
wholeness of the Jewish people cannot be obtained without the wholeness of 
the land" is the way Gush Emunim' s spokeswoman phrased it in a television 
interview. Or. as another leader of Gush Emunim observed in a newspaper 
interview: IHaaret:.. 18 May 1984 , p. 17): 

The central point is the understanding that the object of our generation is 
to settle the Land of Israel not as a refuge for a people who only seeks a 
pla~e to live but as the redemption of the chosen people .... 

Not all national-religious Jews were territorial nationalists. Those who 
.. _, , •h~·· " " '"' '''"~1i1111ed the mainstream of religious Zionism. 
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viewed the return of Jews to the Land of hrael. whether to all the land or 
only part of it. as an instrument in th.e rebirth an<l ultim<ite redemption of the 
Jewish people . For territorial nationalists inspired by both Rabbi Abraham 
Isaac Kook (1865-1935). first Ashkenazi chief r;ibbi of f>"jlestine. and his son 
Rav Zvi Yehuda. the Land of Israel is more than an instrument. In its most 
radical formulation the Land of Israel is both the object and the content of 
the Jewish rebirth. According to one settler. the object is to turn "the Land 
oflsrael into the sole content of Judaism and Judaism into the sole content of 
the Land of Israel" (Neli11d11h, 23 March 1984. p. 9). 

This extreme position came to be challenged within Gush Emunim circles. 
After all. what had been propounded was more than a political program. it 
was theology of Judaism. The immediate response to the arrest of the ac
cused terrorists among some YES HA spokesmen. in addition to condemna
tion. was a measure of soul-searching. According to one rabbi. the problem 
may have been "that we became one sided in our values. Land of Israel 
above all" (Nekudalr. 25 May 1984, p. 11). 

Ethnic Nationalism 

Ethnic nationalism. the radical hostility to non-Jews. dramatically sur
faced in ·l984. It was not simply enmity toward Israel's neighbors or even the 
demand that Israel adopt a tougher stance toward PLO sympathizers within 
the territories or in Israel itself. The ethnic nationalism under consideration 
involved host ility and prejudice toward all Arabs (less frequently toward all 
non-Jews). and was e~pressed in a number of ways. These included rising 
tensions in contacts between Arabs and Jews within Israel. increased in
stances of Jews (including the police) indiscriminately cursing and beating 
Arabs. and the growing numbers of Israeli Jews who favored restricting the 
civil rights of Arabs and/or of expelling them. Very few political figures 
adopted this view publicly. Its only ideological legitimacy came from reli
gious circles. though the sentiment was by no means confined to them. 

Five eighteen-year-olds. all from middle-class hom'es. were interviewed 
on a variety of topics shortly before they commenced their military service 
(Haareu.. 26 Sept. 1984. p. 7. One of them said: "Around us we hear more 
and more statements like: we have to finish the Arabs. We have to kill them. 
That's the style today. I don·t know what once was true but this is discussed 
openly today:· A second youngster confirmed this. No one. he said. is 
embarrassed to sar it anymore. "And when you see what's going on around 
you ... people begin to understand that th is may be ttie best answer." 

1984 was the first time the attorney general recommended charging a 
newspaper (a small Russian-language paper) with violating Israel's law 
against racial incitement because of the hostility it expressed toward Arabs. 
The growth of anti-Arab prejudice among Israeli Jews led a number of public 
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ihSlitutions including the army and the ministry of education to combat what 
iis sometimes called .. challenges to Israeli democracy .. and popularly re
ferred to as Jewish racism. 

Much of the public concern arose from the election of Rabbi Meir Kahane 
to the Knesset. Kahane·s party. K~ch. received 1.2 percent of the popular 
vote entitling it to one seat. A poll conducted a month after the election 
revealed that if the elections were held again 2.2 percent of the voters would 
suppon Kahane. This increase. assuming the accuracy of the poll. might be 
accounted fQr by the enormous amount of publicity Kahane received after 
his election .. It might also stem from the fact that many of his supporters did 
not vote for him since they did not believe "he would obtain the 1 percent 
minimum vote necessary to secure Knesset representation. Kahane was the 
only candidate openly to espouse e.'(pulsion of Israel's Arab citizens. His 
campaign slogan "'give me the power-rll deal with them" shocked many 
Israelis but spoke to the hearts of at J:east a small minority. Most of his 
support came from small development towns (3.3 perceni of their vote) 
populated by poor Sephardic Jews. He also did well in poor urbain neighbor
hoods (2. 7 percent in poor neighborhoods in Jerusalem) and in religious 
mosha1·im (non-cooperative agricultural settlements where Kahane received 
3.2 percent of the vote). Among YESHA settlers one estimate put his pro
portion of the vote at S percent and another at 3 percent. But most surprising 
was that 2.5 percent of the soldiers balloting in army polls gave their vote to 
Kahana. 

A. case could be m.ade that none of these figures justified the furor that his 
election provoked. His Knesset membership did provide him with a national 
and even international forum and access to people and places heretofore 
denied lo him. But what troubled many even more was that support for 
Kahane among the youth-religious youth in panicular-was far stronger 
than the voting returns suggested. Furthermore. many who do not support 
Kahane were sympathetic to his ·point of view. 

A trial poll of summer camp leaders in the national-religious youth move
ment (Bnei Akiva) found that 20 percent supported Kahane (Haaretz. 10 
August 1984. p. IS). The director of one of Israel's largest rel igious high 
schools reported in a private conversation that up-to half the s tudent body in 
his and similar institutions supported Kahane. Among a random sample of 
Israelis polled in January. 1984. 53 percent objected to Jews and Arabs living 
in the same building (Huarer:.. 31 January 19~. p. II. In the poll of Israeli 
youth cited earlier. 69 percent objected to living in the same building and 53 
percent \o studying in the same class with Arabs. In a Dahaf poll conducted 
in July. 1984, IS percent of the respondents favored expulsion of the Arabs.in 
the territories. Among those aged eighteen to twenty-two the figure was 2S 
percent. 

Among the fifteen- to eighteen-year-olds. 42 percent thought that the 
rights of all non-Jewish citizens within Israel including the right to vote 
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.. , . should be restricted. Fifty-five percent felt that Arabs in Israel should not 

have the right to criticize the government and .is percent that Muslims and 
Christians shouldn't be permitted to hold important public offices. Sixty· 
rour percent felt that if YESH A were annexed to Israel. Arabs living there 
should be denied the right to vote in Knesset elections. 

The youngsters were asked to identify themselves as "religious."' "tradi
tional"' or "secular ... Religious youth were consistently more hostile to non
Jews; secular youth were the least hostile. For example. 28 percent of the 
religious-in contrast to .54 percent of the se~ular-objected to denyii;ig non
Jews important public office. 

As has already been suggested. the battle over the legitimacy of anti-Arab 
prejudice was taking place in religious circles. In September 1984 the 
teachers of one religious high school felt they had to confront the belief held 
by most of their students that Jewish law permits the murder of non·Je\!>'S. 
When asked by the head of the school how they differed from Nazis. their 
reply (he reported in private conversation) was that the Nazis killed Jews in 
die name of a madman whereas they will kill Arabs in the name of Jewish 
law. Given the influence that religious Jews have exercised over Israeli 
public life in the last decade and a half. the conflict within religious circles 
may have important consequences. 

The generally unstated assumption of religious Jews. particularly in Israel. 
was that the characteristic of being a Jew. and therefore of being a non-Jew. 
was ·relevant to all of one's attitudes and behavior. Hence it would be rea
sonable to legislate for Jews and non-Jews on a group basis, and it would 
furthermore be reasonable to assume that non-Jews were hostile to Jews. 
Since the "Arab people as a whole declared war on the Jewish people who 
live in Zion they must be j udged as a people" INekudah. 12 December E983. 
p. 23). Even when the argument was phrased in secular terms it proceeded 
from assumptions that are deeply rooted in the religious tradition. particu
larly in the Israeli understanding of the tradition. This assumption is shared 
by many religious leaders such as Rav Yehuda Amital who sometimes ex
pressed repugnance for the specific conclusions which the ethnic nationalists 
drew. The notion of permanent gentile hostility to the Jew that is also fed by 
the perception of the Holocaust. and the continual reminders of the 
Holocaust in Israeli culture provided an internal logic to the ethnic national
ist position which made it more persuasive to a neutral observer than many 
Israelis would care to admit. Finally. classical religious texts also provided 
specific support to the ethnic nationalists. 

An author in Nl!lwdah. defending his argument that in accordance with 
Jewish law Arabs need not be granted equal rights .. noted that "Rav Kahana 
looks like a sweet playful poodle compared to-Maimonides" (13 January 
1984. p. 14). and a second author cited contemporary religious authorities to 

"prove that Arabs were to be treated as the biblical nation of Amalek: in other 
words. wiped out (7 June 1984, pp. 32-34). Indeed. in an interview with a 
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leld\ng rabbinkal figure among Y ESHA settlers who was critical \)f the acts 
attributed to the accused Jewish terrorists. the respondent was asked: "Why 
did our rabbis say 'kill even the best of the goyim ··~" The Rabbi answers that 
"this was said only in time of war ... since even someone who doesn't fight 
directly may help the war effort indirectly" (Nek11d11lr. 21 June 1984. p. 20). 
Otherwise. he explained. it is forbidden lo kill a non·Jew. 

The summer 1984 issue of Kirnnim. the quarterly Hebrew language publi
cation of the World Zionist Organization published an article b.y Mordecai 
Nisan called "A New Approach to Israeli Arab Peace:· According to Nisan, 
only Jews can determine the order of national life in the Land of Israel. "The 
son of the servant [a biblical allusion to Ishmael) doesn ' t belong to the tribe 
of Abraham" (p. 341. Relying on Maimonides' Mish11eh Tor"h which is an 
authoritative document for all religious Jews. the author stated that Jews 
may tolerate the presence of non-Jews in the Land of Israel as long as non
Jews acknowledged their inferior status. Otherwise Jews will have to expel 
them. ··The simple meaning of the term 'Land of Israel' points to.the domi
nance of Jews in their land and there is no room for homiletics on this point" 
(p. 34). 

The author. a member of the Hebrew Universi1y·s School for Overseas 
Students, was a religious Jew. But the article's venue. the journal of tlie 
World Zionist Organization. testified how unexceptionable the expression o f 
such views had become throughout Israeli culture. 

Many YESHA leaders became disturbed by the growth of ethnic national
ism. Some Nek11dah editorial~ were critical of Kahane and of acts of indis
criminate violence against Arabs although the editorials invariably ended by 
blaming the government for not adopting tougher measures against hostile 
Arabs. The Israeli vacillation and weakness. they charged, encouraged Arab 
violence. Most troubling of all. they claimed . were the regular instances of 
rock-throwing by Arab youths at vehicles driven by Jews on West Bank 
highways; an act that on at least one occasion resulted in the death of a 
passenger. But there have also been cases of Jews who were deliberately 
killed. This led settlers to believe that they must take the law into their own 
hands. according to Nek11dah's line of reasoning. 

Territorial nationalists who arc critical of ethnic nationalists have chal
lenged them on two grounds. One is pragmatic. Jews and Arabs can and 
must. they say. live together in peace, even in the ·territories. The ethnic 
nationalists and their acts of r·eprisals disturb the good relationships between 
Arabs and Jews. 

The. second line of criticism was based on religious sources. Critics did not 
advocate extending the liberties or rights of Arabs beyond what they already 
had. but did oppose further restrictions of their rights. the indiscriminate 
harassment of Arabs and proposals to expel them. An interesting expression 
of this second line of criticism was offered by a non-observant Jew, Eliakim 
Haetzni. who was both an advocate of Arab rights as well as a rather ex-
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tremc spokesman for territorial nationalism. tHe had virtually urged civil 
revolt if the government should altempt to surrender any of the West Bank. 
sec Nek11dah. 31 August 1984. p. l!-9.l According to Haetzni. the one com
mon denominator among all the YESHA settlers is that the Land of lsr.icl 
belongs to the people of Israel. He then observed that most of the condem
nation which YESHA settlers voiced against the accus_ed terrorists was their 
halakhic error of .. false messianism ... The real issue. he says. is ••thou shalt 
not murder." Rabbis. he charges. hav~ become indifferent to crimes that 
Jews commit against o ther Jews on a nonpolitical basis as well as to the 
crimes committed against Arabs. "Those who live among us and the sanctity 
of their lives require a great defense on the part of the teachers of halakha" 
(Nekadah. 21 June 1984. p. 23). 

A realistic anicle on the topic of Jewish moral obligations to non-Jews 
observed two tendencies in the tradition. one universalistic and the other 
particularistic. The former taught that a Jew was obliged to help others 
regardless of whether they are or are not Jewish. 

In days when hollow chauvinism also raises its head in our camp. it is well 
to remember that it is \\-Titten [in the Bible) "and God created man in His 
image. in the image of God he created him.'.' (Nekwlah. 2·1 September 
1984, p. 33) 

One looks in vain for a forthright defense of the rights of Arabs rooted in 
religious sources and writlen by a religious authority acceptable to the ter
ritorial nationalists. The ethnic nationalists relied on religious authorities 
and brought proof-texts to prove that Arabs did not fall into the category of 
"strangers" whom the Torah orders the Jews lo protect. They were rein
forced by religious opinions challenging the rights of Arabs to live in the 
Land of Israel and cited c hapter and verse to justify their expulsion tfor 
example. T;fiyalr, I August 1984. pp. 32-35). But no less important, the spirit 
of lhe tradition in national religious circles emphasized Jewish choseness. 
Jewish uniqueness. innate Jewish virtue. which was contrasted to gentile 
hostility to Jews and gentile vice. 

Defense of Arab rights. by way of contrast. was often rooted in pragmatic 
and apologetic arguments that by their very nature were unanractive to the 
proud and assertive Jew in 1he nati9nal-religious camp. For example. Is
rael's first Ashkenazic chief rabbi. the widely admired Isaac Herzog ( 1888-
1959) offered just such an argument when he declared that denying freedom 
of religion to Christians and Muslims would be impractical because the 
United Nations would not tolerate it. Liberal statements when emanating 
from religious sources have tend.ed to be vague rather than specific in their 
citation of text. Indeed. rabbinic defenders of the terrorists even accused 
Gush Emunim of distorting Jewish law when they proclaimed that the settle
ment of the Land of Israel by Jews was not intended to deny Arabs their 
rights.· It was not by accident. they noted. that Gush Emunim cited no 
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sources for this assertion whereas there was abundant religious opinion to 
the contrary (Trjiyah, I August 1984. p. 36). The Chief Rabbinical Council 
was under some pressure to issue a statement condemning Kahane afler he 
and his followers conducted a victory march through the Arab market in 
Jerusalem shouiing .. Arabs out of here.·· The Council's statement did not 
mention Kahane by name but did reject his program. saying that .. the Torah 
perspective .. calls for .. paths of peace and brotherhood .. in dealing·with the 
Arabs. Such sta"tements may have had some public relations value but car
ried little weight among religiously committed Jews. 

Cullural Nationalism 

The Knesset minutes record a fascinating debate that took place in "De
cember 1983 and January 1984 (reprinted in Nekudah. 2 March 1984. pp. 22-
31). The debate was opened by Rabbi Chaim Drukman. a leading figure 
among the nationalists. He charged that the theater in Israel .. assaults the 
basic values of Judaism, the nation and the state:· He observed that art has a 
purpose but ins tead of fulfilling that purpose the theater. television. and 
press disseminate pornography and material offensive to religion and harm
ful to Israel's security ... ls everything permitted in the name of freedOf!l of 
expression?" he asked rhetorically. His answer was that everything pub
lished or presented to the public .. must be in accordance with moral and 
educational standards: · Drukman·s speech was not the first in that vein over 
the past year or two. Nor were all those who advocated this position neces
sarily religious. Indeed, the most widely known accusation that artistic ex
pression in Israel undermined national values came from the deputy minister 
of edu~ation and culture who was not herself religious. 

Drukman·s speech did not go unanswered. In the course of the Knesset 
debate a variety of speakers endorsed a variety of positions. Those who 
challenged Drukman included some who felt that the artistic expressions 
offensive to religion that he cited were intrinsically meritorious. Others de
murred from the: content of the art but opposed any effort at state censorship 
or even. as Drukman had proposed. the withdrawal of public funds to sup
port the presentation of such material. No voices challenged Drukman in the 
name of Jewish rather than Zionist values. The observer was left with the 
impression that Zionism and humanist libertarian values were equated. 
lndeed. as one author reminded his readers in Nek11dah, not only did Euro
pean humanism owe nothing to Judaism. it did not even derive its roots from 
the Judeo-.Christian biblical heritage (16 April 1984 , pp. 32-33). It w01s the 
exclusive affirmation of Jewish or Judaic values. the exclusion of all others, 
and the assumption that Jewish norms and values evolved independently of 
or uninftuenced by the norms and values of other cultures that we call 
cultural nationalism. According to the cultural nationalists only Jewish na· 
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tional culture and only its norms and values need .co~cern members ofi the 
Jewish nation. . 

Of the three s trands of nationalism that we have identified, cullural 
nationalism is the least rooted in Israeli society. Nc-verthcless. it was ex
tremely imponant within religious circles since ii served 10 insulate the 
religious nationalists against opposing arguments and defended both territo· 
rial and ethnic nationalism against charges that they violated standards of 
universal morality. · ' 

In 1977 Zevulun Hammer of the NRP was appointed minister of education 
in the newly formed Likud-dominated government. During his seven years 
iP office the number of hours devoted to teaching the Jewish tradition in 
nonreligious schools were substantially increased and the post of rabbi was 
established in many schools. The hours devoted to s1udies of scientific sub
jects declined. An advise r 10 Hammer was quoted as saying that if .. we must 
cut an hour from nature study or an hour from math -study in order to offer 
Judaism. it won·t bother me .. (Haaretz. 7 October 1984. p. 9). 

It is d ifficult to judge w·hat impact the enrichment of the Judaic curriculum 
had on nonreligious students. It would be facile to attribute the rise in 
territorial and ethnic nationalism lo this although there may be some rela
tionship. But there is no evidence that the general public or even the 
nationalist youth shared the radical sentiments of the cultural nationalists. In 
the sample of fifteen-to eighteen-year-olds referred to earlier. only 18 percent 
wanted more hours devoted to Judaic studies; :n percent wanted fewer 
hours. By contrast 64 percent wanted more hours devoted to technical or 
scientific subjects and only 7 percent fewer hours. On the other hand. 31 
percent wanted more Jewish history and only 14 percent less. 

In fact. cultural nationalism is an almost exclusive commitment of reli
gious nationalists. and not all of them echoed this cry. However. their num
ber seemed to be growing. 

The growth of cultural nationalist tendencies among religious nationalists 
is a fairly recent development. One of the distinguishing features of religious 
Z·ionist:s as opposed to re ligious anti-Zionists in the ·past was that the former 
were receptive to Western culture. affirming both its outward forms and 
even some of its values. Even among the religious anti-Zionists. the German 
school of neo-orthodoxy affirmed the ·value of W!!stem civilization and the 
possibility of religious Jews benefiting from its fruits. 

Of course. Wes tern culture today-and the values it projects--is not the 
Western culture of one hundred or even fifty years ago. Second, the mass · 
media, television in particular, have disseminated popular rather than high 
culture. whereas it is the latter rather than the former which religious .!Jews 
affirmed. Third. the Holocaust experience as interpreted by Israeli society 
has been an important factor in.encouraging cultural insulation among reli
gious Jews. A favorite argument of cultural nationalists has been to point to 
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the behavior of the 'Nazis as the natural product of political isolation which 
Israeli nationalists feel. has led them to reject not only the political and 
moral c rit icism leveled against them but the cultural basis upon which such 
criticism rests. 

The intensification of Judaic studies and the rejec tion of non-Judaic cul
ture has been especially pronounced in the national-religious school system 
in the last few years. With the encouragement of the Ministrr of Education. 
a new network of religious schools. Noam. has emerged. Noam is critical or 
the national-religious school system because it accepts pupils from nonreligi
ous homes and refuses in some cases to separate boys and girls in the 
classroom but primarily because. Noam charges. the system devotes too 
little emphasis to Torah studies. too much to general studies. The founders 
of the Noam schools are close to Gush Emunim and instill in their pupils the 
notion· that Jewish standards and Jewish ethics and morality are the only 
standards by which they or Israel can be judged. Although an organization 
has been fo~med within national-religious circles called Neemanei Torah 
V'Avoda (The Faithful to Torah and Labor) to counter this ideology and the 

r creation of much such schools. Noam has influenced the established na
tional-religious school system even as it created its own competing network 
of schools. One principal of a religious high school no ted that the belief 
among his students that cheating on such "unimp<>rtant" subjects as math is 
appropriate since this is not a Jewish subject 1Haaret;;. 7 October 1984. p. 9). 

According to Rav Yaacov Filber. a central personality for the leaders of 
Noam. Jews are enjoined to maintain themselves in isolation from other 
peoples. "We are commanded to raise barriers and not to destroy barriers" 
(Hat;;ofe. 26 September 1984. p. 171. Foreign culture is a particular anathema 
when its standards are used to criticize the territorial or ethnic nationalists. 
"Between the Torah of Israel and atheist humanism there is no connection ... 
There is no place in Judaism, says an author. "for a humanistic attitude in 
determining responses to hostile behavior of the Arab population" (from an 
article in Nekudah. 9 March 1982 cited in Htwret;;. 11 May 1984. p. 15). 
"Jewish national morality," says another YESHA settler. " is distinct from 
universal morality ... Notions of universal or absolute justice "may be good 
for Finland or Australia but not here. not with us" (quoted in Haaret:.. 24 
May 1984. p . 7). 

One standard that Jewish morality does not include is democracy. at least 
according to one of the heroines of the YES HA settlers. Democracy is ··a 
ritual that is of value for Gentiles ... ·· (from an interview with Miriam 
Lcvinger in Haaret:.. 16 September 1984. p. 2). 

As we a lready noted. the denigration of non-Jewish culture. the exclusive 
concern with norms and values that emerge out of tlie Jewish tradition is a 
commitment which the cultural nationalists share with non-Zionist religious 
elements. Where the cultural nationalists part company with them is in the 
assumption that the true. authentic. legitimate Jewish culture can only flour-
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ish or is only properly comprehended in the Land of hrael. By implication. 
therefore. even the Jewish tradition in ga/111 I Qiaspon1; liter.ally. exile) is 
somehow flawed. 

A letter in Nl'lwdalr from the wife Qf an accused terrorist asked why 
everyone. including YES HA settlers. does not recognize the merit of what 
the terrorists did. Her answer was tha1 ... . . only a few have as yet suc
ceeded in freeing themselves from the two thousand year old xalttt fear of 
'what will the goyim say' ..... t:?'l September 1984) p. 2). The charges 
reached their ultimate-though logical enough-conclusion in a biographical 
sketch written by one accused h:rroris1 of another. Rav Dan Beeri. Beeri is a 
proselyte and the writer suggested that Beeri's non-Jewish origins "allowed 
him to absorb the Jewish system without the complexes of the l(a/111·· 
(Nekudah, 19 August 1984. p. 29). 

The three strands of Jewish nationalism that have been identified seem to 
derive from very disparate sources. The first modem territorial nationalists 
were the revisionists. a militant secular Zionist party from which Herut 
emerged. The revisionists maintained Jewish rights to both sides of the 
Jordan river and affirmed the necessity for developing a martial spirit among 
Jews. But they also believed that despite the national conflict of interest 
between Jews and Arabs. Jews must respect their opponents and meticu
lously honor their civil liberties within a Jewish state. Culturally, under the 
leadership of Zeev Jabotinsky the revisionists were among the most cos
mopolitan o f the Zionist panics. 

The archetypal ethnic nationalists were the Israeli lower classes. typically 
Sephardic. living in urban slums and development towns. It was the segment 
of the population among whom Kahane campaigned most intensely. They 
did not settle in the territories and there was some quescion as to how 
welcome they would be if they sought to do so. They had no particular 
territorial commitments nor did they harbor an antagonism to foreign cul
ture. On the contrary. they were ste reotypically the major consumers of the 
homogeneous mass culture purveyed by television and vide~tape. Their 
leisure time was more likely to be devoted to sporting events than_ to study of 
sacred texts with which they had little familiarity. 

Cultural nationalism defined as an exclusive concern with Jewish culture 
and rejection of anything or gentile origin deri.ved from that segment of 
Judaism which rejected modernity and Zionism. It flourished in sections of 
Jerusalem and Bnei Brak. among the "Community or the Pious" to whom 
even Agudat Israel was suspect for the intensity of its dealings with the State 
of Israel. It harbored no love for non-Je"s but its major antagonists. those 
against whom it displayed most marked hostility. were secular Jews. 

These three strands of Jewish nationalism have yet to become fully 
merged ideologically. They do not speak to a single constituency of any 
significant proponion. They are most firml y anchored in three different seg-
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ments of Israeli society. The most vigorous exponents of one strand include 
those who are indifferent and sometimes even hostile to the others. But. as 
we have seen. there are signs of their convergence. Their legitimation and 
ideological expression is rooted in a new conception. of religious. nationalism 
that owes its intellectual foundations to the teachings of the late Rabbi 
Abraham Isaac Kook. first Ashkenazic chief rabbi of Palestine. but primarily 

· to his son Rav Zvi Yehuda Kook. This ideology has not gone unchallenged in 
reiigious Zionist circles. Organizations such as Oz V'shalom (Strength and 
Peace) and Netivot Shalom (Paths of Peace) are two national-religious or
ganizations founded to combat the ultra-religious nationalists. But the latter 
organizations are weak. They have had an abundance of support from distin
guished religious academicians but lacked the support of outstanding rabbin
ical figures essential for the success of any religious organization. Chauvinist 
nationalism seemed to be gaining influence within the country as a whole and 
within religious-Zionist circles in particular. Should the trends· finally con-

. verge and a firm constituency develop for their spokesmen. heightened ten
sion in Israel may be expected in the coming ye~rs . 

Notes 

I. The questionnaire was designed ·<:>n the data collected by Mina Zemach. director of the 
Dahaf Research Institute for the Van Leer Institute and the youth magazine Hamr:.an. I am 
indeb1ed to Dr. Zcmach. who made the data available 10 me. and 10 Shlomit Canaan. editor of 
Hamr:.an. who permitted the early release· of the figures to me. 

2.- Amos Oz. In the Lund of Israel (Huntington. N. Y.: Fontana. 1983). pp. 114-IS. 
3. YES HA is· an acronym for the Hebrew names of the tenitories Yehuda. Shomron and Azli. 

The word vesha also means salvation. In the remainder onhe essay we will use the 1erms 
YESHA. We>t Bank or just the weird territnries as synonymous terms 10 refer to !hat area 
captured by Israel in the Six-Day War. sti.11 under Israeli military occupation. but not annexed to 
the state. as for example East Jerusalem or Ramal Hagolan were annexed. There is no value~ 
neutral term for this area in Hebrew. Arabs ca.II it .. the occupied territory·": Jewish se11lers 
prefer the term YESHA and consider even "West Bailk'" or .. territor'y .. ~s indica1ing hostility. 

4. Arabs who live in the territories are not citizens of Israel. They arc subject to military rule. 
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The discussion which follows assumes that American Jewry and 

Israel will march hand-in-hand into the 21st ·century bound together by 
, .. · 

some version of Zionism. That ideology which is at once the founding 

conception of Israel and at the very heart of the identity of American 

Jewry is often perceived as a constant. But times change and ideol-

ogles that do not change with them are in danger of being tossed into 

the "dustbin of history." What kind of Zionism will American Jewry 

require in the future? 

Ideologle~ gene.rally fare poorly in the dynamic environment ·of 
. . ·.: 

America and other modern socleties . For the:m to retain any influence ... 

at all, their proponents must be willing and able to accommodate their· 

tenets to the winds of change, to continually reshape them to fit the 

nee~s of the societies they address. Students of Zionism of°ten ma.ke 

note of the enormous societal and generational accommodations lt has 

been heir to. The Zionism generated by Jewish thinkers ln endemically 

anti Semitic Tsarist Russia, both in the questions it posed and the 

demands it made, was a far cry from the Zionism developed in a 

compar~tively benevolent America. Similarly the kibbutz, probably the 
.. . 

most innovative for~ of human organization produced by the Zionist 

ideology, is a far cry from the contemporary beleaguered settlements 
. . 

of religious zealots in Hebron. The flow of events has a way of 

breaking through the confines and rules cherished ideologies seek to 

impose. Where that does not happen societies become static and life 
. 

withe rs. Wl tness China's desperate attempt to broaden Marxist-
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Leninist ~deology ~o ds to ·circumvent the rigidities of the Soviet . 
system. Sooner or later all st1Jdents of societal development learn 

the basic truth t~at life must take precedence over ideology. 

What role has Zionism played historically in the deyelopment of 

American Jewish life? If we understand what it has been, we may 

t better project wha~ it might become. Jewish life in America fashioned 

~ kind of. Zioni~m which pontalned few of the moral imperatives of the 
. . 

Zionism of Easte-rn Europe whe~e gene rat ions of suppress ton and 

pqw~rlessness had ~obbed Jews of their dignity. There Zionism sought 

~ot merely to restore their spirit but ultimately to remove Jews from 

the source of . their degra~ation and resettle them in their own land 

where, it was imagined, · "nor11_1al" development would · be possible. 

Whether that definition of dignity and normality was seen i~ soci~list 

or middlerclass democratic terms, the aspiration for an improvement of 

the Jewish condition was a constant • 

. That aspiration was never part of the Zio~ism deve_loped by 
•: ; 

..: Amerlc~n Jews. ·There was th.e traditional love of Zion which motivates 

all committed Jews. Beyond that American Zio~ism served as a crucial 

link to k'lal Ylsrael, the ties to the universal comm~nlty of Israel, 

from whlch ·American Jewry has always received cheri~hed signals.' As 

piety and knowledge of the traditio~ diminished in a rel~ntlessly 

secularlizing society these ties, which manifested themselves through 

Zionism in religious Qr secular form, became crvclal in binding 

American Jewry to the Jewish enterprise. American Jewry today clings 
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to Israel and Zionism not only because it traditionally identifies 

with its beleaguered brethren cibroad where.ver they m'ay be, Zionfsm 

itself is at the very heart of its identity formation. But it is a 

Zionism of a peculiarly American variety and it is by and for American 

Jews. 

These· tles survived ~gainst all odds iri the early part of the 
• • • l 

20th century because they were refashioned to serve the needs of an 

American Jewry that wanted nothing so much as to acculturate while not 

assimilating. The across-the-board resiseance from all sector$ 6f the 

community might ' never have been overcome' if the idea of "going up" to 

Zion had not been muted by Louis Brandeis. He was ·successful in 

making Zionism an ideological adjunct to the primary demand of 

American Jewry, i.e. to become American as quickly as possible while 

somehow surviving as Jews. That .was no easy task. ' Even ' after the 

vexing dual loyalties question had been solved, American Jews did not · 

come rushing into the Zionist fold. Only after they observed the 

catastrophe which was o~e~taklng t'helr brethren in Europe did they 

become convinced that the mlllenial problem of Jewish · surviv"al · 

required a haven governed by and for Jews, a national home. It was· 

only then that th.ey joined the comparatively small n"uinber of those 

who, motivated by pioneering zeal, devoutness, or ·a love of . Zion 

inherited from their immigrant parents, had been firmly 'and genuinely 

committed to Zionism. It was the refugee crisis of the "thirties and 

forties which finally converted most American Jews to Zionism. 
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But theirs w~s a qu~1ir1ed conyersion. They were not the ones to 

be . found on the tra~ning . farms in eastern Eµrope or on the growing 

numbers of kibbutzim. Rather their Zionism sprang from a concern, 

ever present in American Jewry, for the welfare of all Jewish com

muni~ies abroad. It was expressed primarily in phlla~thropy which is 

the key to understa~ding American Jewish organizational life. But 

presenting a check to UJA or Israel Bonds, or any of th~ myriad funds 

dev~loped br the American Jewish community, _ou_ght no~ be seen merely 

~s a suhstltution of money for self,. or ~imply derided as "checkbook 

Zionism." It might as readily be seen as a symbolic giving of part of 

the s~lf which ls already comm~tted elsewhere, out o~ . a desire to link 

oneself, nevertheless, in a tangible way, . to Israel. 

The ldea that in a hostile world Jews require a home, which we 

call "refugee1:5m," is the additional malnst~y of American Zionism. 

Israel ls conceived of as a home for those Jews who require it. Few 

American Jews see themselves fitting this categ9ry, although there are 

some with d well honed cata~trophic perspective who may think of 

Israel as an "insurance policy" lest it ever happen here. Most 

American Jews today, however, are aware that the greater danger to 
I 

their survival s~ems from b~nevolent absorption rather than perse-

cution. Whatever the case may be, the dlstlnctlve historical 

exp~rience of American Jewry which draws \t to Zionism, is a far er~ 

from that of European Jewry. 
I 
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Those who view American Jews as "ideological eunuchs," a term 
: . : . . 

coined .by an Israeli author, not only misunderstand the character and 

development .of Ame~ican _ Jewry but t~ex actually find it unacceptable. 

This creates a bitter paradox for those who harbor such contempt. They 

are in some measure dependent on a community they hold in low esteem 

even as they are blind to the enormous potential which American Jewry 

possesses. The reality is that American Jewry is different, a new 

page in Jewish hlsto~y,_ and so lsthe Zionism lt has produced. It ls a 

Zionism which meets the needs of a Jewry which thus far feels at home 

in Amer~ca, but requires an ~uxiliary connection to the millenial 

J.ewl sh r~Hgious ci vi llzation from which it derives its Jewish 

identity. Zioni5!'1 furnishes such a link. 

But what of the future? There are, of course, vast changes in 

the wind. .Most who monitor the pulse of American Jewry are aware that 

the seductions of American culture are difficult to withstand. The 

assumption th~t a pluralistic society will furnish American Jewry with 
I 

the social and cultural .space to develop its particularity is 

.increasingly open . to question. We k~ow not what to plant in the space 

granted. It may after all be the melting pot model which holds sway. 

That means that American Jewry will have to consciously will its 

surviv~l as J~ws willed a Jewish national state into existence. It is 

one of the gre~t ironies of history that American Jewry ls compelled 

to call upon the Jewish community o! that State to help provide the 

spiritual sinews fqr its separate survival. More ironic still is that 

Israel, which crle~ out for American Jews to come, may have to realize 
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that Jewish survival requires a broader base than that offered by 

nationhood. For the fore~eeable future Israel will require for her 

own surviv!ll all the resources, the technical 'knowledge, the political 

advocdcy, which American Jewry can provide. This pattern of· desperate 

mutual d~pendence will doubtless continue, though in much modified 

form. 

The crisis of survival is characteristic of all Jewish (ife in 

the twentiet~ century. If American Jewry faces a danger of benevolent 

absorption, the Jews of Israel continue to face the implacable 

murderous hostility of the Arab world. If there ls a lesson Jews can 

distill from their twentieth century experience, it is that in the end 

they have only each oth~r. The good will of other brotherhoods and of 

Christian witnesses cannot be relied on to sustain life. Ultimately 

the crucial question ls whether a ·secularized Jewry in the Diaspora 

and in Israel is capable of mustering such a will for survival • ._ To 

ev~n begi-n to search for an answer to that question we need. to gain a 

fuller underst~nding of what modernl~ation entails and above all how 

the much misunderstood attendant secularization process shapes the 

mind-set of modern man. 

Secularism, which is linked to modernizatfon, ls m'isunderstood by 

mpny committed Jews who naturally associate it with its anti-religious 

thrust which occurred at the turn of the century when it was moment

arily colored by Marxist socialism. They corre~tly perceived that 

secularized Jews were not only not committed to the ongoing tradition 
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but were often outrightly hostile to it. The confusion regarding 

secularism ls compounded by the p~blic .di .a.l_ogu.e today in which it 

of.ten· comes to , mean simply a separation of church an~ ~ta~e~. wt:t.en in 

real Hy, this is only .one separatiqn, a!llong !llany. which char.acterize the 

relentless fragmentation of our soci~ty • . .. ':.. . '· .· 

.· 

But secularization ls not simply a c~nd~ti~n, it is. an inexorable 

process. · The secular cast of mind creeps into every corner of 

contemporary · life Qften unbeknown e~en to ~~ose m~st dete~mine9 to 

with stand Its impact • . Can one really imagine that tt~e ultr.;s-:Orttiodqx . 
• • ' •'. • , • ' I• • • 

young man or woman who has been trained as d systems analyst. can . . .. . .' 

remain unaffected by his work on the cutting edge . of. modep:i .· tech-
7 

nology.? Doe~ the recent report of t~e succ.essful comp\Jtei;-.l .zaq.on .of . 

rabbl11ic · responsa really make ·the ~c;>mputer the :.servant· .. of the . 

rel igiqus tradi t ·ion? ·· There . is no need :lf\ . this brief_ i;tiscussio.n to ,. 

examine the· enti.r~ .. comp\ex proces~ , of s.ecularizatfon, but . those . . . . . . . 

eleme~ts which ·impinge ~irectly . on t~e .survival of : the Jewish enter~ 

prise ~eed to be ~ better un~erstood. . . 
... 

: , Secular man .aspires to be free and autonomous . .. The tribe, .the 

extended family, the nuclear family to which he .~uccesslvely_ belonged 

are not considered support structures but fetters from which he must 

free himself. It is easy to see that the effect of sue~ assumptions 

is the fragme11tation of all social struc.tures -- ethnic groups, 

church, family ·-- which con~~ic.t with man's ql!est. to b~ his owr tribal 

chief. .. 
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From a Jewish perspective the process has dire consequences. 

Judaism is a corporate religion and the fragmentation and atomtzatlon 

inherent in modern life must imping~ directly on it. The remarkable 

organizational structure of Ameritan Jewry, the envy 6f other sub-

. cu.ltures, must gradually lose its influence and Jewish· life must 

inevitably bec9me more amorphous. 

A second facet of the secular mind-set leads to desacrilization. . . 

When man places himself at the center of the universe he n~turally · 

must push to tl:le periph~ry what once was. at the center : of that world . 

The laity becomes more important than the deity. Secular man aspires 

to be rational. He assumes that the world is explainable and· that its 

governing laws can be discovered and controlled. That ls what modern 

science and technology ls all about. 'The result ls that things once 

h~ld sacred become profane. Most important, the priority given to 

r~tionallty conflicts with faith. Secular marr ls, by deflriition, a 

great understander but a poor beljever. Again the lmplicatlons for 

Judai~m with its awesome one god are ominous~ Jews have always been 

gredt believers but their avid~ty for the secular; increasingly 

interferes w~th belief. And the impact on ideologies i~ no less 

diminishing." 

One should hasten to add that desacrilizatlon does not mean that 

secular man, Jewish or Christian, ls irreligious or unaware of the 

benefits of a long enriching cultural tradition. He is merely once 
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removed from them. The spirit it privatized at1d lnternall'zed as are 

other controls. In theory modern secular man should require no · 

external controls because he is self~governing. Thus; theoretically, 

the corporate character of Judaism and the 'intensity ·of faith among 

Je·ws may become things of the past. An autonomous free Jewry chooses 

what it want~ to commit itself to; it becom~s a voluntary asso~ 

elation. Yet, for various reasons a startling percentage of Jews 

continue to choose to be Jewish and Israel ls at the very center of 

their Jewish sensibility. Zionism, especially its peoplehood com~ .

ponent, serves for the secular Jew as a binder. It substitutes for 

the other forms of corporateness which have lost their adhesiveness. 

In summary, as viewed here, secularism is primarily a way of · 

perceiving life · which leads to new individual and group identity 

formation. Historically its impact on Jews ·of the West has been 

enormous. It not only has sparked great changes in their ancient . 

religious civilization, their avid acceptance ~f ·secular assumptions 

is undoubtedly an important fctctor beh'ind the remarkabl'e Jewish " 

achievement on the frontiers of modern culture ·and technology. It 

impinges on all facets of Jewish life in America .including the 

peculiar type of Zionism it has developed and undoubtedly will 

continue to develop in the future. 

But lest we assume that all American Jews are equally well along . 

the road to "cool" secularism we must hasten .. to add that such is · 

hardly the case. What we have drawn here is an absolute model which" 
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hardly fits - the co.mplexity of_ life in the real world. Just as .most 

pre-secular Jews never held a totally religious .mind-set, so most 

contemporary American _;Jews are not. completely secular. Most live 

their l l ves somewhere between the two polar .~ ties, b~lancing the 

demands· of one against the other. At either end of ~he spectrum are 

the ext re.mists. The tension between· the two gives American Jewr~ 

med sured chdnge. By the 21st qentury we cdn dssu.m.e that with the 

exception of some small in~ui~ted religious communities most American 

Jews will have .ingested, to some unknown degree, s~culdr assumptions 

on how life should be lived. 

But it beco·mes clear that the who le sale acceptance of these 

secular values Ls unlikely to be insufficient to carry a meaningful 

life .forward, much less a meaningful Jewish life. . Some social 

scientists · are already suggesting that we stand on the threshold of a 

post-secular .w9rld. Secularism ·gone awry is lethal and no one has 

better cause t .o fear it than Jews who are forewarned by .their recent 

historical experience. Genocide was based on a modern $ecula~ me_dical 

metaphor. But . even had history not gi~en Jews a special reason to . 

question the validity of a life lived by only secula~ assumption~, 

there is- ample evidence in the malaise of modern life in A~erica, 

Jewish and non-Jewis~, of its insufficiency. That malaise would ·. 

include a gener-a.l loss in the quality of 11 fe especially as it 

pertains to . sustained human relationships. And more impo~tant than a 

perceived loss in the quality of life is an . lnabil~ty to find meaning 

and, ·ther.efor-e, P.urpose in it. 
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For Jews that quest often entails goinQ back to traditional 

institutions and forms, to the sustaining Jewish culture beneath. What 

may bring them to the synagogue, or the Jewish Center, or the Jewish 

secular organization, may be the search for fraternity which ls lost 

in modern life. 

American Zionism too is part of that hanging on to a Jewish 

patrimony. Secular achieving Jews may not know much about the 

tradition but they are uniquely aware of value and investment. Zionism 

offers them, among other things, a neutral way to reconnect themselves 

with things Jewish. They escape from the privatism of secular life 

into their congregations and organizations and find there that the 

support of .Israel is at the center of a modern Jewish sensibility. It 

is something they can understand, it ls temporal -here and now, it is 

a tangible reality rather than aA abstraction or ideology. It is a 

modern secular state struggling against adversit~. It sums up much of 

what being Jewish means for them and it holds out as well the oppor

tunity of entering more deeply into the tradition. In short, for many 

secularized American Jews Zionism or Israellsm becom.es th.e path to 

finding transcendent purpose. 

What do such Jews, c~ught betwixt a secular life which often 

lacks meaning and purpose and a tradition they only vaguely under

stand, require of Zionism and the Israel it has produced? What kind 

of Zionism 'ill they generate? 
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Clearly the proriuncimientos from · Jerusalem or New York which 

de~lar~ 6o~f ide~tly what belongs in the center of Jewish consciousnes~ 

and what on the periphery, are exercises in futility. By 'their ·very 

natµre ideologies ~annot be imposed from without, certainly not on 

Jews of a secular m.ind-set who celebrat~ their autonomy as Jews· onc·e 

celebrated the covenant. Nothing is more certain than the fact that 

the Zionism American Jewry will cling to in decade·s to come, will be -· 

shaped by their co~mun~l needs. Should it turn out to . be other~ise; 

that ideology wiil become first disconnected, then disfunctional. 
. . . 

Mod_ern Jewish history is cluttered with such ideologies which posed 

the wrong questions and yielded the wrong answers. The primary 

question for American Jewry has be6ome nothing less than survival 

--but it is not merely survival as Jews. If it were, . then· aliya to 

Israel would indeed be sufficient. The quest is for survival as · 

American Jews, Therefore the Zionism it will deve~op in the future 

will be, as it was in the past, an adjunct to that basic quest. 

There are then certain things such a Zionism cannot · be, either 

because it diminishes the probability for survival or it is in basic 

conflict with the secular American Jewish mind set. The Jerusalem 

platfo·rm which declares the centrality of Israel ls a good example. 

Surely everyone can agree that there cannot be a Zionism without the 

centrality of Zion. Thai has been central in the reli~ious tradition 

before the development of moqern Zionism. But much depends .on what 

that centrality is intended to mean. We have seen that for American 
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Jewry Israel is indeed central, so much so that in the last four 

decades we have expended much of our resources and energy in nurturing 

it. Some would even suggest that this was done at the expense of our 

own institutional structures. 

But a centrality which means the diminution of the comlnu~ lty with · 

which the American Jew has cast his lot, coupled wi.th·:.a rhe.to.flc" which. 

consigns American Jewry to a certain doom, cannot be· .imbibed as part. 
. . . .· .. ~ . . ·: 

of an ideology he calls his own. It runs count~r io ev~rythirig . · he 
. . . ,., . 

needs to believe. He understands . that in temporal poi°itica1· terms 

Israel will , for the foreseable future, require the advocacy role "of a 
. ~ ·. . 

powerful American Jew before the American seat of power. 

But th.e American Jew cannot be a nationalist as· those who live in 

the land. He is more inclined to accept universalist assumptions 

which means that he is less interested in where Jews iive °tha°h" in how. 

His lnter·~~t has traditionally extend.~d .t ·o .all ~Je~i~h ·~omin.unities 
- ., .. .. . . 

. . 
whether Israel, Ethiopia or the Soviet Union. It is ~~ · interest so 

, / 

intense that at times it seems that it is ~ii' that r~ai~s ~f a o'hc
0

e 

vibrant culture. American Jewry's concern for all Jews .abroad is in 

fact a major strand in the development of Ainerican Zionr'sm. ·it i .s a 

' 
Zi~n~sm which has always spoken more of a Jewish peoplehood than a 

return to Zion and is more comfortable with bipolarity than with . . , 
centrality . 

• ' : 

(' 
v 
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Can American Je~ry relate to an exclusive or strident Jewish 

n~tionallsm? History gives ample evidence that a sustained sense of 

beleagueredness as in the case of Poland or Germany, or the militant 

puritanism of the Irish Catholic church developed in its protracted 

conflict with Anglicanism, can generate such a strid~ncy. Israelts 

existence has now been challenged for almost forty years and it no~ 
. . 

u~reasonab l~ to presu~e that the right of Jews to have a national home 

will be cha llenged until the end of the twentieth century and perhaps 

beyond . There are signs that an activism based on ~eligious fundamen-

tallsm has made its debut in Israel's politi ca l culture. It was 

perhaps a predictable development, but for American Jews there ls far 

more understanding of the liberal Mazzinlan nationalism which served 

as the incubator of the original Zionist ideology, than of the 

chauvinistic nationalism associated with Bismarck • 
.. 

Moreover, the Ameriqan Jew ls at once a creator and a witness to 

a pluralis tic society w~i ch ha s grant ed him space to develop group 

part.icularity . Hi~ Sl!rvival in America requires a dynamic pluralism. 

His prior ities are . given to rationalism and tolerance at home and he 

would be hard pressed to change his stripes abroad. · M~re important, 

the American Jewish religious enterprise itself reflects the denomina-

tional pluralism of the host culture. Should Israel in its crucible 
. . 

prove unable to withstand the temptation to move in the direction of 

strident nationalism coupled with its natural partner, religious 

exclusivity, it could ultimately open .a gap between the two commun-

lties and, in a worst case scenario, break the bond between them. The 

• 
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American Jew requires a broad definition of who can be counted as a 

Jew because in the free atmosphere of America such a broad definition 

describes the reality of Jewish life. 

At the same time the bl-national strategies, which held sway on 

the left wing of the Jewish polity before the founding of the State; 

would prove equally problematic. We have noted that what American 

Jewry most requires from Israel ls a Jewish center to provide supple

mental cultural energy to sustain an American Jewish culture. A state · 

which is merely a legal container for various groups would not be able 

to fulfill that role. Yet, historically, there have always been 

strangers in Israel and the religious culture has developed a complete 

ethos of how they should be treated. Who knows better than Jews the 

travail entailed in being a stranger in the land? 

The Zionism American Jews· would best relate to understands fully 

the need for defense and security of the State, but it eschews a 

fanaticism that can lead to expansionism or religious exclusivity. An 

expansionism based on a biblical mandate cannot but seem strange to 

the average secular American Jew who does not accept biblical mandates 

in his personal life, much less as a deed for gaining additional real 

estate. He is convinced that offensive war is an irrational activity, 

that people, not territory, ultimately define community. Yet autonomy 

and freedom are basic precepts of the secular mind set. They are 

necessary for life and therefore worth defending. 
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It would be easier for American Jewry to relate to an Israel 

which was more like what they fancied themselves to be i.e. modern, 

urbane, tolerant and quietly excellent. These are aspirations of an 

achieving minority anxious to live comfortably in a pluralistic 

society. But that confluence i~ unlikely to happen. Increasingly 

Israelis are shaped in a society where Jews are a majority and that is 
.. ·!!I . . . 

a pot which produces a different dish. They are accustomed to 
, : 

ex~rc~sing sovereign power, they are more comfortable in their skins 

and they need to prove nothing through extraordinary achievement. 

The real differences between the two communities result more from 

group identity formation developed in different social, cultural and 

politic~l incubators. In the long run these will prove to be more 

crucial than the "ideol.ogical" differences propounded by leaders and 

thinkers which proliferate ln such unseemly numbers in both commun-

ities. The future would be more negotiable if both groups spoke the 

same language. However that ls lncreaslngly less likely to be. But 

there arejenduring principles which they have always held in common: a 
. . . . 

love of Zion and a determination to survive as Jews. That has been 

and should continue to be a strong bridge to support their desperate 

interdependence. There ls beneath the endless list of de.mands and 

recriminations a realization that both . communities are destined to· 

march together through history, leaning on eaqh other because there ls 

no one else to lean on. 
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How could the Israel of the ~uture best fulfill such a role? 

American Jewry needs a secure modern Jewish state which modifies the 

secularism that has proven insufficient to ·carry Jewish life forward 

in America, but at the same time withstands the temptation to tip in 

the directi'on of theocracy. Ideal would be an Israel from which both 

traditional Torah, in all its varied forms, and modern technology and 

mdstery could go forth. A society with such a vibrant combination 

would be far more likely to attract American Jewish settlers than the 

stride.nt exortatlons of lde<;>logues· • . In such a society investment 

could become a welcome supplement to philanthropy which, even under 

the most noble conditions, tends to demean the recipient. American 

Jewry requires an Israel which offers it an alternate venture in 

Jewish living, in which it can seek something beyond the selfness of 

the modern secular life it has choseri for itself. 

Above all American Jewry requires an Israel as convinced of the 

possibility and necessity of American Jewish survival as it is of its 

own. There. is no paucity of threats to survival in either community. 

A Herzelian admonition today might remind us that it is necessary 

for Jews .to will survival wherever they are. 
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Introduction 

Forty years, the ~ymbolic span of one generation, have passed 
since the end of World War II and the destruction of the Europ~an 
Jewish community, the majo~ ~ilestone of modern Jewish history. I~ · 
the immediate aftermath of the War, the struggle for the establishment 
of a Jewish state began, so that it is nearly forty years since the 
founding of the State of Israei. In the postwar period, the American 
Jewish community assumed Diaspora leadership in political support and 
economic assistance to Israel. This assumption of responsibility was 
part ·of its coming-of-age as a community and was an important aspect · 
of the American Jewish comm~nity's institutional development. 

The recognition of generational transition with its accompanying · 
challenge of change in the relationship between the American Jewish 
community and ·Israel provides a point of departure for an ·examination 
of the character and direction of a constantly evolving relationship. 
In such a reexamination, four perspectives ~re relevant. · · 

. The historical perspective can bring sensitivitr to the ideologi
cal conflict that preceded the emergence of the State of Israel, some 
elements of which persist in contemporary conditions. .The pragmatic 
perspective inv~lves a realization of the variety and diversity of the 
patterns of relationships that exist between Israel and the Diaspora. 
Alongside these patterns of involvement between the American Jewish 
com.mun! ty and Israe·l, an exlstentlai · perspect.lve would bring into 
.focus the different conditions of existence for Israelis and A~erican 
Jews. which affect the slgni f leant differences of perception or 
attitude. Crucial to the account of the shared values and experience 
differences between the two communities is the ideological perspective 
in which the terms of the relationships have been formulated. 

These perspectives set a framework for a dialogue between the 
Israeli Jewish community and the American Jewish community. The goals 
of such a dialogue are threefold. From the ideological perspective, 
there is the possibility of developing a consensus on the concepts 
that have been perennially contested. From the pragmatic perspective, 
there is the possibility of restating the terms of the ongoing 
partnership which is an enduring aspect of the relationship. From the 
existential perspective, there is the possibility of ciarifying the 
ways of interaction, even symbiosis, which characterize the relation
ship on many ~evels of individual and group experience. 
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I. Historical Perspective 

With the breakdown of the pre-m~dern segregated Jewish community,· 
three competing ideological movements emerged in the nineteenth 
century as proposed forms of Jewish adjustment to emancipation • . The 
once normative cultural dominance of tradftionalist Orthodoxy was 
displaced by the three movements of religious reform Judaism, secular 
ethnic Jewlsh culture and Zionism.· The separatist Orthodox community,. 
however, asserted its continuing legitimacy against the claims of the 
new ideologies. 

In the United States, the separatist Orthodox movement affects 
the major Jewish convnunal institutions only at the margin. In Israel, 
the continuing aspiration .of the traditionalist Orthodox establishment 
to be the s~le legitimate religious community is the occasion of · 
social tension and political divisio~. This dispute is rooted in th~ 
historic conflict between all three new ideological movements and 
traditionalist Orthodoxy. Historically, since the Jewish Yishuv in 
Palestine had no movement for religious reform and no non-Zionist 
secular ethnic constituency, this conflict took the form of Zionism 
versus the traditionalist religion. With the political compromise 
between the Zionist and religious parties, since the founding of the 
State of Israel, the focus of· the dispute has shifted to the issue of 
the legitimacy of American style Conservative and Reform movement in 
Israel. The result is a continued source of tension in the relation
ship between the American Jewish community and Israel. 

The majority of the Jews in both Western and Eastern Europe, not 
only welcomed emancipation but were active in the struggle for civic 
equality, economic and social opportunity, and the right of participa
tion in Western cul tu re for the Jew! sh minority. The differing 
perceptions of strategies for the achievement of Jewish rights under 
conditions of modernity set the framework for the three ideological 
movements of modern Jewish history. 

(1) Emancipation of the Jews as a religious community. After the 
French Revolution, Western societies proceeded to transfor~ themselves 
into societies which offered to every citizen, independent of prior. 
hereditary privileges, equality in the public domain. Differences of 
religious beli~f were then to be assigned to the private domain. As 
part of this process, Jewish communities that had been separatist 
Orthodox communities prepared to restructure themselves as religious 
congregations. The result of that restructuring was the foundation of 
the neo-Orthodox, Reform and Conservative religious trends in Judaism. 

Neither the Eastern Eur~pean Jewish communities nor the Sephardic 
communities from which· the Israeli society evolved had undergone this 
form of restructuring. Hence the difficulties of perception of the 
· 1eg it imacy of neo-orthodox, conservatl ve and reform movements in 
Israel has been a legacy of the historical development for the current 
state of. Israel-American Jewish relationship. 
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In its ·stronger theoretical formulations, however, the reform. 
religious ideology rejected Jewish ~ational~sm, particularly .territo
rial Zionism, as a regressive particular.1st withdrawal from the 
challenges and opportunities of emancipation. The religious ideo
logical pattern had its central locus in the texts and observances of 
Cldssic Reform. 

The story of the transformation of Reform Judaism, particularly 
in the United States, into a Zionist movement marks a dramatic 
reversal. It demonstrates concretely how an ideologically anti
Zionist position changed in the postwar period into a supporter not : 
only of the pro-Israel consensus but even of the formal Zionist. 
movement. 

At the same time, the tensions that manifested themselves in the 
universalist critique ~f particularist Zionism in the prewar period. 
have been metamorphosed into a universalist critique of an Israel
ocentric Judaism and a universalist concern about the direction and 
quality of Israeli nationalist expression. Again, the hls~orica~ 
le.gacy of the pluralist traditions of Judaism has an impact on the 
terms of the relationship between the American Jewish community and 
Israel. 

(2) Emancipation of the Jews as ·a secularist-socialist community. 
The end of the ghetto and the concomitant breakdown of traditionalist 
separatist Orthodox authority were perceived by many as the first 
stage in the inevitable secularization of the Jewish community. If 
the Jewish community was to survive in. the new framework of emanci
pation, it would require a reassertion of patterns of ethnic and 
linguistic identity that could respond to secularism. 

These could not be the patterns of religious congregations in a 
public community of equal citizenshi~. Minority group rig~ts to 
·cultural and ethnic autonomy could, however, be recognized andi in 
this pattern, the autonomous ethnic Jewish community could su~tain its 
separate schools, press or theater with its own language. 

Different formulations for these patterns of minority rights were 
explored mostly based on Eastern European communal experience. In 
most of them, the language of the autonomous Jewish conununity was to 
be secularized Yiddish, not the "sacred" Hebrew. Further, a bourgeois 
society with individual equality was not envisaged as comprehending 
t .his set of relationships. A socialist society would emerge which 
would recognize equaltty of the Jewish group and all other ethnic 
minorities. Such .a commitment to Diaspora nationalism or to Yiddish 
socialist society involved a rejection of the religious forms of 
Judaism and of the competing secularism of Zionist nationalism. 
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The strength of this .ideology in American Jewish immigrant 
culture --its newspapers, theaters, school system and celebrations 
--is weil known. It alsp flourished in Eastern Europe before th~ 
Second World War. This ideology was legislated into the Soviet legai 
sysfem by Lenin and provided the framework for an autonomous JewiSh 
community ·as a recognized linguistic and cultural ethnic minority of 
the Soviet Union. 

j ·With the end of the War, the demographic basis for this position 
had eroded. The destruction of the Eastern European communit~es, the 
upward mobility and integra~lon of the Jewish urban groups in the 
United States, and the denial of the rights of the Soviet Jewish 
community characterized the post war situation. A prolsrael consensus. 
took place in all three areas. The eastern European conrnunities opted 
for emigration rather than restoration. The secularist socialist · 
Yiddishist groups became partisans· of Israel or even allied to the 
Zionist movement through organizational ties. The Soviet Jewis~ 
community has apparently chosen to seek emigraUon rather than 
reconstitution of its legal basis as its own road to Jewish 
restoration. 

This record of convergence to a Zionist consensus has left 
significant sources of tension. The Zionist response to the socialist 
movement included the counter claim that it represented the most 
authentic socialist response in the Kibbutz, Histadrut, socialist 
ownership of the means of production, and socialist political party 
institutions. Yet, as the Diaspora communitie~ left their .socialist 
ideological base behind the post war period, this achievement becomes 
an area of potential divisivenes·s in the American· Jewish-Israel 
relationship. · 

Further, the recognition by the Soviet Jewish community of the 
f failure to construct an autonomous Jewish culture in the Soviet Union 

with the decision in favor of emigration is perceived by the Israelis 
as a legitimation of Zionism. This historical perception is rein-: 
forced by the contemporary political fa~t that Jews emigrate by virtue 
of repatriation or family reunification on visas to Israel. This 
provides the source of tensio~ for the relationship bet~een Israel and 
the American Jewish community when the Russian Jew chooses; with 
indifference to ideological concerns, to emigrate to another country 
of the Diaspora. . 

(3) Emancipation of the Jewish community as auto-emancipatiQn. 

The Zionist thesis was that the true emancipation for the Jewish 
people required a movement of national s~lf-determination that would 
restore Jewish nationalism and assert national rights to a historic 
territory. This interpretation of emancipation involved ideological 
conflict with the interpretation of the Jewish polity as a religious 
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community within a democratic state or as an autonomous cultural and 
ethnic minority within a pluralist state. The ideological conflict 
continued until the Second World War. 

After the war, the ideological debate ended. The practical 
agenda of Jewish life shifted the terms of the debate. The practical 
agenda of Jewish life included virtually universal Diaspora support 
for Israel. The role of Istael in strengthening Jewish life in the ·· 
Diaspora was enhanced independent of ideological formulations. ·nils 
shift of the agenda marked a· cflange from ideological perspectives .t .o 
pragmatic perspectives. 

The Zionist attempt to formulate the pragmatic consensus in its 
own way was expressed in the Jerusalem Program adopted -~Y the World 
Zionist Organization at its first congress in lsra~l .after the: 
founding of the State. This program was redrafted in 1968 and . remains~ 
the Zionist formulation on the most general level of the mutual 
respons~bilities of Israel and the Jewish communities of the Diaspora. 

THE JERUSALEM PROCRAH, 5728 

(Adopted by the 27th Zionist Congress in Jerusalem, 
June 19, 1968.) 

Zionism's alms are: 

* The unity of the Jewish people, and the centrality 
of the State of Israel to the life of the . nation. 

• The ingathering of the Jewish people in its historic 
homeland, Eretz Israel, through immigration from all 
countries. 

* Consolidation of the State of Israel, which ls based 
on the prophetic vision of peace and justice. 

* Preserving the unique character of the Jewish people 
by pro~oting Jewish and Hebrew education, and foster- . 
ing Jewish spiritual and cultural values. 

* Def ending the rights of Jews wherever they may be 
settled. 

II. Pragmatic Perspectives 

A catalogue of the patterns of relationships that have ·evolved 
between Israel and the American Jewish conununlty during the past forty 
years would exhibit complex networks of association, plural affllla-· 
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tions across conventional lines of political or social di~ision, and 
multiple institutional forums of interaction on current issues of 
concern. An analytical ·framework fot understanding these patt~rns 
involves six kinds of relationship. 

1. Commun! ty to · community relationship. Some of the activities 
between a -Diaspora Jewish community and Israel included support for 
social needs and participation in .lsra~ll COl'!lmunal instltution·s 
constitute a pattern of · comm~nit~ to community interaction. To a 
degree, the · characteristics of .such a pattern are similar to any sucn 
interaction, for example, the relationship between . the ~ewish communi
ties of United States and Australia or France. "Project Renewal" and 
the Israel community center movement are cases in point, just .as the 
recruiting of Isrcaeli educators or center workers for .the American 
Jewish communal services represents a reciprocal process of conimunity · 
to community involvement. . 

' . 

2. Community to Sacred Space. Another aspect of the relationship 
between a Diaspora community and Israel is that which views Israel as · 
the "sacred space" of the community. This relationship is· continuous 
with the religious tradition in which "Zion" was the sacred locus of 
Judaism. 

For the separatist Orthodox religious community, for example, the 
idea of the sacred is defined by the "halakhic mitzvot" related to 
Jewish residence in the Holy Land. Any violation of these regula
tions r . whether in autopsy or archaeology, ls a profanation of sacred 
space. Such prQfanation calls for dissent and protest, ·independent of 
the proced·ures by which a majority of Israel• s residents or it~ State 
institutions decide the issues. There may be limitations on direct 
action against such profanation but. these limits have not excluded 
advertisements against Israeli policy in the public media or leaf
leting and picketing Israeli leaders in their visits abroad. 

For the more universalist members of the Jew.ish community~ 
whether religious or secular, the idea of the sacred has been defined 
in moral imperatives. Israel's violation of its moral promise is then 
a profanation of its distinctive worth and reason for being. The 
guidelines for protesting the profanation are not clearly set, 
although it is also apparently "a moral imper~tlve" that dissent b~ 
publicly recorded, not just privately communicated. In this case, 
too, the perceptions of the Israeli community or its majority can be 
overruled because of the moral imperative to preserve the integrity of 
Jewish sacred space, i.e., the inoral dlmenslons of Israel. 

Analogously, for some religious nationalists, the sacred space· of 
the Jewish people is the biblical "Er.etz Israel." The weakness of 
will of a contemporary Israeli leadership in taking steps to preserve 
that territory is a failure of religious mission requiring dissent, 
advocacy or protest. 
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Three relevant facts about this relationship are noteworthy. One 
is that there are ~o agreed communal guidelines to set the limits or 
the manner of expression of dissent against cur.rent policy of the 
State of Israel. · 

The second is that the interpretation of sacred space that moti
vates those in the Diaspora community has partisans within Israeli 
society who serve as advocates or partners in the reiationship. T~e 
Israeli base legitimizes the activities of the Diaspdra grqup when ~t 
moves outside the consensus positions of support for Israel. 

Finally, the lllustrations suggested are special cases .of _the 
statistical majority which relates to Israel as a sacred space in the 
Zionist mode. Wl thin Zion 1st ideology, the secularizat'ion of the · " 
sacred was the historical task. This involved the vernacular~zing of 
a sacred tongue, agriculturally "conquering" the sacred l~nd and 
transforming Jewish religious society into a normal nation. Zionist 
thought has always been characterized by an ambiguity about the unique 
and transcendentally valuable features of this resecularlzed normal
ized land, language or people. The point of that crnbiguity is 
recognized in the obvious paradox that it ls never normal to intensely 
aspire to normalcy. 

3 .. Community to Sovereign St ate. The v~rious Diaspora communities 
relate to Israel as a sovereign state. Sovereignty provides Israel 
with unique opportunities for action or leadership in Jewish communal 
proble~s on the international scene whether in rescuing Ethiopian 
Jews, receiving refugees as immigrants, representing Jewish interests 
at the UN, or providing. direction to ef.forts . to assure Israeli 
security. 

Israel's respon·sibilities as a sovereign state have not excluded 
its concern with Jewish communal interests. Thus, Israeli embassies 
h·ave been involved with threatened Jewish communities in Iran or 
Argentina. On the other hand, Jewish and Israeli interests may be in 
prima f.acie conflict on some issues.· For example, Israel . has on 
occasion demurred from repres~ntlng the interests of the Jewish commu
nity in those countries which do not recognize the State, leaving such 
representation to other Jewish agencies. These dilemmas · and their 
resolutions are an ongoing feature of Israel-Diaspora relationships. 

4. Cominunity to Democrat.le State. A special aspect of the relat.ion
ship between Jewish communities and ·Israel is located in the demo
cratic aspects of Israel's statehood. Elections provide legitimacy to 
the Israeli position to a degree that may not be always conceded 'pr 
warranted in voluntary communities. 

. The democratic nature of Israeli sov~reignty has an impact in 
several spec! f le ways. Elections set a framework for Diaspora 
communal part~cipation in Israeli decision-making through allowing for 
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support by · foreign fr lends of poll ti cal parties in Israel. In 
narrowe~ context, the electoral results are used to form ~he ~arty 
ba~~ ~ithin ~he Jewish Agency/WZO structure in which both Diaspora · 
comm~nities ~nd 1sraeli leaders participate as recognized partn~rs in 
decision-making. 

5.. Partner in Nation-Bu.ilding. Since the legal ·establishment of the 
Jewish Agency· under the league of Nations mandate· for Palestine, the 
Jewish community outside Israer has been recognized as .a co-venturer 
in the development of Israel. The Jewish Agency included both Zionist 
and non-Zionist representation. Its transformation in newly written 
"Covenants" since the founding of the State of Israel has preserve~ 
a·spects of the legal formula of the Yishuv and the · Diaspora as 
partners in nation-building. 

The World Zionist · Organizatfon in its party alignments is 
partners with the Israeli political groups, tabulated by electoral 
results for the Israeli parliament. These results are reflected· in 
the structure of the World Zionist Organization, which in turn helps 
to shape the structure of the Jewish Agency. · 

Jewish communal representatives outside the Zionist organiza
tions, whose authority derives from their communal leadership, 
complement the Zionist leadership in the structure of the Jewish 
Agency. The tasks assigned to the Jewish Agency include both economic 
and cultural functions. These functions run parallel with the Israeli 
government's prog~ams in these spheres. Independently of the govern
mental consular or public relations functlons ·and activities, the WZO 
provides leadership and an institutional framework for cultural 
exchange·, education and youth activities, and a number of other 
programs in the Diaspora. Thus, the Jewish Agency ls the central 
institutional vehicle for Israel - Diaspora relations, though public 
understaf"!ding of this role in the Diaspora is limited. 

6. Diaspora Community to Center. The major ideological issues in the 
·patterns of Israel-Diaspora relationships focus on the theme of the 
centrality of Israel. · 

To a degree, the Ahad HaAm vision of Israel as the center that 
radiates cultural inspiration for Diaspora communities has been real
ized. The learning of the Hebrew language is often carried o~t with 
reference .not to religious tradition but to communication with Israel. 
Israeli culture forms in song, art and dance are widely circulated·. 
For rabbinical students of all kinds and for many in the Jewish 
educational system at different levels, study in Israel ls viewed as 
an involvement with the source or center of Jewish culture. 

To an even greater degree, for large numbers of Jews, Israel is 
the center in that it is a moral point of honor in their assertion of 
their Jewish commitment. Domestic Jewish communal activities are not 
viewed as having the same critical character as support for Israel, 
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particularly· in emergency situations. The .relationship of ~entrality. 
fits the metaphor of circling the wago.ns to protect. th~ center. An 
alternative metaphor for Jewish behavioral commitment, p~rtlcularly by· 
less involved Jews in the Diaspora,' is that of rooters or supporters 
for "our team." These descriptive aspects of centrality are un
contested even though the fonnulations. in ideological terms of Israeli 
centrality may be in dispute. 

: . 
· ·. The strength and character of. these six network~ of relationship 

with Israel are constantly augmented and reshaped. Their frameworks 
provide for sign! f leant changes in the rel ationsh~.PS. be~ween the 
Diaspora conununity and Israel. .. . . 

III. Existential Perspective 

Most Jewish conununities in the world are communities established· 
by waves of migra~ion. (The notable exception$ include the :~eprived 
communities of the Soviet Union, Iran or Ethiopia.) Their self
perception as achieving, mobile, post-innigrant societies may a~count 
for their indifference to Jewish self-identification or self-represen
tation in ideological terms. Even the society of Israel, which was t~ 
a .great extent the result of Zionist ideological commitment, does.· not 
define itself today in terms of Zionist ideology. Rather it · repre~ 
sents a society of post-immigrant .generations foc4sed on practical 
concerns. 

The American Jewish community, by virtue of its history, ~ccom
pllshments and· institutions, ~nvolves itself significantly as an agent 
within the American pluralist society. Its participation in the 
gener~l so~iety and culture helps to shape its attitudes toward 
Israeli or Zionist ideological dialogue. The American Jewish . commun-

.ity unlike, for example, the· Jewish coinm~mlty in Taiwan or Korea, does 
not view itself as a transient congregation but . as a permanent 
community committed to creative survival through generations. To .a 
marked ·degree, only those who are so committed are motivated to enter 
into relationshlp with Israel or to enter into a dialogue on common 
concerns or ideological questions •. 

,. 

Israeli society is a .complex and multllayered mosaic of immigr·ant 
cultures. It has achieved a measure of integration and consensus 
across ethnic and rel i·gious lines by stressing the tr.ansgenerational 
task of achieving Israel security and development • . There are powerful 
motivatfng factors in the society that direct the individual to focus 
on private and even Israeli. national aspirations that are distinct 
from those of Jewish peoplehood or Jewish c9mmunal activity. 

The · relationship ·between the· !nherited patterns ·of. Jewish 
identity and the environment of secular modernist culture is a 

. condition shared by ·both Israel and the American Jewish community. 
Similarly, the adequacy or viability of Jewish religious belief, 

... . . 
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rites, practices and institutions under current conditions, despite 
different historical and legal patterns, is an area of concern· of both 
communities. 

On the other hand, Israeli families are acutely aware of the 
sacrifice required to sustain their society under conditions of .war . 
In that context, the American commitment to Israel fs viewed as that -
of a committed partner who is unwilling to participate fully in the 
risks· of t'he joint undertaking. For the Israeli, unlike the American 
Jew, th'e security of Israel and the stability ·of its economy dominate.s 
his life. This difference, accepted as given, finds expression in 
ideological as well as practical terms. He provides the existential 
foundation for the Israeli stress upon the significance of the 
conceptual or ideological perspective. Accordingly, this stress will' 
recede only with changes· in the Israeli security and economic situa~ · 
tion that lessen the need for ideologi~al reinforcement . 

IV. Conceptuai Perspectives 

Many of the main concepts of Zionist ideology that were developed 
in periods remote from the Jewish condition of the 1980s continue to 
be the currency of contemporary debate. This conceptual framework is 
both anachronistic and relevant'to current condittons. 

It ls anachronistic since these concepts were part · of . the 
conflict between Zionist and anti-Zionist ideologies that cai:ne to an 
end during the Second World War and with the founding of the State of 
Israel. · Further, the·se concepts reflected the conditions of Jewish 
life in the pre-war settings; 

On the other hand, three concepts - aliyah, shelllat hagola 
(Negation of the Exile), kibbutz galuyot {Ingathering of Exiles) 
- have a current function in permitting the Jewish community of Israel 
to assert its expectations to the world Zionist or Diaspora comm4n
i ties. However, this conceptual framework refers to perennial Jewtsh 
polarities: Exile and Zion; dependence and free~om; Diaspora and 
return; deprivation and redemption; and so on. This perenniality c~n 
serve as a basis for conceptual reinterpretation or . ~edefinjtion in 
the light of changing circumstances. These three concepts are crucial 
to ideological consensus. 

A. Kibbutz Galuyot - Ingathering of the Exiles 

In the religious tradition, this expression refers to ·the promise 
of Jewish redemption through return of all Jews to Israel. Within the 
history of Zionism, this implication reinforced the hope that the 
small number of persons who went to Israel and involved themselves .in 
its rebuilding were to be the vanguard of a mass movement from all 
countries of the Diaspora, both deprived and emancipated. From t.hat 
perspective, even the communities that come to Israel because it ls 
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the s·oie place· of refuge becom~ part .of. this movement. ·Indeed,. they 
provide · evidence that Zionism i ·s not just "subjective" JdeaUsm but 
derived ·from "objective" factors of modern history. 

for. ·inany Israelis, the realization of the Stat~ of Israel, ·the · 
Zionist r~volution must be reasserted .thFough ongoing .effort, at 
Klbbutz Ga luyot. Yet, interpreta.tlon Qf ideological . or rellglous,. 
concepts like Kibbutz ·Galuyot is inherently am~ig~ous •. On the one .. 
hand, it points to activism, to what has been called the mltzvah or 
commandment of participation in this movement. On the other hand, 
these ·concepts •function as projections of an ide.~l future.. r~ey do 
not :' serve to determine political action in particular:· issue~ where 
different values conflict. Kibbutz Galuyot has neye.r. been . used. in 
Israel; for example, as a rationale for den~ing ~xit vi~~s - ~P an~ 
citize_n. Similarly~ it does not unequivocally d_ecid.e whether ,r.igh.t (?f : 
personal:' · choice or some other yalue should d~termine policy .t<;>w.ai:-d ·. 
Soviet ·Jews who "drop out" en route to Israel. . . . . :~-

. -: 

The fulfillment of this concept could call for support in 
bu~lding Israel and in .sustaining the possibilities for an ingathering 
of the exiles. for all Jews who support Israel, then, th~re . are · 
senses in which they approve and senses in which they would ·demur from 
Kibbutz Galurot. 

B. Sheli iat Hagolah - "Negation of the Exile.'.' 

This concept functioned in the context of the Zlonist deb~te with 
anti-Zionist ideologies between 1880 and 1940. It expressed the 
Zionist ·view that the patterns of religious em~ncip~tion would .lead to 
assimilation. It also expressed the Zionist view that the Eastern 
European societies in which Jews lived did not permit their .achievihg 
permanent status as an ethnic or cult~ral minority~ 

. , . 

The idea of !'negatlon of the · exile" was origin~l~y formulated. a~ 
an educational or cultural ideal.·' Jew~ were to develop, ttle~ value$ o.f 
independence ·. or self-reliance -- particularly in agricultural,. 
military or industrial life -- as we.11 as cultural and linguistic 
forms distinct from the attitudes of the "exile" society. Accord
ingly; "negation of the exile" was an educat-ional slogan for return to 

' Jewish ·roots, sources ·or language, rather th~n for Jewish assimilation 
to the forms of the majority culture. · 

In a sense, the American Jewish community has adopted th'e 
competing concept of "affirmation of the Diaspora." Thus, Amer.lean· 
Zionism has consistently .asserted the continued creative existence of 
Jews in America in symbiosis with the American society and culture. 
Yet, Zionists led ·American Jewish conununal education in .the directio~ 
of a curriculum that had the Hebraic revival and ·the nascent Jewish 
culture o~ Palestine as its major focus. · 

· ..... 
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It is noteworthy that ideological .concepts admit of competing 
interpretations. Thus, "Negation of the Exile" in the conditions of 
the 1980s could suggest two important themes on which .there could be 
consensus. One of these is realism, not dogma, about the continued 
viability of threatened Jewish communities, whether in Iran, the 
Soviet ' Union, Ethiopia or elsewhere. Support of an emigratlonist 
soluti-on rather than to insist on pre-world war civil-libertarian or : 
minority rlghts solution, is a significant Zionist view that has .been 
accepted. · · 

· The other is the Zionist educational theme. · This requires an 
appreciation of the values that can be derived from Israeli society, 
th~t can be said to reflect "authentic" patterns of Jewish self
determlnation and self-reliance. These could be distinguished from 
those situations in the Diaspora in whicJ:I the Jewish community has · 
been deprived of the opportunity to· search for authentic expression~ 
of its Jewish commitments. Without denying the cultural potentialities 
of integration with Western culture, a consensus can be reached. 

C. Aliyah or Hagshama - Personal Emigration to Israel as Self-. 
Realization 

The idea that emigration to Israel provides an opportunity for 
individual self-transcendence (Aliyah) need not necessarily be inter
preted as a coercive demand on others. It has characteristically 
represented a Zionist commitment which is personal and individual, 
requiring leader~hip by example. 

The communal correlate ls to make possible the conditions· for 
this kind of self-reallzatlon. This is an activity which has received 
practical support in the Jewish community. One justification of this 
support is the contribution idealistic individuals make to Israeli 
society. It ls reinforced by the high priority assigned by Diaspora 
communities to the survival of Israel and of improving the quality of 
life in Israeli society. It is also justified on the communal .ground 
of the wil11ngness· of the community to ass! st individuals in ful
filling their felt sense of Jewish commitment. 

Apart from support for programs that enhance the realization of 
Aliyah, most of the communal comm! tment to Aliya ls an extension of · 
accepted program·s to use Israel as an educational resource such as 
tourism, study in Israel, volunteer work in Israel or investment in 
Israel, etc. 

·It is true, of course, that the concept of Aliyah can be formu
lated in ways which run counter to the individual community's per
ception of its continuity or destiny. The point here is that it need 
not be formulated in this way. 
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In examining the three most contested concepts of · Zionjsm by the 
Diaspora, it ls evident that their .interpretation can provide a basis· 
f ·or agreed or shared programs of act ion as well... as a basis for· 
critici-sm and division. The significant point is .that .no unequivocal 
interpretation of these concepts need be given. · 

Toward a Consensus Appro.a.ch -to Zionht Ideology 

This survey of the historical, pragmatic, and conceptual perspec
tives of Zionist ideology is a preamble for. a declsio~ among option.s 
that have emerged during the course of the .survey • .. ·Thos~ .Qptions are 
the following. · · - · ··· · ·· ·· · 

1 ~ The decision to avoid or bypass .ttie , ideol.ogl~ai .. ~,d-~b.a~t~... . The 
justification for this option. i~ .as follows. In the h~storlc disput"e · 
among the conflicting tdeological ·positions for . a post-g~e.t_toize~ 
Jewish community, the Zionist option has succeeded ln that it achieved 
the State of !Srael and a consensus :.Of support. for .Israel .. . 

Its ongoing . tasks since ·then can be pursued ·bes~ 1·n· pragmatic 
development of improved relationships with the Diaspqra co~µniqes. 
As part of those rel at ion ships, Jews of - the Di asp.or a ari~. of . :Israel 
will interact on their shared problems from their differing environ-

. men ts. In the course of those interact ions, mutu~l und~rst~n.dings, 
responsibilities and cooperation can be built. . '-:". ~· 

Thus, significant communal responses to the deeply felt .needs and 
aspirations of Israeli society will be generated. The terms of, ~hat 
process need not be locked into the polemical debates of the pre~State 
generation; It should reflect the ~ccomplishments ~nd tl)e ·short
com~ngs that have developed during the first ge~eration (40 y~ars> of 
the relationship and which have set the ba~i~ for the next generat~on. 

2. The decision to debate, discuss, confront the inherited assumptions 
.. of · Zionist aavocates within Israel. 

· In this view, the American · Jewish..,Israelf . coopei:ation is so 
secure that it does not require paper Ing .Qver or. avoiding _ tl)e con-. 

·ceptual disagreements. Consequentiy ' · Ame.rican Jew.s should. candidly 
as·sert · their hopes and fears about Jewish . COITl!.flunal existen9e i_ri the 
United States. This will include their concerns about . educati9n, 
assimilation, intermarriage, the qµallty of Jewish 11.fe," and. so "on. 
Lt will also include their commitment to improve Jewish societ~ and 
the positive role Jews can play in American society. It can assert 
willingness to participate in the needs and vision of Israeli society 
while also recognizing the rootedness of th~ Jewish community· in .the 
Urilted States and its . responsivene$S to the needs and vision of 
American society. 

. .... ; · .. 
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Such a discussion may result in a clarification of those things 
on which there is agreement and those on which there is disagreement. 
The practical relationships can then be pursued to mutual advantage 
wi tho.ut the persistence of illusion·s and apologetics that now inter
pose upon joint understanding. Pluralism requires th.at each conununlty 
seek to understand the other in terms of its own self percepUon and 
self definition. Such an understanding may be a good thing even· if it 
does not lead to convergence. 

3. The decision to interpret or reinterpret the conceptual framework 
of 'Zionism in ways that stress the conunonality of belief. 

The pragmatic structures of interaction between Israel and the 
Jewish community provide the basis for many conceptual interpretations 
under which the American Jewish co.mmuni ty is de facto or de jure, · 
Zionist. The Jerusalem program ls the primary illus~~ation. 

Even the exclusionary concept of Zionism permits interpretations 
wh.ich are consistent with the American Jewish consensus. American 
Jews are not opposed, as noted, to helping Americans find self
realization in Israel. They also support the ingathering of diverse 
Jewish communities to Israel. 

Further, they are not opposed to educational programs that stress 
the significant potential of Israel for the historic Jewish condition . 
Such discussions would be rooted in shared historical experience, not 
in stereotypical criticism of earlier phases of Jewish life in the 
Diaspora. As a reflection of this commonality, there has been a 
revival of appreciation in Israel of lost or destroyed comniunities. 
(One illustration of this is that Israel is now the predominant center 
for the study of Yiddish culture.) Any formal discussion between the 
American Jewish community and Israel could provide a range of inter
pretations of Zionist concepts. 

4. The decision to refocus the topic of discussion. It is possible to 
draw up an agenda derived from the current concerns of the Jewish and 
Israeli communities. These could include the concerns of the Israeli 
community for the successes as well as the failures .of Zionism. A 
familiar example is the Zionist belief that the State would abolish 
world anti-Semitism. It has served to change the image of the Jew in 
ways which may have lessened one form of ant !-Semitism, but has 
increased the risk of anti-Semitism based on Third World anti-Zionism. 
This is a perception . shared by Israeli Zionists and Jews of the 
Diaspora. 

Analogously, there are the concerns of the American community for 
the successes as well as the failures of its own Jewish experience. 
The vulnerability of Jewish youth to .extremist patterns and/or to 
assimilation could be one example. The inadequacy of Jewish religious 
life in Israel or in America may be another .. 
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The recognition of Zionism as a philosophy of Jewish experience 
in a post-modern period could suggest that programs be undertaken 
delineating new directions for Zionism for this second· generation 
after the founding of the State. Patterns of practical collaboration 
can co-exist with periodic dialogues on the changing nature of the 
Jewish communities in Israel and the Diaspora. These options are not 
mutually exclusive. Indeed, a consistent set of them could be 
formulated in appropriate declarative or manifesto forms. 
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I cannot possibly in the time allotted to me refute in detail 

all the allegations made today by the representative of Iraq. 

I will refrain from referring to his numerious. quotations from 

press and books. The technique of collage, of artfully arranging 

on the canvas pieces and bits of printed matter, is a well known one. 

I shall only answer to his reference to Arnold Toynbee. 

Toynbee was a great, though dogmatic historian. His ideas, however, 

were certainly not progressive. In volume l, page 54 of 

A Studz of History; he made the following outrageous statement: 

"The black races alone have not contributed to any 

civilization." 

On page 161 , he had- this to say: 

"Though Christian Abyssinia was admitted with some hesitation 

to membership in the League of Nations she was a by-word ·for 

disorder and barbarism. In fac~ the spectacle presented by 

o~e African State, apart from Liberia, that had retained its 

complete . independence was perhaps the. best justification 

that could be found for the partition of the rest of Africa among 

the European powers. 11 
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Does the delegate o~ Iraq suscribe to those assertions? 

Since he takes Toynbee as a standard, doe~ he follow him and 

recommend a new partition ... of Africa among the European Powers? 

Speaking of books: The representative of Iraq mentioned that 

the book From Time Immemorial by Joan Peters was considered by 

the New York Times reviewer to be polemical. Mrs. Peters is a 
, 

disti~guished public figure in the United States. She was 

a counsel to President Carter. Ber book carries words of 

cormnendation by personalities such as the historians Barbara Tuchman 

and Lucy Dawidowicz, the famous demographer ~hilip Hauser, 

writers such as Saul Bellow anq diplomats such as Justice Arthur 

Goldberg . Angier Biddle Duke, former ambassador to Morocco, calls 

• it "an &rrestinc; scrupulously researched and documented account". 

The main .question is the validity of the data that Mrs. Peters 

collected and of her penetrating historical ·and demographical 

analysis. The representative of Iraq had nothing to say in this 

respect. Can he deny that the British census of. 1931 indicated 

that the Moslem population of Palestine s.poke 23 different lan.guages, 

including Afghan? 

1he representative of Iraq was remiss or careless on certain 

' points. He wished to belittle the value of the statement made by 

Sir Winston Churchill in the British Parliament on Arab immigration 

into Palestine. He did so by referring :to the MacDo'nald White Paper • 
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But the MacDonald White Paper was issued in 1931. He should have 

better checked. There was, of course, another British White Paper 

in 1939, in the epoch of the notorious policy of appeasement 

towards Nazi Germany and the Arab countries, which were considered 

potential allies of the Third Reich. We could elaborate on this 

subject and on Iraqi connections with the Nazi regime. 

Finally, a minor point. The representative of Iraq mentioned 

the activities of Jewish organizations in Europe a~er World War II 

and said that they acted against UNRRA and that UNRRA is what UNRW:P. 

came from. 

· Actually, UNRRA was established in Washington. on November 9, 1943, 

two years before the foundation of the UN. Its purpose was to 

bring urgent succor to Europe devasted by war and to the victims 

of the concentration camps. It did a good job helping those Jews. 

UNRRA had nothing to do with UNRW:P.. The -representative of .Iraq, 

/ again, should have better checked. 

The delegate of Iraq accused my delegation of rewriting history 

and mentioned UN documents. However, · he. was unable to deny . the 

central fact that the Arab deiegations, including the Iraqi one, 

rejected the . Blandford Plan and all other development plans. They 

insisted on political recipes, like repatriation, which means 

bringing back- the clock of history. · 
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One of the reasons why this return to 1947 is impossible is 

the expulsion of J .ews from .,/\rab count.ries. 

Iraq's role in the q\iestion of the exodus of the Palestinian 

refugees was aptly described by Nimr Al Bawari, who was the 

commander of the paramilitary ,Arab Youth Organization in Palestine. 

In his book, The .Secret Behind the Disaster, he wrote: 

"Iraq's Prime Minister had , thundered: 'We sha 11 smash the 

country with our guns, and destroy and obliterate every place 

the Jews will seek shelter in. The Arabs should conduct 

their wives and ch~ldren to safer areas till the fighting 

has died down ' ". 

After the end of the hostilities, Iraq was the only country 

who refused to sig~ an armistice agreement with Israel and still 

takes pride. in being at a state of war with ~y country. The Iraqi 

government avenged itself of the defeat i~ suffered in the field of 

battle by cruelly persecuting the hapless Jewish minority. Jews 

had lived on the shores of the rivers of Babylonia since the 

Sixth Century BCE, one thousand years before the Arab conquest. 

Mighty empires rose and fell, but the Jewish coi;nmunity in 

MesQpotamia ·continued its rich cultural ·and religious life. Many 

of the great · figures of Jewish thought, wisdom and piety lived there • 
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All this was abruptly br~ght to an end. In 1948, Zionism was 

~eclared a crime. Jews were imprisoned and some of them publicly 

hanged. In 1950, 120,000 Jews fled from Iraq a~d found a new 

haven in Israel. The Iraqi government confiscated their properties, 

buildings, lands, personal effects, banking accounts. Their 

b~longings were sold by public auction. Only a handful of Jews 

managed to remain. They were exposed to ill treatment, threats .· 

and executions. On 27 January 1969, nine Jews were hanged, again 

publicly in Baghdad. On 25 August of the same year, two more Jews were 

similarly exec:Uted. 

Iraq therefore shares with the other Arab countries the quilt 

of the 1948 war and of the Palestinian refugee problem and is 

directly responsible for the sufferings and flight of° the Iraqi Jews. 

Of course, not only Jews were victims of Iraq's persecutions. 

Many have forgotten the ma~sacre of Christian Assyrians in 1933, 

whose case was debated in the Leaque of Nations. The present Iraqi 

regime exceeds its predecessors in its sadistic treatment of 

minorities such as the Kurds and of its Own citizens. A detailed 

documentation is to be found in Amnesty International reports. 

Iraq is the country where prisoners were given rat poison, and which 

er11ployed mustard gas in its war against Iran. Iraq's capital, 

Baghdad, was the headquarters of the Rejection Front which fought 

against the Israeli-Egyptian peace. Baghdad was also and still is 

a major center of international. terrorism. 
• •• /6 
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Countries like Iraq, -or for that matter, its enemy Iran, 

are the shame of our time. Its representative may speak so~ly 

here, but the c~untry he represents stands for violence, injustice, 

savagery and discrimination. It was to save humanity permanently from 

those scourges that the United Nations were erected. 



HELEN DAVIS 
lsrrul Corresponlhnt 

J erusalem - The 
business of deciding 
who will run the Jewish 

Agency-World Zionist Organ· 
ization for the next four years 
may well dominate the four
day Zionist Congress, which 
opens in Jerusalem on 
December 6. 

Indeed, the leadership issue 
is expected to be so over
whelming that all other 
substantive issues are likely 
to be submerged beneath the 
politicking and recrimina
tions. 

In the week leading up to 
the congress - which will be 
attended by 700 delegates 
and some 2,000 alternates 
and observers - the issue re
mained wide open, with both 
Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Shamir (Likud) and Foreign 
Minister Shimon Peres 
(Labor) deeply involved in the 
selection of candidates. 

The Israel Labor Party's 
initial candidate for the post 
of chairman. current Jewish 
Agency/WZO Treasurer 
Akiva Lewinksy, has finally 
bowed out of the contest after 
tense weeks of foot-dragging. 

But he did not leave with
out taking a swipe at the 
Diaspora fund.raisers in the 
Jewish Agency Board of 
Governors for vetoing his 
candidacy, and at his own par
ty for failing to stand by him 
in his moment of greatest 
need 

Lewinsky, a kibbutznik 

"There could be 
fi reworks," noted a 
Jewish Agency 
source, "unless the 
various parties are 
satisfied with the 
deals that are 
being cut this 
week." 

w.ho has served the Labor 
Party and the Zionist mov~ 
ment for almost 50 years, told 
Labor's central committee 
last week that the interven
tion of the fundraisers 
violated the rules of partnel" 
ship within the Zionist move
ment and represented a 
"grave development" in 
Israel's relations with the 
Diaspora. 

For all that, the political 
demise of 70-yeaN)ld Lewin· 
sky has been greeted with 
barely disguised relief by 
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Labor Party officials. 
The party had feared an in

ternal schism with Lewin
sky's backers, the powerful 
United Kibbutz Movement, 
w h:ich declared itself to be 
outraged that a small group 
of Diaspora fundraisers could 
vet-O a decision of the Labor 
Party. 

Labor's central committee 
is meanwhile expect.ed to 
nominate another CB11didate 
for the post of chairman from 
among three men: Knesset 
Member Mordechai Gur, 
former chief of staff and 
health minister; Knesset 
Member Simcha Dinitz, 
former Ambassador to the 
United States; and Nissim 
Zvili, chairman of the J ewish 
Agency's Settlement Depart· 
ment. 

None of the three, however, 
has generated much enthusi
asm among J ewish Agency or 
WZO professionals. 

Gur was described by one 
WZ0 source as having been a 
"disaster" as health minister 
in the national unity govern
ment - a post he resigned 
when Shamir took over as 
crime minister from Peres. 
1'Gur," warned the source. 
"would leave the place in 
rui.Ds:· 

Simcha Dinitz is regarded 
as able and clever, but not 
necessarily the man to effect 
the urgent changes needed in 
the Zionst movement: "Peo
ple in the organization are 
afraid that he would not be 
totally committed to getting 
things done,'' said the source. 

Tunisian-born Nissim Zvili. 
on the other hand, is regarded 
as a dedicated worker who 
has a comprehensive under
standinJ? of the Jewish Agen
cy and the WZO, a man who 
thinks indep endently and 
speaks well and to the point. 
His English is fluent and he 
is young and attractive. 

But Zvili, in his early fol"' 
ties, is considered to be too 
young and inexperienced for 
the job and is unlikely to find 
favor with t he fundraisers. 
His chances of election might 
also be hampered by the fact 
that Israel's settlements are 
in parlous state - a predica
ment for which he must share 
at least some of the blame. 

The Likud's unofficial can
didate, Science Minister Gi
deon Patt, has al.so failed to 
generate excitement, despite 
an extended trip to the 
United States where he 
sought to endear himself to 
key fundraisers and Ameri· 
can Zionist leaders. 

As the week of decision 
approached, there was 

IS RAEL 

The Zionists 
Bite Back 

On the eve of the World Ziomst 
Congress slwwdown, bitterness 

between IS'roel and Diaspora leaders 
is pla)'i,ng itself out over who 

will be e"tected chairman. 

speculation in Jerusalem that 
the Likud might instead put 
forward such bright young 
men as Knesset Members 
Dan Meridor or Ehud 
Olmert. 

There is even talk of the 
Lilrud wheeling out a real 
heavyweight like Moshe 
AreDs, former defense minis
ter, Ambassador to Washing· 
ton and a man often spoken 
of as a possible successor to 

Shamir as party leader. 
With his American back· 

ground and generally high 
standing among Diaspora 
communities, Arens could 
prove to be a hard candidate 
to beat. But even if he does 
agree to run, he could face 
legal difficulties if he im.sists 
on retaining his Knesset seat 
while serving as chairman of 
the Jewish Agency and WZO. 

According to WZO sources, 

the Zionist Congress intends 
to settle the leadership iSS111e 
as quickly as possible in o.rder 
to concentrate on the "Zionist 
issues" that fill its agenda. 

That, however, is con
sidered to be little more than 
a pious hope. Instead, it 
seems likely that the business 
of electing a new bunch of top 
officials - and the role played 
by the fund.raisers in torped!c>
ing Alriva Lewinsky - could 



devour much of the four days. 
It could even, say WZO 

sources. boil over into open 
rebellion by Israeli "old· 
timers" who find tbe new. 
assertive mood of Diaspora 
leaders too much to stomach. 

An indication of the depth 
of this feeling was contained 
in an indignant letter to the 
Jerusalem Post by veteran 
Israeli politician Moshe Kol. 
one of just thnle surviving 
signatories of Israel's 
Declaration of Independence. 

The fundraisers, wrote Kol, 
"don't understand anything 
about the important work of 
the departments of the 
Jewish Agency and the World 
Zionist Organization. They 
want to destroy the demo
cracy of the world Zionist 
movement. Who authorized 
them to make such demands? 
Did they ask American Jewry 
or world Jewry'/" be asked. 
"Thank God that such so
called leaders had nothing to 
say 40 years ago when the 
State of Israel was born and 
Am.erican Jewry struggled 
with us for our independence. 
If such so-ealled leaders 
would have represented 
American Jewry then, who 
would have struggled for our 
independence?" 

Such bitterness. given voice 
at the congress, could drag 
the whole issue of the 
Diaspora-Israel partnership 
out into the open, whether 
most delegates want it or not. 
And the results of such a 
debate would be unpredict-
able. · 

For while outgoing WZO. 
Jewish Agency chairman 
A:zye Dulzin has repeatedly 
called for "fusion' of the 
Diasapora fu.ndraisers and 
the Zionists, there are others 
who believe that the time has 
come to break up the 16-year 
partnership. 

Five months ago. delegates 
to the Jewish Agency 
Assembly carefully avoided 
this issue. The Thirty First 
Zionist Congress might not, 
however, be so circumspect. 

"There could be fireworks," 
noted a Jewish Agency 
source. "unless the various 
parties are satisfied with the 
deals that are being cut this 
week." 

The leadership issue is not 
the only subject that is like
ly to drown out discussion of 
such mainline Zionist issues 
as immigration, settlement, 
Jewish education and demo
graphy. 

'IWo non-agenda items -
religious pluralism and the 
question of an international 
Middle East peace conference 

are expected to be raised and 
hotly debated. 

A powerful Reform-Conser
vative coalition is likely to 
push bard for some kind of 
declarative action on the OJ' 
•.bodox stranglehold in Israel 
- a move that will predic
tably be fiercely resisted by 
the Orthodox Mi.zrachi bloc. 

The peace conference 
debate is expected to be pro
moted by the Labor Party 
whose leader, Shlmon Peres. 
is its most ardent advocate 
and who has declared that the 
issue should be a matter of 
frank and open discussion in 
the Diaspora. 

The Likud. which opposes 
such a conference and which 
insists that the subject is a 
strictly Israeli affair, will try 
to block any such debate. but 
it might not succeed. 

"A lot of delegates,'' said a 
source, " will want to prove 
t hat tbe Zionist movement is 
still debating the great issues. 
At t he same time. it might 
give them an opportunity to 
avoid the real nitty·gritty 
problems that threaten the. 
whole Jewish Agency-WZO 
set·up." 

Another controversial item 
is whether outgoing chair
man Dulzin should be reward
ed with the post of president 
of the Zionist movement - a 
role which was last filled by 
the late Nahum Goldmann. 

According to one source, 
Dulzin is pushing hard for the 
job, but his success is by no 
means assured: "A lot of peo
ple, including Lewinsky, have 
scores to settle with him," 
said t he source, "and they 
might just use the issue to 
make t heir point." 

Whatever the outcome of 
the congress, there is no 
doubt that the leadership 
struggle - and the prospect 
of re8l! heat and passion -
has generated an unusual 
level of public interest ill 
Israel. 

The Israeli media has car
ried a number of articles and 
opinion pieces on the Jewis.h 
Agency·WZO crisis in recent 
weeks. Some have included 
demands that the entire 
edifice be dismantled; others 
have called for a "reconstruc
tion" that would free the 
Jewish Agency and WZO of 
the thrall of party politics. 

The result is that many 
Israelis who would not hOt· 
mally have been aware that a 
Zionist Congress was happen
in in their midst, will be 
tofiowing next week's deli
berations with interest -and 
with the expectation of seeing 
blood on the floor. 0 
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"You GotThatAtBody 
& Sole, Didrlt You?" 

"You wanna know where I got my ooo!·looking clothes? Okay, rD tell you ... 
on one condition! You have to buy me a Hanukah present at Body & Sole. 
'Cuz llody & Sole is my favorite place for neat clothes and stuff. 
But don~ worry ... Body & Sole ha.5 really good discount prices. Okay, 
okay. You guessed right! Now about that presenL • 
S!ZE.S: LAYE'JTE, INFA:i'IT, GIRl.5 TO PRE-TEEN. BOYS 

ValJev Vdlage SMooinf c.tnrerf.!63-3011 , . l.f" North O! 8th7y t.. 20 

VJSi! "Body & Sole Far \\'Qlllell" & 
"Body & Sole For Men", too! 
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